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Although only 15 to 20 percent of the world’s 
crop land is under irrigation, the production 
from irrigated land amounts to as much as 30 
to 40 percent of total world agricultural output. 
The ueeded increase in food production will 
therefore depend to an appreciable extent on 
enlarging the area under irrigation and improv- 
ing existing systems. 
Surface systems of irrigation are the most 
widely practised. This publication is a com- 
prehensive survey of all the several existing 
surface systems. Their combination in one vol- 
ume makes possible the study and comparison 
of the various parameters of soil, water supply, 
topography and cropping possibilities of these 
systems, as well as their technical requirements, 
practical application and costs - knowledge 
of great value in the selection and planning of 
an irrigation scheme. The book is particularly 
recommended to students, planners and design- 
ers of farm irrigation systems, 
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Surface irrigation is accomplished by impounding water OT! the soil 
surfwe or causing the water to llow o%;er the surface. In either case some 
means must be provided for controlling the water. so that the proper depth 
enters the soil to supply the water needs of the crop. and so that the water 
can be distributed uniformly to all parts of the field. An efticient irrigation 
system will also provide means of avoiding excess water losses by deep 
percolation or by surface runoff tit the ends of the fields. The two criteria 
for good surface irrigation, therefore, are clt/~~c~~n~~ and c$C~rc~+. 

All surface irrigation methods have certain basic principles in common. 
Water is turned on to the field at the high point of the Iand and flows to 
lower elevations, with flow diminishing as water intiltrates the soil while 
moving down the slope. One might assume that uniformity of water dis- 
tribution would be impossible to obtain under these conditions because 
more water would inevitably enter the soil at the upper end of the irrigated 
area than at the lower end. While there is always this tendency. it is yos- 
sible to minimize nonuniformity and obtain efficiencies of water distribution 
with surface irrigation which are comparable with other methods. This 
is accomplished by dividing the area to be irrigated into units of the ap- 
propriate size and shape, and regulating the size of stream turned into the 
units according to type of soil, slope, and depth of rooting of the crop. 
However, to obtain this uniformity with soils having very high infiltration 
rates, the area irrigated as a unit may need to be so smalt or the flow of 
water required may be so large that surface irrigation becomes impractical, 
and sprinkler irrigation should then be considered. There are other con- 
ditions in which sprinkler irrigation might be preferable to surface irrigation 
methods (FAO, 1960, 1968). 

It is not always possible to express in quantitative units all the factors 
influencing uniformity of water distribution. Some are variables - such 
as the infiltration rate of water into the soil, the depths of rooting of dif- 
ferent crops, the enlarging root system of annual crops, and the vagaries 
of the weather. Other factors remain fairly constant - the slope of the 
land, the soil texture and structure, the water-holding properties of the 
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soil, and the rates of water movement within the soi 
use judgement based on the best information availa 
factors in planning the layout of the irrig.::ion system. 

The irrigator must recognize that he may have to vary certain practices 
over which he has control in order to obtain the best use of the irrigation 
water. These practices might include the division of the irrigated area 
into units, the size of stream used for irrigating each unit, and the length 
of time the water is allowed to flow on to each unit area. 

Two other requiremer,:s of prime importance in utilizing surface irriga- 
tion methods are distribution cisterns which are constructed to provide 
adequate control of the water, and land preparation that permits uniform 
distribution of water and allows excess water to drain off. 
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1. WATER SUPPLY 

The source of the water, particularly with regard to the size of stream 
available, will influence the method of irrigation which can be L:sed. It 
may be a large canal supplying water to a number of users, a privately 
owned ditch diverting water from a stream or a small reservoir, or an ar- 
tesian or pumped well. 

W?ttr supplies obtained by diverting the natural flow of a stream will 
normally fluctuate in quantity during the irrigation season, and vary from 
year to year. Supplies will be more uniform when they are obtained from 
releases of water stored in a large surface reservoir, or are pumped from a 
groundwater reservoir. 

The amount of water available will influence the type of crops that can 
be grown, and determine the area that can be irrigated. The method of 
irrigation must be efficiently designe,d for the highest possible use of the 
water where the supply is limited. 

Also important in determining the irrigation method is the cost of water, 
which will depend on the investment in irrigation works and operation and 
maintenance costs. It is generally accepted that the higher the cost the 
greater will be the care taken to see that water is used efficiently. 

Methods of water delivery 

In most irrigated areas a common water supply is shared by a number 
of users. Division of the water, in such cases, may be based on established 
prior&es, or users may share in the available supply according to the 
area irrigated by each. The total flow is sometimes divided among the 
users, with each obtaining a share as a continuous flow throughout the 
season on the basis of his entitlement. A more common practice is to 
rotate the use of the full stream. The time each user is allotted in the 
rotation is usually based on his irrigated area and use is limited so that every- 
one will have an opportunity to share in the water at reasonable intervals. 
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The sharing of water on a rotational basis often leads to wasteful use. 
Users will normally take their full share at each turn, irrespective of the 
water needs of their crops. In some areas where supplies are limited, a 
water users’ organization will make an apportionment at the beginning 
of the seas& of a. given volume of water to each unit of irrigated area. 
This apportionment is based on an estimate of the total seasonal water 
supply that will be available and the total area to be irrigated. Water 
deliveries are measured, and each user is limited to his seasonal allotment. 
This encourages efficient use of water. 

Another method, which is used in more advanced irrigation projects, 
is delivery of water on request. This is commonly referred to as the delivery- 
on-demand system. It requires the maintenance of a flow of water in the 
entire canal system throughout the irrigation season. To avoid waste 
the flow must be regulated at the source by a reservoir or some other means 
of control. Where the canals are equipped with automatic gates (Figure 1) 
for regulating the depth of water, users can take water when it is needed. 
Where such automatic controls are not installed users must request delivery 
of water beforehand, and the flow entering the canals is regulated to fulfil 
the orders received. This means that request must specify quantity, 
period, and starting date. A leeway of from 24 to 48 hours is generally 
allowed between request and delivery. 

Water requirements 
. 

The amount of water used in producing a crop is commonly referred to 
as “consumptive use” or “evapotranspiration.” It includes the water tran- 
spired by the leaves of the plants and evaporated from the wet soil. Part 
of the consumptive use requirement may be satisfied by rainfall during the 
growing season, or precipitation prior to planting which is retained in the 
soil and can be used later by the crop. Rainfall that runs off the surface 
or penetrates below the depth of rooting of the crop cannot be used. Only 
that retained within the root zone is considered as “effective rainfall.” 
The amount of water needed in addition to effective rainfall to satisfy the 
consumptive use requirement of the crop is referred to as the consumptive 
use of applied water. This is the amount that must be supplied by irriga- 
tion. 

Consumptive use can be expressed as depth of water per unit of time, 
such as millimetres per season or inches per day. To compute the total 
volume of water needed, the seasonal water requirement is multiplied by 
the area to be irrigated. The volume units used most commonly are cubic 
metres, acre-inches, or acre-feet. 
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FIGURE I. Distributor, with Neyrpic automatic gate downstream in the main canal to 
regulate water depth. 

The consumptive use of water will vary with the type of crop, the season 
when it is grown, and the climatic conditions existing at the various stages 
of plant growth. The seasonal consumptive use values may vary from as 
little as 250 millimetres for short-season crops grown in cool humid areas, to 
1 800 miliimetres or more for long-season crops grown in hot arid climates.1 
Estimates of water needs for various crops can usually be obtained from irri- 
gation research stations located in the region where the crops are to be 
grown. 

The rate of consumptide use during the period of peak water use generally 
determines the size of stream that should be available for irrigating the crop. 
The rate of peak consumptive use may vary from 2.5 to 6 millimetres per 
day in humid areas, to 6 to 9 millimetres per day in arid areas. Rates of 
consumptive use can be converted to equivalent rates of water flow per unit 

1 For readers not familiar with the metric measurements used in this publication, a 
list of conversions to British and United States units of measure is given on page 157. 
The tables give data in both metric and British or United States units, and the more 
complicated metric measures in the text, such as rates of flow, are followed by the 
British or United States measure in brackets. 
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area. Table 1 gives the equivalent continuous flow rates (24 hours a day) 
per unit area for various daily consumptive use rates. If the water is used 
for irrigation only part of the day, the rate of flow must be increased ac- 
cordingly. 

The quality of the water mustialways be taken into consideration in 
planning an irrigation system. It may limit the method of irrigation which 
can be used. Some soils must be leached by overirrigation to maintain 
a safe salt balance ‘in the soil. The factors governing the use of waters of 
various qualities are discussed more fully in FAO Irrigatioc and Drainage 
Paper No. 7 (1971g), and in FAo/Unesco Irrigafiott, drainage ad salittity: 
an ittlerttatiotlal source book 

In addition to satisfying the consumptive use requirement of the crop, 
irrigation water must be supplied to take care of such losses as surface 
run-off or deep percolation from the field. Water will also be lost through 
seepage from field ditches, leaks from gates, evaporation from water sur- 
faces, transpiration by ditch-bank weeds, and so on. Where soil salinity 
is a factor, additional water will be needed for leaching excess salts from 
the soil. Leaching requirements, however, can usually be taken care of 

TABLE I. -. C0~vi3s10~ 0F DAILY CONSUMPTIVE usE RATES TO tquIvAikrcr C'ONTINUOUS 
FLOW RATES PER UNIT AREA 

Consumptive use 
of water by crop 

Equivdent continuous 
flow rates 

__-~--~- ___~ -_- / 

i 

per rlrr~ 

0.08 

0.12 

0.16 

0.20 

0.24 

0.28 

0.32 

0.36 

0.4.0 

0.23 

0.35 

0.46 

0.58 

0.69 

0.81 

0.92 

1.04 

1.15 

30 j 

40 1 

50 

60 / 

70 I 

80 ; 

90 I 
100 1 

0.0030 

0.0057 

0.0083 

0.0100 

0.01 I7 

0.0133 

0.0150 

0.0167 

77 -.m 

f 3.0 
I 
1 3.7 

I 4.5 

I 5.’ 

1 6-O 
6.7 

I 7.5 

1 To convert to imperial gallons per minute, multipls values bs 0.833. 



during the off-season and generally do not need to be included in determin- 
ing the peak water requirements. They do need to be included in determin- 
ing the seasonal water requirement. 

irrigation efficiencies can be based on the amount of water applied to 
a field or to the entire irrigation system, taking into account losses occurring 
in the distribution system. Although the following equation does not 
take into consideration the adequacy of irrigation, it is commonly used 
to express field irrigation efficiencies: 

water applied - losses 
Field irrigation efhciency = --~ water applied 

The amount of irrigation water required for a field can be computed from 
the equation : 

Field irrigation consumptive use - effective rainfall 
water requirement - - - ___. 

field irrigation efficiency 

The following example is used to illustrate how the size of the stream 
required can be computed Assume that a 15-hectare area is being ir- 
rigated 12 hours each day in a region with no effective rainfall, with peak 
consumptive use 5 millimetres per day, and held irrigation efficiency 0.50 
(50 percent). From Table I, the continuous flow requirement is shown 
to be 0.58 litre per second per hectare, but because water is used only 12 
hours each day this must be multiplied by 2: 

15 x 0.58 x 2 
0.50 

= 34.8 litres per second 

Some types of irrigation, such as the border and basin methods, have 
minimum flow rates to enable the water to be distributed uniformly and 
applied at the desired depth, and for irrigation labour to be used eficiently. 
These minimum flow requirements are discussed in more detail in the sec- 
tions dealing with specific irrigation methods. 

Small regulating reservoirs 

A small stream which flows continuously can sometimes be stored in a 
small reservoir for a short period in order to provide a larger flow part of 
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the time. For example, a continuous flow of 20 litres per second could 
be stored in a reservoir and released as a flow of 60 litres per second for 
eight hours each day. Table 2 gives the reservoir capacities needed for 

TABLE 2. - CAPAcrriEs REQUIRED TO STORE WATER FOR VARIOUS PERIODS, DELIVERED AT 
DIFFERENT FLOW RATES 

A. Capacities in cubic metres, eight flow rates 

Hours of storage 
Flow rate --- 

8 1 12 16 ! 2c 24 
---- 

Litres 
per second 

2 

5 

IO 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

- 

B. Capacities n acre-feet,’ six flow -1. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cubic metres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

58 

I44 

288 

432 

576 

720 

864 

1008 

86 

216 

432 

648 

864 

I 080 

I 296 

1 512 

I15 

288 

576 

864 

I 152 

1 440 

I 728 

2016 

144 173 

360 432 

720 864 

I 080 I 2% 

I 440 1 728 

I 800 2 I60 

2 I60 2 592 

2 520 3 024 

Hours of storage 
Flow rates -- - 

8 I 12 I 16 I 20 I 24 

Cubic feet U. S. gallons 
per second per minute 

0.2 90 0.13 

d.4 180 0.27 

0.6 270 0.40 

0.8 360 0.53 

1.0 450 0.67 

1.2 540 0.80 

,..........,....... Acre-feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

0.20 0.27 0.33 0.40 

0.40 0.53 0.67 0.80 

0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 

0.80 1.07 1.33 1.60 

1.00 1.14 1.66 2.00 

1.20 1.60 2.00 2.4.0 

L 1 acre-foot = 43 560 cubic feet == I 233.5 cubic metres. 
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storing various flow rates for different periods. Such “overnight” storage 
reservoirs are commonly used for temporary storage of the discharge from 
well pumps, the flow from springs, or water delivered from canals on a con- 
tinuous flow basis. These permit irrigation during daylight only, reducing 
the hours of irrigating time and allowing a more efficient use of the water. 
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2. SOILS 

The two soil characteristics of most concern in the selection, design and 
use of surface irrigation systems are the rate at which water will enter the 
soil (infiltration rate) and the amount of water that can be retained in the 
soil for use by the crop (water-holding capacity). Properties such as soil- 
profile conditions, salinity, texture, structure, capillary conductivity and 
depth to water table must also be taken into account in the management 
of irrigztion water. 

Infiltration rates 

The rate at which water enters the soil determines the length of time it 
must be held on the surface to allow it to penetrate to the desired dtljrh. 
Infiltration rates are expressed in depths of water per unit of time, s& 
as centimetres or inches per hour. 

Infiltration rates are closely related to the extent of large, interconnected 
pore spaces in the soil. Coarse sands and soils with well-aggregated soil 
particles usually have many large pores (and-higher infiltration rates) than 
dispersed clays or soils, which have had their pore spaces reduced in size 
by compaction or a breakdown of soil aggregates. 

Many soils are not uniform in depth. Changes in texture or structure 
within the soil profile will affect the infiltration rate. The effeots of non- 
uniform profile conditions on the movement of water in the soil have been 
discussed by Doneen (FAO, 1971f) in considerable detail. 

Soil changes affecting infiltration rates may also occur within a small 
area. This is particularly true with alluvial soils, where strips of fine- 
textured and coarse-textured soils may be found adjacent to each other. 
Since infiltration rates may thus vary greatly within short distances, these 
differences must be taken into consideration in the layout of the irrigation 
system. The area irrigated as one unit should, wherever possible, be con- 
fined to soils with nearly uniform infiltration rates. 

The infiltration rate of any particular soil will vary with the amount of 
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moisture it holds at irrigation and with the tillage practices used prior to 
irrigation. Soils which have been recently ploughed will have a higher 
initial infiltration rate than those which have been settled by previous ir- 
rigations. This difference, however, generally disappears after water has 
been applied for about 30 minutes. Furrows in which wheel tractors have 
travelled will have slower infiltration than the other intermediate furrows. 

In most soils, the infiltration rate decreases with the length of time that 
water is applied. It is normally relatively high at first, and gradually 
decreaces to a nearly uniform rate. This condition, when changes in infil- 
tration rates are slow, is sometimes referred to as the basic intake rate. 
An exception to this general rule occurs with some soils with a high organic 
matter content which repel water when they are dry. When particles of 
these soils become wet the infiltration rate will gradually increase. They 
are referred to as hydrophobic soils. 

A number of different methods of measuring infiltration rates are used. 
For worthwhile results the infiltration of the irrigation system used in the 
area should be measured. 

One type of measurement used with furrow irrigation is the inflow- 
outflow method, described by Shockley et al. (1959). The flow is measured 
at two points along the furrow. The difference in flow is the amount of 
water infiltrating the soil and this determines the infiltration rate of the 
area between the two points. Measurements must be made after infiltration 
stabilizes in the range of the basic intake rate. Thus, infiltration during 
the initial period of irrigation cannot be measured by this method. The 
furrow infiltrometer developed by Bondurant (1957) measures infiltration 
throughout an irrigation by ponding water in a very short length of the 
furrow. 

Infiltration rates for irrigation by flooding are usually measured by pond- 
ing water on the surface of the soil and measuring the rate of drop in the 
water level or the rate of inflow that must be supplied to maintain a uniform 
depth of water. Watev losses include evaporation as well as seepage. 
With porous soils the ~ craporation loss is minor, but on some tight soils 
the entire loss may be accounted for by evaporation. The reliability of 
such measurements is related to the size of the ponded area and to the 
number of replications of the measurements. Basins 3 to 5 metres square 
surrounded by levees are sometimes used, or metal cylinders, both single- 
and double-ring, are driven into the soil to pond the water, as described by 
Burgy and Luthin (1956) and Haise et al. (1956). It is not possible to 
determine the initial infiltration rates occurring during the tilling period 
when using ponding methods. These rates can be estimated by measuring 
the total volume of water required to fill the ponds in relation to the volume 
of water ponded above the soil surface at the time the filling iscompleted. 
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The infiltration rates of different soils cover a wide range of values. Basic 
hourly intake rates for some coarse sands may be as high as 25 centimetres, 
for loam soils from 1 to 10 centimetres, and for clay soils from 0.1 to 2.5 
centimetres. Clay soils which develop wide cracks on drying may initially 
have high water entry rates through the cracks, but as these close on wetting 
the infiltration rate may drop rapidly to negligible values. 

The flow of water required and the area irrigated as one unit must be 
adjusted in accordance with the infiltration rate of the soil. A high in- 
filtration rate requires a large stream and/or a small area. With low rates 
a much larger area can be irrigated as a unit, using a smaller flow of water. 

Because infiltration rates are so variable it is difficult to derive equations 
which can be universally used for designing the layout of surface irrigation 
systems. Many research workers (Bishop, 1961; Christiansen et al., 
1959; Criddle et al., 1956; Davis, 1961; Davis and Fry, 1963; Hall, 1956; 
Lewis, 1937; Lewis and Milne, 1938; Smerdon and Hohn, 1961; Wilke 
and Smerdon, 1965) have developed methods which are helpful in analysing 
uniformity of water distribution where the factors governing the flow of 
water over the soil surface and the infiitration rate of water into the soil 
are known. The application of these methods requires a prior evaluation 
of the parameters which must be used to solve specific irrigation problems. 
There is no substitute, therefore, for conducting field tests before establish- 
ing design criteria. In areas where irrigation has been widely practised, 
certain general rules have been developed which can be used as guides. 
The broad variation in these rules developed in different regions points to 
the need for caution in applying them to other areas. Certain of these 
general criteria are referred to in the descriptions of different irrigation 
methods. They are offered as aids to planning, not as final solutions. 

Water-holding capacities of soils 

The depth of water that must be applied during an irrigation is related 
to the amount of usable water that can be retained in the soil per unit of 
depth, the depth of rooting of the crop, and the amount of soil water 
that has been used by the crop or evaporated from the soil surface and needs 
to be replenished by irrigation. 

Each soil has certain characteristics which influence the amount of water 
that can be stored for use by crop roots. Figure 2 illustrates the most im- 
portant of these in computing the amounts of water in the soil. 

Point D, at the bottom of the vertical scale, is a dry soil. This condition 
is reached only by drying the soil at about 110°C for extended periods. 

Point A, at the top of tl:: scale, is a saturated soil with all air excluded. 
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moisture 
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Gravitational woter 

Field capacity 

Readily available soil moisture 

Permanent wilting percentage 

Moisture of limited use to plant roots 

Dry 

FIGURE 1. Soil moisture 
characteristics which influ- 
ence movement of water in 
the soil and availability of 
water to plants. 

The amount of water in the soil at saturation is equal to the volume’of pore 
spaces. Clay soils usually have a higher total porosity than sands, although 
the pores are much smaller. 

Point B is the amount of water remaining in a wetted soil after drainage 
has been completed. This is called the field capacity of the soil. 

Point C is the moisture content at which the films of water around the 
soil particles are held so tightly that roots in contact with the soil cannot 
remove the water fast enough to prevent wilting 3f the plant leaves. This 
is called the permanent wilting percentage of the soil. It is a soil charac- 
teristic, for all plants whose root systems thoroughly permeate the soil will 
wilt at nearly the same soil moisture content. 

Soil moisture in the range between saturation and field capacity (A to 
B) is sometimes referred to as gravitational water. Water movement takes 
place readily within this range, downward by gravitational force and in all 
directions by capillary movement. The movement is most rapid near 
saturation, decreasing to very slow values as field capacity is approached. 
Soils with impaired drainage, in which water is retained at or near saturation 
during or following an irrigation, will exhibit rapid lateral movement of 
the water. This is often apparent with furrow irrigation. Because much 
of the air which is normally present in the soil has been replaced by water 
within this range, an unfavourable environment results for many plants 
whose roots have a high oxygen requirement. The very wet soil con- 
dition within this range may also be favourable for waterborne diseases, 
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which can cause serious injury to the roots. Although active roots can 
utilize the moisture in the soil within this range, care should be taken to 
prevent this condition from prevailing for prolonged periods when irri- 
gating most crops. Rice is an exception to this general rule, but even the 
roots of rice require a certain amount of oxygen for best growth. 

Soil moisture between field capacity and permanent wilting percentage 
(S to C) is the range of most importance in computing the amount of avail- 
able moisture that can be retained in the soil. This range is referred to as 
the readily available soil moisture. However, it should be recognized that 
the moisture is available only if the roots have permeated the soil so that 
they can utilize the water. Soils which have not had their structure im- 
paired by compaction or other causes which prevent the free diffusion of 
air will generally provide an adequate supply of the oxygen needed by the 
roots when the soil moisture is within this range. 

Many different opinions have been expressed regarding the relationship 
between plant growth and soil moisture content at various levels within 
the range of readily available soil moisture. These differences are related 
to the physics of soil moisture and the physiology of plant growth, and 
are too involved to be included in this publication. Veihmeyer (1956), 
Veihmeyer and Hendrickson (1950), Richards and Wadleigh (1952) and 
others discuss these relationships. 

The amount of moisture in the soil is usually expresseld as a percentage 
of the volume or of the dry weight of the soil. The water retained at field 
capacity is related to the texture (size of particles) of the soil. The per- 

TABLE 3. - RANGE OF IWADILY AVAILABLE SOIL MOISTURE FOR DIFFERENT SOIL TYPES 

Soil type 

Fine sand , . , . , , . , . . , . 3-5 l-3 

Sandy loam . . , . . . . . , , 5-15 3-8 

Silt loam . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12-18 6-10 

Clay loam . . . . . . . . . . . 15-30 7-16 

Clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25-40 12-20 

Percent of moisture 
based on dry 
weight of soil 

Field 
capacity 

- 
I Permanent wilting 

percentage 

Depth of available 
water per unit 
depth of soil 

Cetrtitnetres 
per tnetre 

2-4 

4-11 

6-13 

IO-18 

16-30 

Inches 
per foot 

0.3-0.5 

0.5-1.3 

0.7- 1.6 

I .2-2.2 

2.0-3.5 
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manent wilting percentage is also related to the texture, but can be affected 
as well by the structure of the soil, which determines the extent that roots 
can permeate through the pores to utilize the water. For many soils the 
amount of water present when the permanent wilting percentage is reached 
is about one half of field capacity. This ratio for specific soils can vary 
from one third to two thirds. Table 3 shows the range of soil moisture 
that might be expected to be available for soils of different textures. 
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3. LAND PREPARATION 

One of the first tasks in planning a system of surface irrigation is the 
preparation of the land surface to permit unifrr,n distribution of the water 
and provide for drainage of excess surface wCLier. Attempts to irrigate 
land with an uneven surface generally result in low efficiency of water use, 
excessive labour requirements and poor crop yields. Running the water 
deep in low points in order to wet the high points causes uneven water dis- 
tribution and erratic plant growth. Water flowing over land with non- 
uniform slopes may cause soil to be eroded from the steeper and deposited 
on the flatter slopes. Excess water resulting from rainfall or overirrigation, 
if allowed to collect in undrained areas of a Geld for extended periods, causes 
deterioration of the soil structure and interferes with tilling. Water stand- 
ing on a field for longer than 24 hours, unless used for rice crops or for 
leaching salts from the soil, is generally of no value to crop production. 
The ponded water may also be a source of mosquitoes. 

Land preparation involves moving soil from high spots and placmg it 
in low spots, providing a more uniform plane to the surface of the land. 
This is sometimes referred to as land levelling or land grading. Since the 
land surface is not usually levelled to a flat plane, the preferred term is 
land grading. 

Some m&hods of surface irrigation, such as wild flooding, corrugation 
and basin irrigation, require only minimum land preparation. Others, 
using furrows or borders, require very careful preparation. 

Soil survey 

Before grading land it is desirable to survey soil profile conditions. This 
will indicate the extent to which the topsoil can be removed without reduc- 
ing crop production. Deep cuts may expose saline subsoils, dense soil 
layers, soils of low fertility or gravel strata which are not conducive to’*the 
growing of crops. On some deep uniform soils the exposure of subsoils 
may require only a moderate amount of leaching or the application of 
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fertilizers for normal crop production. Stockpiling the more fertile top- 
soil, grading the subsoil to a uniform slope and then replacing the topsoil 
uniformly over the surface may be justified in areas suitable for growing 
high-income crops. 

Engineering 

Land grading should be based on accurate topographic suT;Yj’s in order 
to select the most suitable slopes to which the land surface can be eco- 
nomically graded, and to obtain a proper balance of cuts and fills for the 
earth-moving work. The cost of a proper engineering design, generally 
5 to i0 perscent of the total expenses, can usually be repaid many times both 
by savings i:: earth-moving costs and by the more uniform surface obtained 
than would result from attempts to grade the land by guessing where the 
cuts and fills should be made. 

The toi:ographic survey determines land surface elevations at coordinate 
points esr&ished on the field to be graded. This is usually done by divid- 
ing the lield in’ J small square or rectangular areas of equal size. These 
areas should be sized so that the elevation of the centre of each is represen- 
tative of that area. Fields with a very uneven surf;lce will require smaller 
coordinate areas than fields with nearly uniform surfaces. The sides of 
small areas should be no longer than 30 metres. 

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the steps followed in planning land grading 
for a field. A survey revealed that the soils were clay loam with a clay- 
pan at a depth of 1 to I .5 metres. The land is destined for field and forage 
crops with irrigation runs the full length of the field. 

The field is 270 metres wide, east and west, and 325 metres long, north 
and south. To obtain the topographic survey the field tias divided into 
13 segments of 25 metres in the north-south direction. and into 9 segments 
of 30 metres in the east- west direction. A stake was driven into the centre 
of each of the coordinate areas. The rows of stakes in the north-south 
direction are indicated by figures, and the rows in the east-west direction 
by letters (Figure 3). 

The elevation of the ground surface is measured at each stake. The top 
of a hub driven flush with the ground surface at each stake can be used as 
the reference for the elevation at each point. These elevations, as explain- 
ed previously, are assumed to represent the average elevation of each of the 
coordinate areas. The elevations are shown on the map, with the location 
of the centre of the area being represented by the decimal point of the ele- 
vation. An examination of the elevations (contour lines can be drawn if 
desired) reveals that it would be impossible to run water the full length of 
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FIGURE 3. Topographic map for land grading, which shows original land surface elevations, 
computed final grade elevations, and depths of cut (--) or fill (+J at coordinate points. 
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the field in either direction. For surface irrigation of the field as a unit 
land grading is necessary. 

To select the most suitable slopes to which the land can be graded the 
natural slope of the field in the two directions must be first determined. 
Several methods are available for determining slopes of best fit, as describ- 
ed by Marr (1965). These include average-profile, least-squares, cross- 
section and two-way profile methods. The average-profile method is 
adequate for solving most land grading problems, and is used in this 
example. 

. 

The average elevations of the points for each east-west row of stakes 
were computed and are shown on the right; those for each north-south 
row are shown at the bottom. The average elevation for the entire field 
is 1.34 metres. 

The average elevations are plotted as profiles in Figure 4. The ele- 
vations for the east-west rows of stakes give the general slope of the field 

FKURE 4. Profiles of average slopes. 
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from north to south. The centre of the field is located at point E-7. so 
the average elevation of the field is plotted on the profile as being on row 7. 
Lines representing slopes of 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2 percent are drawn through this 
average elevation. Comparing these slopes with the points representing 
the average elevations it can be seen that a slope of 0.4 percent would 
require the hauling of considerable earth from the south end to the north 
of the field. A slope of 0.2 percent would mean moving soil from the north 
to the south. A slope of 0.3 percent would mean hauling earth for only 
short distances, and so is selected as the one of best fit. 

The average elevaGons of the rows in the north-south direction give 
the general slope of the field from west to east. The average elevaiion for 
the field is plotted as being on row E. Lines representing slopes of 0, 
0.05 and 0.1 percent are drawn through the point of average elevation for 
the field. The line representing a slope of 0.05 percent is seen to be the one 
of best fit. It is therefore decided to grade the fie!d with a slope of 0.3 
percent from north to south, and one of 0.05 percent from west to east. 

A plane with the selected slopes passing through the average elevations 
at the centre of the field should theoretically provide a balance of cuts 
with fills over the entire area. However, experience has shown that there 
must be an excess of cuts over fills in order to provide enough soil to satisfy 
the fill requirements. This fact has never been satisfactorily explained, 
but is probably due to compaction of the soil during the grading operations. 
The extra amount required will vary for different soils, and must generally 
be cletermined by experience. Where most of the cuts are shallow, less 
than 0.1 metre, the amount of overage required will be greater than it would 
be for deeper cuts. Loose soils or soils high in organic, matter will need 
more overage than firm mineral soils. An excess of 20 to 45 percent is 
normaily required for loam soils. 

To provide an excess of cuts over fills, the grade elevations at each point 
can be lowered by an’equal amount. The exact amount of lowering required 
to provide the needed excess can be determined by trial and error. In the 
example, using the method which will be shown later, lowering the elevation 
0.30 metre resulted in an excess of 76 percent, When the elevations were 
lowered 0.01 metre the excess was found to be only 20 percent. Since many 
of the cuts are less than 0.1 metre this excess would not be adequate. It 
was therefore decided to lower all grade elevations by 0.02 metre. 

Since t!le average elevation of the field was found to be 1.34 metres, the 
grade elevation to be used for the central point, E-7, will be 1.32 metres. 
By adding 0.015 metre (0;05 percent slope for 30 metres) successively to 
each station to the west of the central point, the grade elevation for point 
D-7 becomes 1.335 metros, 1.35 for point C-7, etc. By subtracting 0.015 
metre for each station to the east of the central point, the grade elevation 
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becomes 1.305 metres for point F-7, 1.29 for G-7, etc. Likewise, by 
adding 0.075 metre (0.03 percent slope for 25 metres) to each successive 
station to the north of the certral point, the grade elevation becomes 1.395 
metres for point E-6, I .47 fz,* E-5, etc. The grade elevations for the points 
to the south of the central point are obtained by subtracting 0.075 mctre 
for each successive point. This procedure can be extended to determine 
the grade elevations for all points. They are shown on the map in 
parentheses below the actual elevation of each point. Some figures have 
been rounded; 1.345 is shown as 1.34, 0.975 as 0.98, etc. 

The difference between the actual elevation and the computed grade ele- 
vation for each point indicates the amount of cut or fill required. For point 
A-l the actual elevation is I .95 and the grade elevation is 1.83, requiring 
a cut 0.12 metre deep. For point B-l the actual elevation is 1.81 and the 
grade elevation is 1.82, requiring a fill of 0.01 metre. Where fills exceed 
30 centimetres the fill depths are sometimes increased by 10 percent to 
allow for the settlement that will occur when the soil is wetted. The cuts 
or fills for each point are determined and shown on the figure above the 
actual elevation of the point, with the amount preceded by a negative sign 
for cuts and a positive sign for fills. The ‘cuts are sometimes shown in’ red 
and the fills in blue on maps for field use. 

The cuts and fills in each north-south line are totalled and shown at the 
bottom: 5.09 metres for all fills and 7.23 metres for ail cuts. The percentage 
of excess cuts over fills is 

7.23 - 5.09 -- x 100 = 42 
5.09 

percent 

This appears to be a reasonable excess .for the conditions given in the 
example. 

Since each of the small areas is 30 by 25 metres, or 750 square metres, 
the total volume of fill is 750 times 5.09, or 3 818 cubic metres. The area 
of the entire field is 325 by 270 metres, or 8.78 hectares. The amount of 
earth placed is therefore equivalent to 435 cubic metres per hectare. If 
the cost of hauling is $0.20 per cubic metre for earth in place, the cost would 
be $87 per hectare. The volume of soil to be moved should .normally 
not exceed 1 000 cubic metres per hectare’(530 cubic yards per acre) in 
order to be economically justified under average conditions.’ The length 
of haul should also be limited to about 200 metres whenever possible. 

When water is to be delivered td the field in open ditches, a “ditch pad” 
(ribbon of soil) placed along their alignment will provide the extra soil 
needed for constructing them with strong banks and high enough above 
the surface of the field to allow easy delivery of the water into the basins, 
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checks or furrows. The amount of earth to be placed in the pad will depend 
on the size of the ditch, but is generally 4 to 6 metres wide and 15 to 30 
centimetres high. The volume can be computed and included as part ot 
the fill requirement. 

When open ditches are to be used for drainage it is sometimes possible 
to construct them before doing the land grading. This will permit soil exca- 
vated from the ditches to be spread over the field and eliminate high banks 
along the drains, which are often a nuisance. The volume of the excavated 
soil can be computed and used to satisfy part of the cyt requiremel?:. 

The final step in the engineering work is to mark the stakes in the field 
to indicate the amount of cut or fill required at each of the coordinate 
points, and to check the earth moving to see that the work is properly 
done. Various techniques are used for indicating on the stakes the depth 
of cut or fill at each point. One is to colour both sides of the stake with a 
blue crayon to the height of the fill required in fill areas, and to colour 
the stakes from the top with a red crayon for B length equal to the depth 
of the cut required in cut areas. Another method is to place a narrow 
white band around the stakes at a given distance, such as 30 centimetres, 
above the final grade. In areas where deep cuts are required two bands 
can be used, showing that the indicated elevation is 60 centimetres above 
final grade, and so on. Whatever method is used it should give a clear 
and easily distinguishable direction to the operator of the earth-moving 
equipment as to the amount of cut or fill at each point. 

Equipment 

Land preparation requires equipment tbr removing brush, trees and 
roots from the area to be irrigated; equipment for brekmg up stratified 
soil profile conditions which may interfere with the growth of crops; equip- 
ment for hauling earth in making major cuts and fills; equipment for doing 
the final grading work to provide a smooth, uniform surface to the field; 
and equipment for constructing the levees, ridges or furrows needed for 
irrigation. 

Native vegetation can be removed by hand, using axes and other small 
tools. Herbicidal sprays and burning can be used for brush removal if 
care is taken to protect growth outside the treated area. Tractors equip- 
ped with dozer blades, brush cutters or tree-felling attachments are com- 
monly used. for clearing large areas. 

The loosening of large roots and the breaking up of plough soles, 
compacted. layers or other stratified conditions in the soil profile require 
heavy tractor-drawn equipment. Scarifiers, subsoilers, chisels, etc., may 
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be mounted to the tool bar of large tractors or may be wheel-mounted 
(Figure 5). Such work should be done when the soil is relatively drj,. so 
that the soil strata can be more thoroughly shattered and broken up than 
is possible when the soil is wet. Because of the large thrust force required 
to move such tools through dry soils the equipment must be strongly con- 
structed. Even with the largest tractors it is usually not possible to break 
up compacted layers to depths greater than about 75 centimetres using a 
single shank on the scarifier or ripper. Vibrating subsoilers have been 
developed which require less power to pull them through dry soils. Where 
the soil is to be chiselled to depths of 40 centimetres or less, it is genera!ly 
possible to use multiple shanks drakvn by a single large tractor (Figure 6). 

FK~LW 5. Scariticr. or subsoiler. mounted on u,heel assembly. for ripping the soil. 
This hca\y cquipnum rna~ USC I to 3 shanks each 60 to 00 centinlctres long: 

FK,~N 6. Chisels used to loosen soil or break up shallw compacted la)c‘rb. These 
multiple-toothed tools will operate to a depth of 35 to 30 centimctres. 



It is usual to do deep subsoiling before major earth-moving work, and to 
do shallow chiselling after the field has been roughly graded but before the 
final smoothing work. 

Equipment used for moving earth will vary according to availability, 
size of field, and so on; the essential features are provisions for excavating, 
lifting, transporting and spreading the soil. 

In regions where holdings are small, and where labour is abun- 
dant, the use of hand-operated earth-moving equipment drawn by farm 
animals may be the most feasible (Figures 7A, 7B and 8). A buck scraper 
drawn by bullocks is used in India. It can be made by a carpenter or black- 
smith, as described by Michael et al. (1964). It is suitable for moving 
small volumes of soil short distances, after the soil has been loosened by 
ploughing or softened by flooding. Shallow ponding of water in a basin 
can be used for locating the high and low spots which need to be graded. 
This is sometimes referred to as water levelling. 

FIGURE 7A. Buck 
scraper, which can be 
drawn by animals, pro- 
vides a means of grading 
small areas to a uniform 
slope. 

FIGURE 7R. Bullock- 
drawn I .ake for \\ater 
lcvelling in rice paddies. 



FIGURI 8. Huck scraper, 
drawn by a team of 
horses, used to remove 
small irregularities on 
the land surface of an 
orchard. 

Where farm tractors are available, small bucket-type scrapers can be 
used for land-grading work. The capacity of such scrapers is usually 
limited to about 2 cubic metres when drawn by a 40-to-SO-horsepower 
tractor (Figures 9 and 10). This equipment takes considerable time to 
move large volumes of soil, so its use is generally limited to filling in small 
depressions or correcting other minor irregularities on the field surface. 

A rotary-type scraper (Figure I I), which has blades attached to a rotat- 
ing reel for lifting the soil into a carrying bowl, can also be used with 

FIGURE 9, Small hydraulic scraper with capacity of 2 cubic metrcs. which cdn be operated 
with a 45to-50-horsepower wheel tractor. 



medium-sized wheel tractors, as can the elevating scraper (Figure 12), 
which has a series of blades on a moving chain for lifting the soil into the 
bowl. As they require less power for excavating and filling, these-scrapers 
can carry two to three times as much soil as a bucket-type scraper utilizing 
the same tractor horsepower. A pneumatic system is required to operate 
the hydraulic controls on both types of scraper. 

On more extensive holdings, or where a considerable amount of land 
grading is to be done, the use of large mechanized equipment is usually 
more economical. Fields should be a minimum size of about 4 hectares. 
Smaller adjoining fields can be graded as one unit in order to justify the 
use of large equipment. Land in new development projects which is to 
be irrigated should be graded before subdivision into small holdings. 

Large earth-moving equipment represents a sizable investment. Since 
its use on each field is of limited duration, it would not normally be practical 
for individual landowners to buy it. Work requiring large equipment is 
usu~‘lv done by government agencies or by specialized contractors. 

F- 11 ?nt for use of the equipment may be based on an hourly ren!al or 
on c _ .Ice per unit volume of earth moved. The hourly rental rate usually 
includes the wages of the operator and the cost of the fuel, with payment 
restricted to the hours that the equipment is actually working. When the 
work is paid by volume, the contract should specify the method to be used 
for computing the amount of earth moked. This is usually based on the 
volume of earth placed in the fills. It can be computed by the method used 
in the previous example, or by using the prismoidal formula described by 
Marr (1965), which is more exact. 

The size and type of tractor will have an important bearing on the ef- 
ficiency of the earth-moving work. The size will determine the capacity 
of the bucket scraper which can be used. This, together with the tractors’ 
normal travelling speed, determines the volume of soil which can be moved 
in a unit of time by one operator. 

The two- Land four-wheel rubber-tired tractors are designed for speed 
but provide less traction than the crawler type. The two-wheel tractor 
has more manoeuverability but less control over the depth of cutting of 
the scraper blade than the four-wheel. A crawler tractor is generally 
required to push loading scrapers drawn by wheel tractors (Figure 13). 
One pusher can be used with several scraper units. For a land-grading 
project requiring long hauls, a fleet of several wheel tractors with scrapers, 
and one crawler tractor used as a pusher, will do the work most efficiently. 

The crawler tractor has greater traction than the wheel tractor on all 
types of soils. This permits more rapid loading of the bucket scrapers 
and better control over the depth of cutting and spreading of the soil. 
A bucket scraper drawn by a crawler tractor can be operated as a single 
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FICIUHI. 11. Rotary-type earth scraper which can be qxrated with a wheel tractor of 
40-to-60-horsepower. The bowl has a capacity of 5 cubic mctren. 

FlbtJltt. 13. Elevating scraper with two-wheel tractor making cut for land-grading \\d.. 



FICWRE 13. Four-wheel rubber-tired tractor and two-wheel bucket scraper being pushed 
by crawler tractor with blade during loading operation. 

unit (Figure 14), and is generally preferred on small land-grading projects 
and where hauling distances are short. 

The large carrier-type scrapers consist of a rectangular bucket mounted 
on a two- or four-wheel frame, A cutting blade is attached to the -hp of 
the bucket. An apron at the front end of the bucket can be raised or 
lowered to retain the so-1 and control the rate of loading or dumping. A 
movable ejector face across the back can be moved fierward to push the 
soil from the bucket during the spreading operation. During loading, 
the bucket is lowered and the apron is lifted. During hauling, the bucket 
is lifted clear of the ground and the apron is ciosed. During spreading, 
the apron is lifted and the depth of fill is controlled by the height of the 
cutting blade above the ground surface. The capacity of the buckets 

FIGURE 14. Crawler tractor and four-wheel bucket scraper used for land-grading. 



generally used for land grading varies from 8.5 to 31 cubic metres of loose 
earth. 

After the major earth-moving work is done the soil is sometimes chiselled 
(Figure 6) with a multiple-toothed implement that breaks it to a depth 
of about 25 centimetres. This helps to counteract the compaction caused 
by the movement of heavy equipment across the soil. 

The final step in land-grading work is to correct minor irregularities that 
have not been smoothed by the scrapers. This finishing can be done by 
a drag float drawn by animals or a small tractor, or by large bottomless 
scrapers (land planes) pulled by tractors. 

Floats are frames holding several inclined boards or blades which can 
drag small quantities of soil short distances from high spots and deposit 
them in low spots. The width and length of the frame to use will depend 
on the amount of power available to pull it across the 
frame made with side runners 5 metres long and three 
metres long can be drawn by two bullocks (Figure 15). 
are sometimes faced with metal. 

soil surface. A 
cross blades 1.7 
Wooden blades 

FI(IUHI: 15. Wooden 
float for final smoothing 
of irrigated fields. 

Bottomless scrapers are available in several different designs (Figures 
16 and 17). They consist essentially of a long frame with wheels at the 
four corners and a bucket with an open bottom in the middle. The bucket 
automatically scrapes soil from the high points and deposits it in the low 
points over which it passes. The rolling action of the soil being carried 
along by the bucket helps to pulverize the large clods. The clearance of 
the bucket above the soil surface can be set to the height needed for the 
conditions where it is operating. The longer the span, the more uniform 
the finished soil surface. These machines are generally used only on large 
fields of 4 hectares or more, which have been previously graded to uniform 
slopes of less than 2 percent. Three passes arc normally made across the 
field with the scraper during the finishing operation- once in each of 
the diagonal directions and once in the direction of irrigation. 

The accuracy and eEciency of land-grading work depefid on the ability 
of the operators of the earth-moving equipment. Theirs is a specialized 
Job requiring considerable experience. This is one of the reasons why 
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FIC~UHI:. 16 (above). Bot- 
tomless scraper. or land 
planr. being used for 
final smoothing of a field 
which has been graded 
to a uniform plane. 

FICiWHk I7 iir‘ft). AlI- 
ofher ~ypc of bottomless 
scraper, for correct ing 
minor irrcguiarit its on 
land surface. 

contractors who have trained operators and the proper equipment can do 
land-grading work at reasonable cost. 

Earth-moving operations should be confined to seasons when soils are 
relatively dry. The use of heavy equipment on wet soils can cause severe 
compaction or a breakdown of soil structure, which can decrease crop yields 
for several years. An ideal time is soon after a grain crop is harvested, 
provided that rains lrave not rewet the soil. 

Some settlement of the soil is likely to follow irrigation. especially in 
areas of deep fills. This may cause minor irregularities to develop on the 
surface, even on land which has been carefully graded. For this reason 
it is best to plant an annual crop the first year after grading. After harvest- 
ing this crop, low spots which develop can be refilled before perennial 
crops such as orchards or vineyards are planted. 
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4. OYEN DISTHIBUTION SYSTEMS 

The distribution system consists of the canals, pipelines or flumes used 
for conveying tlze water from its source to the high edge of the field, where 
it can be released into basins, checks or furrows. The structures needed 
for t!-Le control and measurement of the water are also considered to be 
part of the distribution system. 

The conveyance structures used on large projects for tile delivery of 
water to a number of farms require careful engineering to suit the conditions 
where tlley are to be installed. These primary and secondary systems slrould 
be designed by a qualified engineer, and a;e beyond the scope of this publi- 
cation, which is concerned with systems whiclr can be constructed and 
operated by t!le irrigator, using sma!l conveyance structures for carrying 
the water from the main supply system to the fields to be irrigated, and 
often referred to as tertiary or quaternary systems. 

The requirements of any distribution system are: that it have sufficient 
capacity to deliver the required amount of water to any point whenever 
needed; that the flow of water can be accurately controlled; that soil erosion 
and seepage losses can be kept to a minimum; that maintenance and weed 
control work can be easily performed; tllat it be convenient to‘operate so 
that labour requirements are not excessive; and that installation costs can 
be economically justified by the returns expected from the crops to be grown. 

The distribution system must be located with care so that it will adequately 
meet tile above requirements. For open structures, such as ditches or 
flumes, tile alignment must provide a uniform slope. Where the land has 
been graded to a uniform plane the ditch or flume can usually be placed 
in a straight line across the upper edge of the field or fields to be irrigated. 
Where the land has an irregular surface the’ ditclz must follow the general 
contour of the field in order to obtain a uniform slope. For ‘closed struc- 
tures, such as pipelines (see following chapter), the principal requirement 
is that the outlets be at an elevation sufficientiy lower than the inlet to com- 
pensate for friction losses in the pipe and to provide the needed outlet 
pressure. Pipelines can usually be placed in a relatively straight line 
regardless of the slope, but hydrostatic pressures which might deveiiop at 
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the low points must not exceed the allowable operating pressure for the 
type of pipe being used. 

Unlined ditches 

The most widely used of all distribution systems are earthen ditches, 
because of their low cost and ease of construction. They are often the 
most suitable means for conveying water on relatively flat land with soils 
having low water intake rates. On steep lands or unstable soils, however, 
they are subject to soil erosion and loss of control of the water is possible. 
Water losses from seepage on pervious soils can reduce the quantity available 
for irrigation to inadequate amounts. In all cases, costs for maintenance 
and weed control are high when unlined ditches are used. 

Weeds growing along the ditch banks are a source of seeds for infesting 
the irrigated fields. In tropical areas aquatic weeds can provide a habitat 
for snails and so risk the spread of water-borne diseases in humans. Weed 
growth can also reduce the carrying capacities of the ditches to the extent 
that water will overflow the banks unless the inflow is reduced. Weed 
control is thus essential for the efficient use of earthen ditches. Even with 
lined canals it is desirable that a soil sterilant be applied to the subgrade 
before placing the lining, to inhibit possible weed growth through cracks 
or small openings which might develop. 

Unlined ditches for delivering water to basins or checks (Figure 18) are 
frequently constructed with semipermanent levees so that they can be used 
for a number of years. Ditches supplying water to furrows, basins or 
checks tor irrigating annual crops are often dug at the beginning of the 
irrigation season and removed prior to harvest. Where farming is highly 
mechanized it is sometimes the custom to dig the earthen ditches prior to 
each irrigation and fill them in after irrigation is completed. This helps 
control ditch-bank weeds and eliminates crossing and turning problems 
for cultivating and harvesting equipment. 

Various methods are used for constructing earthen ditches. Where 
farms are small and labour is plentiful, they are often dug by hand. Simple 
animal-drawn to&, such as the homemade drdg-type ditcher described by 
Herpich (FAO, 1!)63), may be used as aids in forming the ditches (Figure 
19). When using the drag-type ditcher a furrow is first opened with a 
mouldboard plough. The runner board of the ditcher rides in the bottom 
of the furrow, and the crowder board (with handle) deflects the soil at an 
angle out of the furrow to deepen and enlarge it to form the ditch. The 
operator can add weight by standing on the runner board.. Several passes 
in each direction are made with the ditcher until the required size has been 
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FIGURE 18. Earthen ditch for distributing irrigation water. Water is released into the 
field by shovelting openings in ditch bank. 

FIGURE 19. Hornmade drag-type ditcher. 



excavated. A single ditch may be used for supplying water to several 
farms, in which case the work of constructing and maintaining it can be 
done as a community enterprise. 

On large holdings earthen ditches are usually excavated with tractor- 
drawn tools. The V-ditchers used are a variation of a double mouldboard 
plough (Figure 20). This equipment is commercially available for forming 
ditches of any size. 

The normal practice is to construct the ditch by excavating a channel 
in the surface of the soil. Unless it is quite deep the amount of excavated 
soil may not be enough to form strong banks. On the other hand, it is 
difficult to release large flows on to the land from deep ditches with most 
of their depth lying below the ground surface. One means of overcoming 
these ditXculties is to lay a pad of soil along the line for the ditch, as describ- 
ed in the chapter on land preparation. This provides the additional earth 
needed to construct banks firm and high enough to permit easy delivery of 
water on to the field. When available, an impervious clay is sometimes 
used for the ditch pad, to reduce seepage losses. Compacting the soil in 
the pad will also help to reduce water losses. 

Lined ditches 

Linings are placed in ditches for a number of reasons. Where water 
must be transported over porous soils linings help reduce seepage, thus 
minimizing water losses and helping to prevent waterlogging of cropland. 
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Because lined ditches are more resistant to erosion, they can be 
on steeper slopes than can unlined ditches. 

Linings which form smooth surfaces reduce friction losses and increase 
the carrying capacity of the ditch. Rigid linings permit steeper banks than 
are possible in unlined ditches, allowing narrow ditches that occupy less 
land. Some linings help prevent the growth of aquatic plants and the 
breeding of mosquitoes, snails and other parasites. Linings reduce water 
losses caused by burrowing animals, particularly when the ditches are placed 
on elevated fills (Figure 21). Finally, maintenance costs are generally less 
for lined ditches. 

Various materials are used for lining. In selecting the type to use, con- 
sideration should be given to the size of the ditch, its permanence, the 
soil in which it is to be constructed, the availability of material, and the 
type of machirlery and the ability of the workmen available for installing 
the lining. The effectiveness of various types of canal linings is discussed 
more fully by Kraatz (FAD, 1971e). 

The simplest lining is a layer of clay placed over the bed and banks of 
the ditch. Bentonitic clays are sometimes mixed with the natural soil on 
the ditch faces. Where clay materials are readily available they are often 
the most economical type of lining for reducing seepage through porous 
SOi Is. Compaction of the soil will help to further reduce seepage losses. 

FIGURE 21. Concrete lining in eluvatcd ditch supplying irrigation water to basin furrows. 



Clay linings do not, however, provide resistance to erosion, improve the 
hydraLllic characteristics of the ditch, or inhibit the growth of weeds and 
parasites. Velocities of water flow in earthen ditches should usually be 
less than 1 metre per second. The side slopes for clay-lined canals may 
vary from 2 to 1 in fairly stable soils, to 3 to 1 in loose sands (see Table 4). 

Rigid linings using cement or asphalt concrete paving may be cast in 
place or formed from precast concrete slabs, bricks or rubble masonry. 
These linings are relatively permanent. 

Where sand, gravel and portland cement are available, concrete linings 
are generally preferred. Although requiring a high initial investment, 
their long life means their prorated annual cost is lower than that of most 
other types of lining. Cement concrete linings can be formed by plastering 
the faces of the ditch with mortar. Guide templates are often used to ob 
tain a more uniform surface in placing the wet concrete. Machines, using 
a slipform for placing the concrete, are available for lining ditches of all 
sizes. Also available are special machines which apply a mixture of port- 
land cement, sand and water pneumatically to the faces of the ditch. Small 
ditches with vertical sidewalls are sometimes constructed by using wood or 
metal forms for placement of the concrete. 

Asphaltic concrete linings can be applied where asphaltic materials are 
readily available. A mixture of sand, gravel and asphalt is used to form 
a paved surface in much the same manner as that for placing a portland 
cement concrete lining. Asphaltic concrete linings normally have a shorter 
life, a greater possibility of weed growth through the lining and less resis- 
tance to erosion than portland cement concrete linings. The asphahic mix 
may be hot or col? Special equipment is required to prepare and place 
the hot mixtures, 

Prefabricated niur Lli5. such as precast concrete slabs (Figure 22) or 
bricks, or rock for ~LZUT!‘::~ rubble masonry linings, may be preferred in 
some areas. Their -4 rns’ ruction requires more manpower than poured 
concrete linings, so their llse is generally confined to areas where labour 
is plentiful, or where the costs of alternate materials are high. 

The required thickness of rigid concrete linings will depend on the size 
of the ditch, and may vary from 2.5 to 7.5 centimetres. The side slopes 
may be 1 to 1 in rocky soils, but for most soils a slope of 1% to I is preferred. 
Poured concrete linings in small ditches do not usually require reinforcing 
steel, although a meshed reinforcement is sometimes used in larger canals. 
Grooved contraction joints should be placed 2 to 4 metres apart in these 
linings to localize cracks resulting from transverse shrinkage caused by 
temperature or moisture changes. Portland cement concrete linings should 
be properly cured by keeping the surface wet for several days after place- 
ment. 
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TABLE 4. - !%JCiGESTED MAXIMUM FLOW VELOCITIES, COEFFICIENTS OF ROUGHNESS AND 
SIDE SLOPES, FOR LINED AND UNLINED DITCHES AND FLUMES 

Type of surface Maximum flow velocities , 

UNLINED DITCHES 

Sand.. .................. 

Sandy loam .............. 

Clay loam ............... 

Clays ................... 

Gravel .................. 

Rock ................... 

0.3-o-7 I .o-2.5 0.030-0.040 

0.5-0.7 I .7-2.5 0.030-0.035 

0.6-0.9 2.0-3.0 0.030 

0.9-I .5 3.0-5.0 0.025-0.030 

0.9-I .5 3.0-5.0 0.030-0.035 

1.2-1.8 4.0-6.0 0.030-0.040 

LINED DITCHES 

Concrete 

Cast-in-place .......... 

Precast ................ 

Bricks ................ 

Asphalt 

1.5-2.5 5.0-7.5 0.014 

I .5-2.0 5.0-7-o 0.018-0.022 

1.2-1.8 4.0-6.0 0.018-0.022 

Concrete .............. 

&posed membrane ..... 

Buried membrane ....... 

Plastic 

1.2-1.8 4.0-6.0 0.015 

0.9-I .5 3.0-5.0 0.015 

0.7-I .o 2.5-3.5 0.025-0.030 

Buried membrane ........ 0.6-O.‘) 2.0-3.0 0.025-0.030 

FLUMES 

Concrete. ................ I .5-2.0 

Metal 

Smooth. ........... , ... 

Corrugated. ............ 

Wood ................... 

I .5-2.0 5.0-7.0 0.015 

1.2-1.8 4.0-6.0 0.02 I 

0.9-1.5 3.0- 5.0 0.014 

- 

Metres Feet 
per second per secorrd 

5.0-7.0 0.0125 

Coeficients 
of roughness 

(n) 

3:1 

2:1 to 2f:l 

I;:1 to 2:1 

l:I to 2:1 

I:1 to If:l 

f:l to l:I 

I:1 to I;:1 

I;:1 

I;:1 

1:I to I;:1 

I!:! to 2:1 

2:1 

2f:l 
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FIGURE 22. Prccasr concrcts 
blocks wcrc used to line this field 
ditch. The joints between the 
blocks a-e tilled with mortar to 
form a nearly watcrtlghi lining. 

Nonrigid linings formed from various membrane materials are also used. 
These are usually prefabricated from plastic, butyl rubber, or compounds 
of asphalt with jute, paper or fibreglass, in sheets of a size that can be easily 
handled. These linings may be exposed or covered with a layer of soil and 
gravel. Exposed membrane linings, as well as being relatively impervious 
to water, should be resistant to deterioration by weathering and able to 
withstand trampling by animals. The membranes are often covered with 
a layer of soil and the ditch faced with gravel to protect it from weathering 
and mechanical damage. S~\ch a cover does not inhibit weed growth, 
and ditch-cleaning operations must be carried out carefully, to protect the 
membrane from punctures or other damage. It may also be subject to 
erosion in places, such as where water flow is fast or below drop structures 
where there is considerable turbulence. 

The side slopes re,quired for nonrigid linings will vary from 13 td 1 to 
23 to 1. Details of construction methods are generally furnished by the 
companies which make the membranes or supply the raw materials used. 

A number of liquid materials have been proposed for sealing ditches to 



reduce seepage losses. Some are mixed with the irrigation \vater and others 
are sprayed on the faces of &he empty ditch. They reduce seepage by dis- 
persing the clay materia! s in the soil or by filling the soil pores to form an 
impervious membrane. Several liquid sealants are available commercially 
and, when properly used, some have shown promise for reducing seepage. 

Flumes 

Elevated flumes made of precast concrete are used in many parts of 
southern Europe and northern Africa for delivering water from the main 
canal systems to fields under surface irrigation (Figure 23). 

The flumes are either semicircular or elliptical. which means they have 
ideal hydraulic characteristics for obtaining maximum flow per unit of 
cross-sectional area. The ends of the flume sections are supported on 
pedestals 0.2 to 1 metre above the soil surface, allowing the entire area to 
be farmed up to the flumes. Their concrete construction allows very little 
leakage, so there is no waterlogging of soils nearby. Any leaks or other 
failures are easily observed, and maintenance work can be kept to a min- 
imum. 

Little silting and no weed growth take place in the I~LII~CS. They arc 
made under controlled conditions in plants specializing in their construction. 
This allows a high degree of perfection as to minimum tolerance of dimen- 
sions and in providing smooth interior surfaces to reduce friction losses. 

Installation requires skilled workmen who can place the pedestals at 
the correct elevation to provide the desired slope. The maximum allow- 
able deviation from the design elevation at any point is generally limited 
to 1 centimetre. Such accuracy is essential to utilize the efficiency of design 
which is characteristic of these systems. Sizes are selected to carry the 
required flow with a minimum allowance for freeboard. Flumes designed 
to carry 50 litres per second usually allow only I centimetre depth for. 
freeboard. T:Lis provides very little “elasticity” in the network and requires 
accurate control of the water level in the flumes. Constant-level automatic 
gates are imperative with such systems. Emergency siphons are sometimes 
incorporated in the design to release into a spilling channel the excess rcsult- 
ing from an Oabnornlal rise in the water level. 

The length of the flume sections and the spacing of the support pedestals 
are dependent on the type of concrete used. Precast vibrated nonreinforced 
sections are usrally limited to I mefre in length. These short lengths are 
often used for forming the curved sections of the system. Reinforced 
flumes with capacities of 50 litres per second with a semicircular cross- 
section cali be made in 5-nietre lengths with supports at the ends only. 
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Prestressed reinforced flumes of elliptical cross-section capable of carrying 
the same discharge can be made in lengths of 7 metres when supported only 
at the ends Single sections can be removed to let equipment in and out 
of the fields. 

Because concrete is relatively resistant to erosion the flumes can be in- 
stalled with fairly steep slopes when necessary to convey water from a 
high to a lower elevation. Slopes are generally slight, however, where 
water is taken directly from the flume for irrigating. Drop structures are 
used where the slope of the flume is less than the slope of the alignment. 
These drops are usually vertical Concrete pipe stands into which the water 
flows at the higher elevation and with an outlet into the flume at the lower 
elevation. They are generally spaced so that the drop of the water does 
not exceed I metre. 

Siphon outlets are normally used for taking water from the flumes to 
the fields. To dissipate the energy of the falling water the siphons drop 
it into a stilling basin, which is a component of the siphon. Anot her com- 
ponent is a portable metal dam shaped to fit the cross-sectional area of the 

FIGURE 23. f’rccast concrete Ilun~es mounted on pedestals carrying water YO irrigated 
lields. 



flume; this is placed in the flume below the siphon to check the tlok of 
water. 

The 17Jme distribution system needs correct engineering design to realize 
its greatest potential value. The initial costs are quite high in comparison 
with those of other distribution systems. 

Design of open distribution systems 

The quantity of water which can be carried in a ditch or flume depends 
on the cross-sectional area of the stream of water and the velocity of the 
water. This relation can be expressed by 

When the cross-sectional area (.4) is measured in square metres and the 
velocity of the water (I’) is in metres per second, the discharge (Q) will be 
in units of cubic metres per second: or. Q will be in cubic feet per second 
when A is in square feet and I’ is in feet per second. When water is flow 
ing in a ditch or flume without outlets, the value of Q remains constant. 
Any change in cross-sectional area must be accompanied by a correspond- 
ing inverse change in velocity of the water. 

The movement of water in a ditch or flume depends on the accelerating 
force (gravity) which causes the water to flow. and the resisting force (fric- 
tion) which tends to slow the flow. The design of a channel is based upon 
approaching a balance of these two forces so that flow with respect to time 
will be uniform and steady. 

The shape of the cross-sectional area will influence the carrying capacity. 
The ideal shape for the cross-sectional area of the water is a semicircle. 
As the width increases in relation to the depth, the average velocity of the 
water will decrease. The term “hydraulic radius” (I’) is used to define the 
shape of the channel, and is, expressed by 

area 
I 

wet ted perimeter 
(2) 

The wetted perimeter is the length of the pclimetcr of the cross-sectional 
area of the channel actually in contact with the water, and does not include 
the distance across Ihe water surface. 

The velocity of water flowing in an open channel will vary with depth 
and with distance from the edge of the channel. It is therefore necessary 
to determine what the average velocity will be for the entire cross-sectional 
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area of the water under consideration. The Chezy formula is commonly 
used for determining average velocity: 

v=cp (3) 

where V is the average velocity; C is a coefficient dependent on the roughness 
of the channel (n), the shape of the conduit (r), and to a slight degree upon 
the slope (s); Y is the hydraulic radius, and s is the slope measured in unit 
fall per unit distance. 

Several fcrmulat: can be used for determining the value of C in the Chezy 
formula. The most practical of these is the Manning formula, which 
eliminates the effect of slope and is expressed by 

c 
,t 

= K -.- 
n 

(4) 

where K is a constant equal to unity when metric units are used, and is 
equal to 1.486 when distances are measured in feet; r is the hydraulic radius, 
and n is the Manning’s coefficient of roughness, the values of which are 
given in Table 4 for different types of ditches and flumes. 

Combining equations (l), (2), (3) and (4) gives an expression for the rate 
of discharge as follows 

Q = A K ,f ,’ (5) 
I1 

The quantity Q is in cubic metres per second when the area (A) is measured 
in square metres, r is measured in metres, and K = 1; or Q is in cubic feet 
per second when A is in square feet, r is in feet, and K = 1.486. 

Channels for conveying water can be any nuhmber of different shapes. 
The most efficient is a semicircle, but the near-vertical sides for such cross- 
sections are impractical for earthen ditches, and are possible for lined chan- 
nels only if forms are used to hold the concrete until it has set. Semicircular 
channels are therefore generally limited to precast concrete flumes and pre.- 
shaped metal or plastic flumes. The most efficient trapezoidal section is 
the half-hexagon, but the side slopes are again too steep for most channels 
except possibly those with concrete linings placed by the slip-form process. 
The side slopes commonly used for various types of lined,and unlined canals 
are given in Table 4. Slopes are expressed as the ratio of the horizontal 
distance to the vertical distance. The bottom widths used for lined trap- 
ezoidal channels should usually be from half to equal their depth of water. 

The depth of the ditch or flume is always greater than the depth of water 
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which it will normally carry. This additional depth is referred to as the 
freeboard, which is provided to allow for abnormal flows or conditions 
which might otherwise cause the ditch or flume to overflow. The amount 
of freeboard required will depend on the accuracy of design and construc- 
tion; the quantity of water to be carried; the curvature of alignment; the 
possibility of reduction in carrying capacity due to aquatic weeds, siltation, 
or other causes of plugging; and the stability of the banks against settlement, 
erosion or other failures. The amount of freeboard is also a measure of 
the elasticity of the system, and the usual practice is to allow for abnormal 
flows 20 to 40 percent in excess of the design capacity. For concrete-lined 
canals 6 centimetres is generally allowed, and for earthen ditches, where 
more freeboard is desirable, 7.5 to 15 centimetres. 

The velocity of the flow in the channel should be low enough to avoid 
erosion of the bed or banks, but high enough to prevent silting. The 
maximum velocity which can be safely allowed will depend on the erodibility 
of the soil or the lining material. Local experience is often needed to deter- 
mine which velocities can be used for particular soils. Clear water is more 
erosive than muddy water. Suggested velocities are also given in Table 4. 

FIC;UKE 24. Cross-section of canal. 

n = 0 030 

5 = 0 005 

Area == 0.18 square metre 
Wetted perimeter - 1.23 metres 

r -- 0.146 metre 
2 

r -T - 0.377 

= 0. I1 8 cubic metre per second or 118 litres per second 
y, Q 0.118 

-Ti 
- - -= 0.65 metre per second 

0.18 
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Because of the large number of combinations of shape. slope ~lnrl rough- 
ness that are possible, it is not feasible to prepare tables showing capacities 
of ditches. A number of graphs and tables of one-half and two-thirds 
powers of number have been prepared to aid in solving the Manning formula. 
These are available in most of the standard handbooks on hydraulics, such 
as the one by King (1963). A process of trial and error is generally used 
to find the correct size of channel for a given set of conditions. An example 
of the solution of the Manning formula is given for the earrhen ditch shown 
in Figure 24. If the capacity determined by the first trial is too large or 
too small the dimension can be altered and a new capacity computed, until 
the proper size to deliver the required amount of water is obtained. 

Control structures for ditchec 

Irrigation water must be always under control. Structures designed 
for regulating flow will help provide control and also reduce the work in- 
volved in irrigating crops. They deliver the correct amount of water’ into 
the field ditches from the main canal, and control it until it is released on 
to the fields. The number and type of structures required will depend OII 
the type of ditch, the slope, and the obstacles encountered in conveying the 
water to its ultimate delivery. 

CANAL m~~m-s 

Where water is obtained from a large canal system, some type of gate 
must be used for releasing and controlling the amount to be delivered into 
the field ditch. The two types normally used can be classified as an over- 
flow gate, similar to a weir, or an underflow gate which is a sort of orifice. 
The primary difference between the two is in the control they provide in 
maintaining a nearly uniform flow when fluctuations occur in the water 
level of the supply canal. Flow over a weir-type gate varies as the three- 
halves power of the pressure head, whereas flow through an orifice-type 

‘gate varies as the one-half power of t,he pressure head. It is therefore pos- 
sible to obtain more uniform flow through undershot or orifice-type gates 
than through overflow gates, when fluctuations are likely in the water level 
of the canal from which the water is taken 

Overflow gates are usually rectangular box-like structures with grooves 
in the sidewalls into which flashboards can be placed (Figure 25). The over- 
flow section is similar to a weir crest, the height of which can be adjusted 
by adding or removing boards. When the boards are higher than the 
water surface in the canal, the structure serves as a gate to stop the flow. 
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FIl,URE 15. 
yatc made of 
concrete blocks 
lined canal. 

Control 
prcwst 

, in im- 

Underflow gates may be similar, except that a solid wood or metal gate 
is raised or lowered to control the flow under the gate (Figure 26). Another 
type makes use of a pipe placed through the ditch bank with a sliding 
control gate on the inlet end. The pipe should be slightly lower than the 
bottom of the field ditch into which the water is released. Having the outlet 
submerged will help dissipate the energy of the moving water as it leaves 
the pipe, reducing erosion in the ditch. 

It is important that Jl gates releasing water from main canal systems 
be properly installed. F:iilure of these structures can cause serious flood- 
ing of agricultural lands and loss of valuable water supplies. The walls 
of the gate structures should be securely tied into the banks of the canal 
by means of cutoff walls so that leakage cannot occur. The gates should 
be solidly built so that they will be safe from structural failure. Concrete 

FIGURE 36. [Jnderflow 
control gates set in con: 
Crete headwall, for 
releasing water into 
field ditches or pipe!ines. 



or rock riprap walls should be used above and below t kc gate to protect 
the canal banks from erosion. 

Automatic controls are an efficient means of regulating the rate of flow 
into field ditches and of maintaining constant water levels in the main 
canal system (Figure 27). Where conditions allow the installation of these 
controls in the network system many of the problems associated with man- 
ually controlled gates are eliminated. Automatic controls usually require 
an abundant supply of water at the source or a regulating reservoir at the 
head of the distribution system. Methods for automating irrigation systems 
are discussed in FAO Irrigation and Drainage Paper No. 5 (1971 a). 

DIVISION BOXES 

It is often necessary to divert the irrigation water from one field ditch 
to another, or divide a stream between two or more ditches. This is 
commonly the case when several owners make use of the same ditch. Con- 
crete structures are generally installed for this purpose. They are usually 
box-like structures with two or more outlets for the water. The width of 
each outlet is in proportion to the division of water which is to be made. 
Gates are required for closing or regulating the flow into each separate ditch. 

CHECKS 

Structures placed across field ditches to control the water level are called 
checks. These are used to raise the water level to the elevation that will 
release the required amount of water on to the field. The checks also 
serve as dams, which when necessary can confine the water to a part of 
the ditch in order to release it only on to the section of the field being ir- 
rigated at the time. 

The spacing of checks depends on the slope of the ditch and the amount 
of water being carried, and the amount of water determines the width of 
field which can be irrigated at one time (Figure 28). It is desirable that 
the water level be kept at nearly the same height above the ground surface 
for the width of the field being irrigated, to permit an equal flow into each 
of the basins, strips or furrows (Figure 29). 

Permanent gates may be used as checks in lined ditches. or in carthcn 
ditches which are to be used for a number of years (Figure 30). They may 
be equipped, with flashboards or undershot sliding gates to control the 
water level. The bottom of the checks should be level with the bottom 
of the ditch so that, when open, they can drain all the water from the ditch. 
They should also be large enough to keep resistance to the flow at 
a minimum. 
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FIGLIRF 27. Constant-upstream-level Ncyroic automatic gate in the main canal. 

FI’;IIKh ‘8. Wooden 
checks in earthen ditch. 
Flashboards control the 
tlow of ivater. 



FIGURE 29. Concrete check gate placed in earthen ditch. Grooves permit using flash- 
boards for checking flow of water, or directing the flow into different iaterals. 

Portable dams made of canvas (treated to reduce rotting), heavy plastic 
or rubber sheeting are often used in earthen ditches as checks. These 
flexible dams are supported by a pipe or wooden crosspiece laid across 
the banks of the ditch (Figure 31). A notch is sometimes provided in the 
upper edge of the dam below the crosspiece to serve as a spillway. By 

FIGURE 30. Concrete 
check dam in earthen 
ditch. Concrete aprons 
above and below the 
check help prevent seep- 
age losses and erosion. 
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rcjlling the material around the crosspica the elevation of the spiII\vcy can 
be adjusted Lo control the water level. Being p&rtable, these dams can be 
removed so that machines can clean and repair ditches ~vithout having to 
bypass permanent check structures. 

Removable metal gates are sometin., ‘0s used as checks in concrete-lined 
ditches. Permanent slots are made in the concrete lining into which the 
gates can be inserted. Metal dams, of such size and shape that they can 
be placed at an incline and form a tight fit with the bottom and sides of the 
lined ditch, arc also used. The pressure of. the water helps hold these in 
place. 

Ditchcb on land with considerable slope require drop structures. These 
permit the ditch to be constructed as a series of relatively flat channels. each 
at a ditrerent elevation. The water is fowered from one section to the next 
by means ot‘ the drop structures. They are generally spaced so that the 
difl‘ercnce in elevation at each drop does not exceed 50 centimetres. 



The main function of a drop is to dissipate the energy of the falling water 
so that it does not erode the ditch. A stilling basin or a concrete or rock 
apron is generally used to absorb this energy. 

The drops may also serve as checks in the ditch in which case they are 
usually built like box gates, except that the floor of the outlet sections is 
at a lower elevation than the inlet section. The flashboards serve as an 
overflow crest when the water is being ponded above the structure. Cutoff 
walls are generally necessary to prevent undercutting by the water. 

Another method drops the water through a section of pipe containing 
a right-angled elbow, as shown in Figure 32. Steel piping permits welding 
of the angle and offers good resistance to erosion by the falling water. 
Pipes of precast concrete and other materials are also used. Their diameter 
should be such that the water velocity will not be excessive, and still sufficient 
to transport any suspended materials. The outlet is submerged to help 
dissipate the energy of the water as it leaves the pipe. A short section of 
close-fitting pipe can be placed vertically over the inlet as a check, and also 
as a spillway. Care must be taken to prevent trash from clogging the pipe. 
Drop structures of this nature can also be used for crossing roads. 

FIGURE 32. Pipe drop structure for field ditches. 

With either type of drop structure the water emerging from the outlet 
is likely to form eddy currents, which can erode the ditch below. A con- 
crete lining or rock riprap placed in the ditch for a short distance below 
the drop will help confine the water until the flow is uniform. 

OTHER STRUCTURES 

Excavated ditches will not serve when water must be transported across 
stream channels, depressions or difficult terrain. In these cases flumes, 
pipelines, inverted siphons or earth fills are used to convey the water between 
connecting ditch sections to maintain the desired grade elevation. 

Flume’s constructed of wood, metal or concrete are often used where 
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the water must be carried a considerable distance. Beams or rails between 
supporting piers are needed to carry the weight of the flume and the water. 
Since efficiency of design is important, a qualified engineer should be em- 
ployed to prepare the plans for any ,major flume installation. 

Exposed pipe supported on a substructure is also used for transporting 
water across low areas. Steel or corrugated metal pipe can be used for 
short spans without the need for trusses between piers. The length of un- 
supported span which can be safely used with the pipe full of flowing water 
will depend on the diameter, gauge and type of pipe; this information can 
be furnished by the manufacturer. Entrance and exit sections are needed 
to connect the pipe to the cpen ditch. It should be installed at a slightly 
lower elevation than the ditch so that it always carries a full flow of water. 

Earth fills can be placed across low areas to raise the ditch. The earth 
in such fills should be well compacted to provide stability. Raised ditches 
require careful maintenance to prevent leaks, and are often lined for extra 
protection. Some means must also be provided for diverting storm waters 
which might collect on the higher side of the fill. 

Where water carried in open ditches must be conveyed across roadways 
or other obstructions, an inverted siphon is sometimes used. This is a 
buried closed conduit which carries the water under pressure beneath the 
roadway, as shown in Figure 33. Inverted siphons are often more satisfac- 
tory for carrying traffic across ditches than are bridges or culverts, especially 
where the ditch banks are considerably higher than the ground surface. 
Inverted siphons are also used for conveying water beneath other canals 
or stream channels where the substructure required for supporting a pipe 
or flume crossing would not be practical. 

An inverted siphon may be a concrete box structure or a pipe. Steel 
or precast concrete pipes are often used. The conduit should be strong 

FIGURE 33. Cross-section of an inverted siphon placed under a roadway. 
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enough to support the bearing load of vehicles passing over it and to with- 
stand the internal hydrostatic pressure of the :dater. 

A common mistake in the construction of inverted siphons is the use of 
conduits too large for the water flow. Suspended matter carried by the 
water is then often deposited at the bottom. The siphon should be small 
enough to ensure that the velocity of the water will transport the sus- 
pended material, yet not so smali that hydraulic losses will be excessive. 

Transition sections at the inlet and outlet ends will help reduce the pres- 
sure head required to cause the water to flow through the siphon. This 
will also help reduce turbulence, which might cause erosion of the ditch 
banks as the water leaves the siphon. 

OUTLETS 

The devices used for releasing the irrigation water from the ditch on to 
the field are called outlets. Their purpose is to control the amount of 
water being diverted into each basin, strip or furrow. They should be 
easy for the irrigator to operate, and should provide protection against 
erosion of the ditch bank or the surface of the field at the point of release. 

The choice of outlet will depend on the method of irrigation being used. 
This is discussed in the chapters dealing with the different systems of ir- 
rigation. 



5. PIPED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEkIS 

Pipelines offer a number of advantages over open ditches for the dir;tri- 
bution of irrigation water. ‘They are comparable with concrete-lined ditches 
in reducing seepage losses. Evaporation losses can be eliminated. The 
problem of weed control along ditch banks does not exist. The area that 
would otherwise be occupied by open ditches can be sown to crops. No 
space is needed for the turning of cultivating equipment at the edges of the 
field. They usually require less labour for irrigation work than open 
ditches. Increased use is being made of pipelines in areas where water 
savings, costs and/or shortage of labour or the full use of all irrigable land 
are important considerations. Pipelines also permit the conveyance of 
water uphill against the normal slope of the land and, unlike open ditches, 
they do not have to be installed on a uniform grade. 

Types of pipe 

Several diRerent kinds of pipe are used in surface irrigation systems. 
Because the water does not usually have to be carried in the pipelines under 
high pressure, as with sprinkler systems, a number of special types of pipe 
have been developed. Most of these make use of portland cement concrete 
in some form. 

Nonreinforced concrete pipe which is precast in short lengths is the most 
widely used type of low-pressure irrigation pipeline. It is manufactured 
at a central plant from which it is hauled to the place of installation. Skilled 
workmen lay the pipe in a prepared trench and install the necessary outlets 
and control structures. The short sections may be connected with con- 
crete mortar joints (Figure 34), or the pipe may be constructed with bell- 
ends, permitting the use of rubber or plastic rings to seal the joints. This 
type of pipeline is normally used where internal hydrostatic pressures do 
not exceed about 6 metres of water for pipe diameters up to 45 centimetres, 
and 5 metres of water pressure for diameters up to 60 centimetres. The 
pressure at any point along the pipeline is the height that water would rise 
in an open column if attached to the pipe at that point. 
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Where higher pressures or greater strength to resist external loading arc 
required, pipe with reinforced concrete or extra-thick walls can be used. 
This adds considerably to costs, and the use or such pipe for field distri- 
bution systems is limited to exceptional situations where the extra espense 
is justified. Steel-reinforced pipe must be manufactured with special 
equipment designed for the purpose. It is generally made in longer lengths 
than unreinforced precast pipe. 

Asbestos-cement pipe, with asbestos fibres to provide added tensile 
strength to the concrete, is also used. This type of pipe is now being 
manufactured with thin walls especially for use with low-pressure irrigation 
systems. It is available in various strengths for a wide range of pressure 
conditions. Although more costly than precast unreinforced concrete 
pipe it is lighter, so it is sometimes used where the pipe must be transported 
long distances. 

FIGURE 34. Workman 
installing precast con- 
crete pipe in trench. 



Both steel-reinforced concrete pipe and asbestos-cement pipe make use 
of reinfcrced collars for joining the individual lengths in the trench. Some 
type of rubbet gasket is generally used as a seal in the joints. This provides 
a certain amount of flexibility, which is an advantage where soil settlement, 
earth tremors, thermal contraction from cold water or other factors are 
likely to cause cracks in rigid pipe. 

Another type of concrete pipe which has been developed for low-pressure 
systems is cast in place (Figure 35). This is an unreinforced pipe which 
is constructed directly in the trench. The bottom of the trench is carefully 
shaped and serves as the form for the lower outside of the pipe. Portable 
steel forms are used for the inside crown, and slip-forms are used to shape 
the invert and upper outside faces. Another method makes use of an in- 
flated rubber tube for the inside form of the pipe. Special machines which 
are pulled along the trench have been developed for placing this type of 

FIGURE 35. Cast-in- 
place concrete pipeline 
being constructed in 
trench. The wet con- 
crete is supplied by an 
agitator truck from a 
centrally located mixing 
p’lant. The steel forms 
on the left bank are 
used to support the arch 
of the pipe until the 
concrete has set. The 
concrete placed in the 
hopper flows through 
the machine to form the 
entire pipeline in one 
operation. A riser outlet 
pipe can be seb:n in the 
foreground. 



pipe. The machine contains a hopper for the wet concrete and vibrators 
which cause this to flow around the entire cncumference of the pipe. A 
similar pipe is constructed in two sections by hand. The bottom half is 
poured first, with a sled-type screed used to shape the invert. The upper 
half is then poured using steel forms to support the crown. Because the 
steel forms inside must be removed, cast-in-place pipe is usually made in 
sizes of from 60 to 100 centimetres in diameter so that a man can enter the 
pipe to clear the forms. Cast-in-place concrete pipe should not be used 
where the internal hydrostatic pressure exceeds 2.4 metres of water above 
the centre line of the pipe. Specifications for cast-in-place concrete pipe 
have been prepared by the American Concrete Institute (1969). 

Special sulfate-resistant cement should be used for making all types of 
concrete pipe if the water to be carried or the soils in which the pipe is to 
be placed contain excessive sulfur. 

Steel, aluminium, butyl rubber and plastic pipes are also used to a limit- 
ed extent in surface irrigation systems. Steel and aluminium pipelines 
should be protected by coating and wrapping when buried in saline or acid 
soils, which can rapidly corrode the metals. Cathodic protection, which 
is an induced flow of direct electrical current from buried electrodes to the 
pipe, as described by Dutt and Booher (1971), has also been used in cases 
where serious corrosion might otherwise occur. Plastic pipe should always 
be buried to protect it from sunlight, which can deteriorate the plastic 
materials commonly used for making low-pressure pipes. 

. 

costs 

To determine whether the use of pipelines is justified, the costs should 
be compared with those of open ditch or flume systems. The factors to 
be considered include: fixed costs such as interest and depreciation on the 
investment, water savings from reduced seepage losses, relative costs for 
maintenance and weed control, yield of crops that can be grown on the 
land occupied by ditches, and reduction in labour costs resulting from 
better control of the water. 

The relative costs of pipelines and lined ditches will depend on the avail- 
ability of materials and skilled workmen who can do the construction work. 
As a general rule, the investment costs for installing precast unreinforced 
concrete pipe are comparable with concrete-lined ditches for capacities 
less than 85 to 140 litres (3 to 5 cubic feet) per second. For larger flows 
the costs of cast-in-place concrete pipe are comparable with concrete-lined 
ditches for capacities up to 850 litres (30 cubic feet) per second. 
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Aquatic weeds and algae will not grow in pipehnes However. the roots 
of some trees will grow through cracks in the pipelines and develop into 
fibrous masses which can plug the lines Water diverted into pipelines 
from open ditches may contain floating materials which can plug the lines 
and outlet structures. This may require screens at the entrance to the pipe- 
lines. These factors should be taken into consideration in comparing costs 
for weed control on open ditches. 

Buried pipelines can develop cracks and leaks which are sometimes 
dilEcult to locate and repair. Annual maintenance costs for concrete 
pipelines may amount to as much as 5 percent of the original installation 
costs. The quality of the pipe used, and the care taken in installing and 
operating it to reduce possible failures, are therefore important considcr- 
ations. 

Types of pipeline systems 

The most suitable situation for a pipeline is where the water level in the 
canal or othcc source is sufficiently higher than the land to provide the pres- 
sure needed to overcome the friction in the pipes and yet not develop pres- 
sures whic!l are excessive for the type of pipe being used. 

Where the land to be irrigated lies above the water source, a pump must 
be used to lift the water and overcome the friction losses. The pipe select- 
ed must be strong enough to withstand the pressure that the pump develops. 

Where the land has considerable slope away from !he water source, ex- 
cessive pressures must be prevented from developing in the pipeline. Open- 
top stands equipped with baffles or weirs, as shown in Figure 36, offer one 
solution; the pressure in the pipeline above a stand is limited by the elevation 
of the surface of the water flowing over the baffle. If the ‘water delivered 
into the pipeline is more than is needed for irrigation, the excess will 
overflow the baffles and be eventually wasted at the end of the pipeline. 
Surging or nonuniform flow sometimes develops in pipelines where baf- 
fles arc used. The surge may be amplified as the water flows over succes- 
sive weirs. Spacing thi baflles at irregular intervals will help break up the 
harmonics of the surging. Vents placed a short distance below each baflle 
will release air which might become entrapped in the falling water. 

Automatic’float-controlled valves in the stands (Figure 37) can prevent 
excess pressures and also facilitate the taking of water from the pipeline. 
These systems are used generally where the water is supplied from a reservoir 
or other source which permits taking water a$ needed. When water is taken 
from the pipeline below a stand, the water level in the stand is lowered; 
this opens the valve and allows the water to flow in from the pipeline 
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F~JRE 36. Profile of overflow stands with batiks, used with open pipulinc system. 

FIWRE 37. Automatic float-controlled *_ i T -,-. i--;-;v F 1 
,_ _- .- ____ _..-.- iye- 

-4 --+cYri-zL l I I valve in pipe stand. 
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above. When no water is being used the valves rematn closed, stopping the 
flow of water in the system. Placing the floats at elevations which corres- 
pond 1.1 overflow baffles can control the pressure in the pipeline. 

Friction losses 

Friction losses are related to the rougfmess of the pipe and tke square 
of the velocity of flow in the pipe. These losses are proportional to the 
length of the pipeline and vary inversely with the inside diameter. 

A number of different equations, derived from experiments, have been 
developed for computing friction losses in pipelines. Tables based on 
tfzese equations are convenient for determining the size of pipe required 
for a given set of conditions. The friction losses for concrete pipe are given 
in Table 5, for asbestos-cement pipe in Table 6, for steel pipe in Table 7, 
and for plastic pipe in Table 8. These tables are based on the Hazen- 
Williams equation 

f-/r . 4 7 j 
c I.851 ~4.86” 

where N, is the head loss due to friction, in unit depth of water per unit 
length; L is the length of pipe in feet for which the friction losses are com- 
puted; Q is the flow rate, in cubic feet per. second: C is a coefficient for 
friction; and II is the diameter of the pipe, measured in feet. 

The examplesj of typical field problems whicft follow sflow how tflc tables 
can be used. 

Euattlple I: A concrete pipeline is to be installed to carry 50 fitres per 
second so that the friction ioss wiii be equal to the slope of the land. The 
alignment where the pipe will be laid has a uniform slope of 0.3 percent 
(0.3 metre per 100 metres). Table 5 shows that a 30-centimetre pipeline 
carrying 51 fitres per second will have a friction loss of 0.28 metre per 100 
metres; tftis would be the pipe diameter to use. 

Escr~~~~~le 2: An unreinforced concrete pipeline is to be used to deliver 
90 litres per second for a distance of 400 metres where the land has an up- 
ward slope of 0.5 percent, and it is desired to limit pressure in the pipe- 
line to 5 metres of water pressure. The difference in elevation for which 
the water is to be lifted is 0.005 _. 400 = 2 metres. The additional 
pressure which can be utilized in overcoming friction is 5 - 2 = 3 metres, 
which for 400 metres of pipe is 0.75 metre per 100 metres. The friction 
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TABLE 5. - FRICTION LOSS IN CONCRETE PIPF. (C : 100) 

-- 

Lift-es 
per 

secotlfl 

2.8 
5.7 
x.5 

Il.3 
14.2 
17.0 
22.7 
28.3 
34.0 
39.6 
45.3 
51.0 
57.0 
68.0 
79.0 
91.0 

102.0 
113.0 
127.0 
142.0 
156.0 
170.0 
184.0 
198.0 
227.0 
255.0 
283.0 
340.0 
396.0 
453.0 
510.0 
566.0 

--- 

Cubic 
feel 
per 

iCCOtff/ 

0. I 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.8 
I .o 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
2.0 
2.4 
2.8 
3.2 
3.6 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 
5.5 
6.0 
6.5 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 

10.0 
12.0 
14.0 
16.0 
18.0 
20.0 

- 

Diameter of DiDe (D) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mcmas per Illll rmvres; .lAv per 100 fret . . . . . . . . . . . . 

0.01 
0.03 
0.07 
0.12 
0.19 
0.26 
0.45 
0.68 
0.95 
1.23 
1.62 
2.02 
2.45 
3.43 
4.57 
5.85 
7.27 
8.84 

0.04 
0.06 
0.09 
0.15 
0.23 
0.32 
0.43 
0.55 
0.68 
0.83 
1.16 
1.54 
I .97 
2.46 
2.98 
3.71 
4.51 
5.38 
6.32 
7.33 
8.41 

0.04 
0.06 
0.09 
CL.13 
0.18 
0.22 
0.28 
0.34 
0.48 
0.63 
0.81 
1.01 
1.23 
1.53 
1.86 
2.21 
2.60 
3.02 
3.46 
4.43 
5.51 
6.69 
9.38 

0.04 
0.06 
0.08 
0.1 I 
0.13 
0.16 
0.22 
0.30 
0.38 
0.48 
0.58 
0.72 
0.88 
1.05 
1.23 
1.42 
1.63 
2.09 
2.60 
3.16 
4.43 
5.89 
7.54 

0.04 
0.06 
0.07 
0.08 
0.12 
0.16 
0.20 
0.25 
0.30 
0.38 
0.46 
0.55 
0.64 
0.74 
0.85 
1.09 
1.36 
1.65 
2.31 
3.08 
3.94 
4.90 
5.95 

0.05 
0.07 
0.09 
0.11 
0.14 
0.17 
0.21 
0.26 
0,31 
0.36 
0.42 
0.48 
0.62 
0.76 
0.93 
1.30 
I .73 
1.22 
2.76 
3.35 

0.05 
0.07 
0.08 
0.10 
0.13 
0.15 
0.18 
0.22 
0.25 
0.20 
0.37 
0.46 
0.56 
0.78 
1.04 
1.33 
1.65 
2.01 

I 

0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.06 
0.08 
0.03 
0.10 
0.12 
0.15 
0.19 
0.23 
0.32 
0.43 
0.55 
0.68 
0.83 

0.03 
0.03 I 
0*04 ( 
0.01 
0.05 
0.06 
0.08 
0.1 I 0.04 
0.14 0.06 
0.18 0.08 
0.23 0.09 
0.28 I 0.12 I 0.05 
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5. TABLE 6. - FRICTION LOSS IN ASBESTOS-CEMENT PIPE (C = 145) 

Diameter of pipe ID) 
Flo;vQ;ate ------ 

7.5cm I IC cm 12.5cm’ I5 cm I 17.Scm’ 
(3 in) ’ I (4 in) (5 in) / (6 in) 1 (7 in) I 

Litres pet 
.seclmL 

0.6 

1.3 

I .?, 

‘5 -. 

3.2 

4.4 
6.3 
7.0 
9.5 

II.0 
12.6 
15.8 

IQ.0 

22.0 
25.2 
28.4 
31.6 
37.9 
44.2 
so. 5 
56.9 
63.2 
76.0 
88.5 

101.0 
113.8 
126.0 

IO 

‘0 

30 

40 
SO 
7s 

100 
125 
IS0 
I75 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 

loo0 
1200 
I 400 

1600 

I 800 
2000 

0.04 / 0.01 
0.13 
0.27 
0.46 
0.70 
I .48 
2.53 
3.82 
5.34 
7.08 
9.10 

13.76 
19.26 
25.61 

0.03 
0.07 
0.12 
0.18 
0.39 
0.66 
1.00 
I .4.0 
I.85 
2.38 
3.60 
5.04 
6.70 
8.60 

10.69 
12.98 
18.17 
24.19 
30.99 

0.01 
0.02 
0.04 
0.06 
0.12 
0.21 
0.32 
0.44 
0.59 
0.76 
I.14 
1.60 
2.13 
2.73 
3.40 
4.12 
5.77 
7.68 
9.84 

12.21 
14.88 
20.79 
27.72 

0.03 
0.06 
0.10 
0.15 
0.21 
0.27 
0.35 
0.53 
0.75 
0.99 
1.27 
I.58 
I .92 
2.69 
3.58 
4.58 
5.69 
6.93 
9.68 

12.91 
16.53 
20.60 
24.9'3 

0.09 

0.1 I 
0.15 
0.22 
0.31 
0.41 
0.53 
0.66 
0.80 
I.12 
I .49 
I.91 
2.37 
2.89 
4.04 
5.39 
6.‘rn 

8.60 
10.43 

0.08 

0. I3 
0.18 
0.24 
0.30 
0.38 
0.46 
0.64 
0.86 
1.10 
1.36 
I A6 
2.31 
3.08 
3.95 
4.92 
5.97 

0.06 
0.07 
0.0:) 
0.12 
0.14 
0.20 
0.26 
0.34 
0.42 
0.51 
0.71 
0.95 
1.22 
I.53 
1.84 

0.06 
0.08 
0.1 I 
0.14 
0.17 
0.21 
0.29 
0.39 
0.50 
0.62 
0.76 

1 I imperial gallon per minute I.2 U.S. gallons per minute 
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TABLE 7. - FRICTION LOSS IN WELDED STEEL PIPE (C = 120) 

Floygate 

Litres per 
second 

0.6 

I.3 

1.9 

2.5 

3.2 

4.4 

6.3 

7.9 

9.5 

11.0 

12.6 

15.8 

I9.0 

22.0 

25.2 

28.4 

31.6 

37.9 

44.2 

50.5 

56.9 

63.2 

76.0 

88.5 

101 .o 

113.8 

126.0 

62 

U.S. 
gdlons 

per 
minute 

10 

20 

30 

40 

50 

7s 

100 

125 

150 

175 

200 

250 

300 

350 

400 

450 

500 

600 

700 

800 

900 

loo0 

1200 

1400 

1600 
1800 

2000 

- 

Nominal tGpe diameter (D) 

30 cm 
(12 in) 

. . . . . . . . . Metres per 100 metres; feet per 100 feet . . . . . . . . . 

0.3 

1.1 

2.4 

4. I 

6.3 
13.1 

22.5 

34.0 

47.5 

0. I 

0.2 

0.3 

0.6 

0.9 

I .9 

3.2 

4.8 

6.7 

8.9 

11.5 

17.3 

24.3 

32.3 

41.4 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.5 

0.9 

1.3 

1.8 

2.4 

3.1 

4.7 

6.5 

8.7 

11.1 

13.9 

16.8 

23.6 

31.4 

40.2 

0. I 

0.2 

0.3 

0.4 

0.6 

0.8 

1.0 

1.5 

2.2 

2.9 

3.7 

4.6 

5.6 

7.8 

10.4 

13.3 

16.5 

20.1 

28.1 

37.5 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.3 

0.4 

0.6 

0.9 

1.2 

1.5 

1.9 

2.3 

3.2 

4.3 

5.5 

6.8 

8.3 

11.6 

15.4 

19.7 

24.6 

29.8 

0. I 

0. I 

0.2 

0.2 

0.3 

0.4 

0.5 

0.6 

0.8 

1.1 

1.4 

1.8 

2.2 

3.0 

4.0 

5,2 

6.5 

7.8 

0.1 

0. I 

0.2 
0.2 

0.3 

0.4 

0.5 

0.6 

0.7 

1.0 

1.3 

1.7 

2.1 

2.6 

0.1 

0. I 

0.2 

0.2 

0.3 

0.3 

0.4 

0.6 

0.7 

0.9 

1.1 

- 



TABLE 8. - FRICTION LOSS IN LOW-HEAD RIGID POLYVINYL CHLORIDE (PVC) PIPE (C - 150) 

Flow rate 
(Q) 

I - 
Litres per ’ 

U.S. 
~~ctllo?ls 

.recottd per 
trritifrte 

3.2 

6.3 

0.5 

12.6 

SO 

100 

I50 

200 

250 

300 

350 

400 

450 

500 

600 

700 

800 

900 

I 000 

I 200 

I 400 

I 600 

I 800 

2 000 

2400 

2 800 

3 200 

3600 

4 000 

15.8 

19.0 

22.0 

25.2 

28.4 

31.6 

37.9 

44.2 

50.5 

56.9 

63.1 

76.0 

88.5 

lOl’.O 

113.0 

126.0 

151.0 

177.0 

202.0 

227.0 

252.0 

Nominal pipe diameter (D) 

. . . . . * . Metrcs per 100 tttetres; jeer per 100 .fret . . . . . . . . 

0.16 

0.58 

I .23 

2. IO 

3.17 

4.45 

5.91 

7.57 

9.42 

I I .4s 

0.08 

0.17 

0.29 

0.44 

0.62 

0.82 

I .05 

I.31 

I.59 

2.23 

2.96 

3.79 

4.72 

5.73 

8.04 

10.69 

0.07 

0.1 I 

0. IS 

0.20 

0.26 

0.32 

0.39 

0.55 

0.73 

0.94 

I.16 

I.41 

I .98 

2.63 

3.37 

4. I9 

5. IO 

7.14 

9.50 

0.05 

0.07 

0.09 

0.1 I 

0.13 

0.18 

0.25 

0.32 

0.39 

0.48 

0.67 

0.89 

I.14 

1.42 

I .72 

2.4 I 

3.21 

4.10 

5.10 

6.20 
C-P 

0.04 

0.05 

0.08 

0. IO 

0.13 

0.16 

0.20 

0.28 

0.37 

0.47 

0.58 

0.71 

0.90 

I.32 

I .69 

2. IO 

2.55 

0.04 

0.07 

0.00 

0.1’ 

0.16 

0.20 

0.24 

0.34 

0.44 

0.57 

0.71 

0.86 
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loss, as shown in Table 5, for a 30-centimetre pipeline carrying 91 litres 
per second is 0.81 metre per 100 metres, so a 35centimetre pipeline should 
be used. The maximum pressure in the pipeline will be 4 Y 0.37 i 2 = 
3.48 metres. 

Example 3: A concrete pipeline is to carry water across level land for 
a distance of 800 metres from a well pump which discharges 200 litres per 
second, and it is desired that the maximum pressure in the line should not 
exceed 4.5 metres of water. What size of pipeline should be used, and how 
high should the standpipe be at the pump? The pressure available for 
overcoming friction will be 4.5 f 8 = 0.56 metre per 100 metres. Table 
5 shows that a 45-centimetre pipe should be used, with a friction loss of 
0.48 metre per 100 metres. The water will rise 8 x 0.48 = 3.84 metres 
in the standpipe at the pump when the water is being delivered to theend 
of the pipe. Allowing for a freeboard of about 0.5 metre, the standpipe 
at the pump should be about 4.3 metres high. 

Control structures for pipelines 

Controls are necessary to regulate the flow of water into pipelines, the 
pressure in the pipes and the release of water on to the fields to be irrigated. 

INLET GATES 

Where the water carried by the pipeline is obtained from an open canal, 
it is desirable that the water surface in the canal be sufficiently higher than 
the land to allow gravity flow into the pipeline and provide the pressure 
needed at the outlets. Otherwise a pump must provide the needed pressure. 
Where gravity flow can be used, the pipeline is connected directly to the 
canal. A submerged slide-gate placed in the side of the canal and con- 
nected to the inlet end can be used for controlling the flow of water into the 
pipeline. The gate should be mounted on a concrete headwall structure 
to provide stability and prevent leakage. The gate should have an opening 
of nearly the same size as the diameter of the pipeline so that entrance head 
losses can be kept to a minimum. 

Weirs or flumes are sometimes incorporated in the inlet structure where 
it is necessary to measure the amount of water being taken ‘from the canal 
into the pipeline. Rate of flow can also be measured by meter gates, 
which utilize the pressure drop through a long-tube orifice. Tables are 
available showing the flow rates through gates which have been calibrated 
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for various gate openings in relation to head loss. Propeller-type 
meters can also be placed in the pipeline to record total flow. 

Screens are recommended for removing trash or moss that might enter 
the pipeline from a canal or reservoir. The screens may be installed as 
part of the inlet structure, or in a box structure below the turnout. The 
area of the screen should be such that the average velocity of the water 
through the box is limited to 0.15 metre per second. Double screens are 
sometimes used so that one can be cleaned while the other continues to 
function. 

Sand traps may also be advisable when excessive amounts of sand or 
silt are carried in the canal water to be released into the pipeline. These 
are usually basins which are large enough to slow the water to the point 
that suspended particles settle out. The basins should be constructed so 
that they can be easily cleaned. 

Where the irrigation water is obtained from a pump the flow is usually 
delivered into a standpipe before entering the pipeline. When the pipeline 
is lower than the discharge pipe of rhe pump, in order to avoid backflow 
of water into the pump the discharge pipe can be extended horizontally 
into the standpipe. Some type of flexible coupling is needed between the 
pump and the standpipe to prevent vibration from breaking the seal where 
the discharge pipe enters the standpipe. When the pipeline is higher than 
the pump the usual practice is to carry the discharge pipe over the top of 
the standpipe: otherwise, a backflow check valve will be needed in the dis- 
charge pipe. 

FLOW-CONTROL GATES AND VALVES 

The flow of water is regu!ated by slide gates in the standpipes or line 
valves in the pipeline, which can direct trrL _ La flow of water into different lateral 
lines, or stop the flow into a section of the pipeline. These controls make 
it possible to repair the section of the pipeline lying below the gate without 
shutting down the entire system. 

A typical slide gate is shown in Figure 38. The gate at the entrance to 
the section of the pipeline to be controlled is placed so that the pressure of 
water in the.standpipe will help to keep the gate sealed. Several gates 
may be placed in one standpipe from which water is diverted*into different 
connecting lateral lines. 

A line-gate valve is shown in Figure 39. This. is a simple gate valve with 
hub ends which can be connected to the concrete pipeline with mortared 
joints. These valves are useful where water is carried under considerable 
pressure and slide gates would necessitate tall standpipes. 
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FIGUH): 38. Slide gate 
placed in standpipe to 
regdatc ilow of wwer 
in pipcline. 

FKXJRE 30. Linegate valve for concrete pipeline. 

AIR VENTS 

Air vents should be installed where air might collect in the lines. They 
are normally located at all high points, at sharp turns, where lines inter- 



connect, and at the ends of the pipelines. Sometimes they are also placed 
at intervals of about 200 metres on straight pipelines with uniform slopes. 

Where venting only is required, vertical pipes of about 15centimctre 
diameter can be connected to the lines. Where access to the pipeline or 
the installation of slide gates is necessary, concrete standpipes at Beast 75 
centimetres in diameter may also serve as air vents. The vents should 
be high enough to provide a freeboard of at least 60 centimetreb above the 
maximum height to which water will rise at that point under normal 
operation. 

Pipelines designed to operate under higher pressures than can be c‘on- 
vcnie;ltly served by open air vents should have air-escape valves placed 
at critical points. These are usually spring-operated valves set to open 
whenever excess pressures develop in the pipeline. Excess pressures arc 
visually caused by surging, resulting from air entrapment or compression 
01’ the air when the pipeline is being filled with water. 

Drains or blowoffs may be installed at low points to permit emptying 
or flushing of the pipelines. 

The devices thah release water 011 to the fields are an important fiatilre 
of any pipeline sjrstem. They should be easy to open and close, of the 
correct size to provide the flow required, and 50 constructed that the water 
released will not cause soil erosion. Most outlets consist of a riser pipe 
to bring the water from the buried pipeline to the surl’ace. and an attached 
valve to control the flow. 

Where large flows are required, as in basin or border-check irrigation, 
a valve with an opening the same size as the riser pipe is usually attached 
to the top of the riser. These are generally opened and closed by a screw- 
type shaft. The alfalfa valve shown in Figure 40 is an example of this 
type of outlet. The head losses through alfalfa valves of various sizes 
are given in Table 9. .Additional pressure must be available in the pipeline 
to overcome the head loss through the l;alve. The general practice is to 
limit this additional pressure requirement to about 30 centimetres abov: 
the ground surface. Releasing the water under low pressure assur 
that it will be discharged from the valve with a low velocity The correc 
valve size should be selected to deliver the required volume of water. Fc 
example, if it is planned to deliver 50 litres per second (800 gallons per 
minute) into a border strip, a 20-centimetre alFalfa valve would be re- 
quired. To release 400 litres per second (6 400 gallons per minute) into a 
large basin, a 60-centimetre valve would be needed if the pressure head 
loss is to be limited to 30 centimetres. 
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The larger valves are often constructed with a steel fra e abovc the valve 
to support the thread box used for raising or lowering the disk which serves 
as the valve. This eliminates the web at the top of the riser that is required 
for alfalfa valves, and is of particular advantage where moss or other debris 
is carried with the irrigation water. 

TABLE 9. - HEAD LOSS TCIROUGH ALPALFA VXLWS 

A. Pressure loss exprcsd in centimutres of water depth 

Diamctrr of or7cning kentimotrcsl 
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R. Pressure loss expressed in feet of water depth 

Diameter of opening (inches) 
- __-- 

6 1 8 i IO j 12 / 14 / 16 j I8 j 20 j 21 ) 30 
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FIGURE 41. Orchard 
valve and low-pressure 
open hydrant with slide 
gates for controlling flow 
to furrows. 
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FIGURE 40. Cross-section of concrete 
and riser with alfalfa valve attached. 

supply pipe 

--- 
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Alfalfa valves are normally spaced so that there will be one outlet for 
each border strip. When !*sed for irrigation furrows they may be spaced 
20 to 40 metres apart. 

Another type of outlet, called the orchard valve, is shown in Figure 41. 
This is placed inside the riser, and has a restricted opening somewhat 
less in diameter than the riser pipe. This valve is generally used where 
minor flows of water are required, for irrigating a small number of fur- 
rows in orchards or vineyards, for example, or for narrow border strips. 
Table 10 shows approximate flows through orchard valves of various 
sizes under pressure heads of 30 and 75 centimetres. 

Orchard valves are normally placed at the upper end of each viue or tree 
row. In narrowly spaced vineyards one valve may serve two vine rows. 
Valves are usually spaced from 2.5 to 6 metres apart. 

Outlet valves of both types should be placed so that the top of the riser 
or valve is at ground level, or slightly below. Water falling from outlets 
elevated above the surface can cause serious erosion of the soil around the 
riser pipe. Where the tops of the outlets are depressed below ground level 
the water flows from the valves into a pool, which serves as a stilling basin 
to help dissipate the energy resulting from water released at a high velocity. 

Where the pipeline is ta be used for irrigating basins or border-strips, 
the water is allowed to flow freely from the opened valve on to the area 
being irrigated. The rate of flow can be controlled by raising or lowering 
the valve plate. For furrow irrigation a temporary head ditch can be 
constructed which directs the flow of water from the valve to the head of 
the furrows. Siphons or spiles can be used to release the water from the 
temporary ditch into the furrows. 

HYDRANTS 

Hydrants are placed over orchard or alfalfa valve outlets to permit ad- 
ditional control of the irrigation water. They are also used as a means 
of connecting portable gated pipe to the pipeline. Hydrants may be per- 
manent, and constructed over each riser, or portable, so that they can be 
moved from one valve outlet to another to serve any part of the field being 
irrigated. 

Permanent hydrants usually consist of sections of concrete pipe placed 
vertically over the riser pipes with small metal slide-gate outlets, as shown 
in Figure 41. The top of the hydrant is left open so that total flow can be 
adjusted by the orchard valve and the flow to each furrow a.djusted by the 
small slide gate. The slide is generally notched at the bottom so that the 
size of the opening can be carefully regulated when only small’ flows are 
wanted. 
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A concrete cap is.sometimes mortared to the top of permanent hydrants 
(Figure 42), in which case an orchard valve is not used and the flow 
to the furrows is regulated solely by the slide gates, which are placed on 
the outside of the hydrant. Care must be taken to prevent excessive 
pressures from developing in the pipeline and to use gates which seal tightly 
when closed. 

Portable hydrants are used with alfalfa valves (Figure 43). They can 
be made of cast aluminium or galvanized iron sheeting. Some are similar 

TABLE 10. - CAPACITIES OF ORCHARD VALVES 

A. Flow in litres per second 

Inside diameter Diameter of 
of riser pipe valve opening 

. . . ..***...** Cerrlimctres . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

15 3.75 

15 6.25 

I5 8.75 

20 12.50 

25 15.00 

30 20.00 

- 

Pressure head available 
--- 

30 centimetres I 75 centimetres 

. . . . . . . . . . Litrcs per- second . . . . . . . . . . 

I 

3 

6 

13 

I’) 

33 

B. Flow in U.S. gallons per minute 

2 

6 

I2 

26 

38 

67 

Inside diameter Diameter of 
of riser pipe valve opening 

Pressure head available 

12 inches 
I 

SO inches 

, , I . . , . . . . . . . . . Imh?Y * . , , * . . . . , . . . . . 

6 I.5 18 35 

6 2.5 50 100 

6 3.5 loo ’ 200 

8 5.0 200 400 

10 6.0 300 : 600 

12 8.0 500 / 1000 
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I-‘l~rUI~l 4’. Irrigation water frotal buried concrctc pipdine being rclwd tlarough 
capped riser outlets into furrows irrigating a ycw~g citrus orchard. 

to the open concrete hydrants. and are pushed into the wet soil around the 
riser pipe to focm it seal. Others HI-C closed. with a double screw arrange- 
ment connected to the handle on the alfalfa valve. One srew forms a 
tight seal between the hydrant and the top of the riser pipe, and the other 
is used for opening the qlfalfa valve after the hydrant is in place. Hydrants 
ITiLty have a single outlet, permitting flow in one direction only, or outlets 
on tivo sides. The closed portable hydrants are generally used as connec- 
tors for metal, rubber or plastic pipe, \\ith the size of the outlets correspond- 
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ing to the size of the pipe. A friction or clamp joint can bc used to connect 
tile pipe to the hydrant. These hydrants are necessary where gated pipe is 
employed for irrigating furrows. Hydrants can also serve to connect the 
suction hose of a pump to the water supply carried in the pipeline under low 
pressure, so that the pump can develop the high pressure needed for operat- 
ing sprinkler systems or for lifting the water to higher elevations. 

GATED PIPES 

Gated pipes are portable lines with uniformly spaced outlets, used pri- 
marily for releasing irrigation water into furrows. When connected to 
buried pipelines through hydrants they allow the water to be conveyed in 
an enclosed system from the source to the head of the furrow. Seepage 
losses are reduced to a minimum. They also provide a convenient means 
of regulating flow into the furrows. 

Gated pipes are usually constructed of aluminium or lightweight steel 
tubing (Figure 44). Small metal slide gates are spaced along the side of 
the pipe, the same distance apart as the furrows being irrigated. The gates 
are often placed in a rubber gasket, which provides a water-iubricared bear- 
ing surface for the slides. Water flow can be regulated by the degree the 
gates are opened. Gated pipe is usually manufactured in lengths of about 
4 metres. Individual pipes can be connected to the hydrant or to :ach 
other with friction or clamp couplings to assemble a system of the length 
required. A portable plug is installed at the end of the lint. 

FlexiVe butyl rubber or plastic tubing is also used for gated pipe. ‘fhe 
tubin!, ‘.YVC metal slide gates similar to those used with metal pipe. 
01 flexib,. , r~ (sleeves) of small diameter, about 1 metrc long, through 
which the water is released into the furrows. The sleeves can be folded 
back to stop the flow, or some type of clamp can be used to regulate it. 
The sleeves help direct the water in a uniform flow into the furrows and so 
reduce the risk of erosion from falling water. 

The outlets on gated pipe operate as sharp-edge or long-tube orifices. 
The f-low is a function of the pressure within the pipe and of the size of the 
opening. An available pressure of 30 to 200 centimetres of water is usually 
required at the hydrant to operate the gated pipe. Flows ranging from 0. I5 
to G iitres per second (2.5 to 100 gallons per minute) can be obtained from 
each outlet. This permits the irrigation to start with a large flow into 
each furrow, which can then be cut back to a small stream after the water 
approaches the end of the furrow. 

Pressure must also be provided at the hydrant to overcome friction losses 
in the gated pipe; it is advisable to limit the length of the line and use pipe 
of suflicient diameter so that these losses can be kept to a minimum - 
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usually not greater than 60 ccntimetres of water. The risers and outlet 
valves are usually spaced along the buried pipeline so that not more than 
30 metres of gated pipe need be connected to each hydrant. Limiting the 
length of the assembled unit will also allow the use of pipe of smaller 
diameter, which is easier to move from one position to another. Gated 
pipe is available in diameters ranging from 10 to 30 centimetres. 

To illustrate the installaticn of a gated pipe system, the following example 
is given: a flow of $0 litres per second (I 268 galfons per minute) is to be 
used for furrow irrigation with a flow of 2 litres per second (32 gallons per 
minute) needed in each furrow, and with the furrows spaced I metre apart. 
This requires that water be released simultaneously into 40 furrows. Forty 
metres of gated pipe will be needed, with the gated outlets spaced I metre 
apart. Using a two-way hydrant, the gated pipe can be assembled into two 
units, each 20 metres long. The ilow into each unit will be 40 litres per 
second (634 gallons per minute). Friction loss in a pipeline where water 
is being released uniformly‘along its full length will be only about 40 per- 
cent as much as where the entire flow is carried the full length. The friction 
loss in a 15centimetrc welded steel pipe carrying 40 litres per second is 
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shown in Table 7 to be 3.6 metres per 100 metres. For 20 metres of gated 
pipe the friction loss will be 7.6 Y 0.2 x 0.4 = 0.29 metre. A 25cen- 
timetre alfalfa valve used for releasing the 80 litres per second into the 
hydrant would have a pressure loss of 24 centimetres, as shown in Table 9. 
In installing the buried pipeline the risers and valves should be spaced no 
more than 40 metres apart. It would be advisable to have an extra portable 
hydrant and an additional 40 metres of gated pipe so that one assembled 
unit could be operating while the other was being moved to the next 
setting. 
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6. SELECTING THE METHOD OF IRRIGATION TO USE 

Selecting the method most suitable for applying the water is important, 
as the wrong choice could lead to the failure of the irrigation undertaking 
and possibly cause serious damage to the land. Misuse of irrigation 
water can cause soil erosion, waterlogging, a build-up of soil salinity, and 
also waste the funds used for installing the irrigation system. 

Each method of irrigation is suited to a certain set of limiting conditions 
which govern its use. A thorough understanding of the soil, topography, 
water supply and other factors which can affect irrigation will be helpful 
in selecting the proper method. The relation of these controlling factors 
to the various methods of irrigation is discussed by Marr (1958, 1965) and 
Smith (1957b, 1957~). Each method has certain variations which can 
be used to widen its scope of application. The chapters that follow discuss 
the various systems, and Table 11 summarizes the conditions for their use. 

The basin method is the simplest, and the most widely used for irrigating 
crops. Cotton, maize, grain, groundnuts, grams, lucerne, pasture and other 
field crops, as well as orchards and plantations, are all suited to this system. 

Border irrigation can be the most efficient method for irrigating close- 
growing crops such as lucerne, pasture and small grains. 

Flrrral\* irrigation is particularly suitable for crops which would be 
injured if their stems or crowns were submerged. Row crops, such as 
vegetables, cotton, sugar beet, maize, potatoes and seed crops, planted 
on raised beds, are irrigated by furrows between plant rows, and orchards 
and vineyards by furrows between tree and vine rows. 

A variation of the furrow system is corrugatiotl irrigation, used for 
close-spaced crops such as grains, lucerne and pasture. It is sometimes 
used for germinating crops which have been drill- or broadcast-seeded. “’ 

Drip (or trickle or dribble) irrigation is particularly beneficial for young 
orchards and vineyards, for close-spaced perennials such as artichokes, 
bananas and other crops of high value, and, where water is scarce or has a 
high salt content, for vegetables grown on raised beds. 

Wi/d flooding is used principally for irrigating perennial forage crops, 
which protect the soil against erosion by the water. 
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2 TABLE II. - SURFACE IRRIGATION METHODS AND CONDITIONS OF USE 

Small rectangular 
basins 

Large rcGtangldRr 
basins 

Contour checks 

Narrow I borders 
up to 5 metres (16 
feet) wide 

Wide borders up 
to 30 metres (100 
feet) wide 

Wild flooding 

Grain, field crops, Relatively flat Can be adapted Suitable for soils 
orchards, rice land; area within to streams of of high or low 

each basin should various size intake rates; 
be levelled should not be 

used on soils that 
tend to puddle 

I Suitabilities and conditions of use 
Irrigation method 

I Crops I Topography I Water supply i cioils 

Grain, field crops, 
rice 

Orchards, grain, 
rice, forage crops 

Pasture, grain, 
lucerne, 
vineyards, 
Orchards 

Ci=i;tcerne, 

Pasture, grain 

Flat land; must 
be graded to 
uniform plane 

Irregular land; 
slopes less than 
2 percent 

Uniform slopes 
less than 7 percent 

Land graded to 
uniform plane 
with maximum 
slope less than 
0.5 percent 

Irregular surfaces 
with slopes up to 
20 percent 

Large flows of 
water 

Flows greater 
than 30 litres 
(1 cubic foot) per 
second 

Moderately large 
flOWS 

Large flows, up 
to 600 litres (20 
cubic feet) per 
second 

Can utilize small 
continuous flows 
on steeper land or 
large flows on 
flatter land 

Soils of fine 
texture with low 
intake rates 

Soils of medium 
to heavy texture 
which do not 
crack on drying 

Soils of medium 
to heavy texture 

Deep soils of 
medium to fine 
texture 

Soils of medium 
to fine texture 
with stable aggre- 
gate which do not 
crack on drying 

Remarks 

High installation costs. Consid- 
erable labour required for irri- 
gating. When used for close- 
spaced crops, a high percentage 
of land is used for levees and 
distribution ditches. High ef- 
ficiencies of water use possible. 

Lower installation costs and less 
labour required for irrigation 
than with small basins. Substan- 
tial levees needed. 

Little land grading required. 
Checks can be continuously 
flooded as for rice, water ponded 
as for orchards, or intermittently 
flooded as for pastures. 

Borders should be in direction of 
maximum slope. Accurate cross- 
levelling required between guide 
levees. 

Very careful land grading neces- 
sary. Minimum of labour 
required for .*iri &on. Little 
interference with use of farm 
machinery. 

Little land grading required. Low 
initial cost for system. Best 
adapted to shallow soils since 
percolation losses may be high 
on deep wrmeable soils. 



Benched terraces 1 Grain, field-cro*, 
i forage crops, 

Straight furrows 

Graded contour 
furriows 

Corrugations 

Basin furrows 

Zigzag furrows 

orchards, 
vineyards . 

Vegetables, row 
crops, orchards. 
vineyards 

Vegetables, field 
crops, orchards, 
vineyards 

Close-spaced 
crops such as 
grain, pasture, 
lucerne 

Vegetables, 
cotton. maize and 
other row crops 

Vineyards, bush 
berries, orchards 

Uniform slopes 
not exceeding 
2 percent for 
cult ivaf ed o~ops 

Undulating land 
with slopes up to 
8 percent 

Uniform slopes of 
up to 10 percent 

Rclativety flat 
land 

Land graded to 
uniform slopes of 
less than I percent 

Flows up to 350 
litres (I2 cubic 
feet) per second 

Flows up to 100 
litres (3 cubic feet) 
per second 

Flows up to 30 
litres (I cubic 
foot) per second 

Flows up to I50 
litres (5 cubic feet I 
per second 

Flows required 
are usually less 
than for straight 

[ suficie&y .deep 1 
1 that grading -’ j 
! operations will 
i not impair crop 

growth 

Can be used oil 
ah soils if length 
of furrows is 
adjusted to type 
of soil 

Soils of medium 
to fine texture 
which do not 
crack on drying 

Rest on soils of 
medium to fine 
texture 

Can be used with 
most soil types 

Used on soils 
with low intake 
rates 

ing benches and providing ade- 
quate drai;lage channels for 
excess water. 3-f igat ion water 
must be properly managed. Mis- 
use of water can result in serious 
soi? erosion. 

Res; suited for crops which 
cAnnot be flooded. High irriga- 
tion efiiency possible. Well 
adapted to mechanized farming. 

Rodent control is essential. Ero- 
sion hazard from heavy rains or 
water breaking out of furrows. 
High labour requirement for 
irrigation. 

High water losses possible from 
deep percolation or surface run- 
off. Care must be used in limit- 
ing size of flow in corrugations 
to reduce soil erosion. Little land 
grading required. 

Similar to small rectangular 
basins, except crops are planted 
on ridges. 

This method is used to slow the 
flow of water in furrows to in- 
crease watt: penetration into 
soil. 



7. BASIN IRRIGATION 

Basin irrigation is the simplest in principle of all methods. For this 
reason it is the most widely used for irrigating crops. There are many 
variations in its application, but all involve dividing the field into small 
units so that each has a nearly level surface. Levees (ridges, bunds or 
dikes) are constructed around the areas forming basins (plots or paddies) 
within which the irrigation water can be controlled. The basins are filled 
to the desired depth and the water is retained until it infiltrates into the soil, 
or the excess is drained off. In irrigating rice, or ponding water for leach- 
ing salts from the soil, the depth of water can be maintained for consider- 
able periods by allowing a continuous flow into tbe basins. 

Variations involve the size or shape of the basins, the techniques used for 
delivering water to them, and.whether the ponding of the water is intermit- 
tent or continuous. 

Many different crops are irrigated by this method. Practically all systems 
of irrigated rice production make use of levees for controlling the water on 
the paddies (Figure 45). Cotton, grain, maize, groundnuts, grams, lucerne, 
pasture and many other field crops are suited to this system of irrigation, 
as are many orchards and plantations (Figures 46 and 47). It is seldom 
used for crops which are sensitive to wet soil conditions around the 
stems, or for annual crops on soils which crust badly when flooded. Plants 
which would bc damaged by these conditions are usually grown on raised 
beds so that the water flows in furrows between them. As an extra 
precaution levees are sometimes constructed around small areas to 
contain the water in the furrows. 

The principal disadvantage of basin irrigation is that the levees interfere 
with the movement of equipment drawn by animals or tractors to cultivate 
or harvest the crops. Because of their flat surface, it is sometimes ditticult 
to drain excess waters rapidly from the basins. This can be a particularly 
serious problem on clay soils with very slow infiltration rates, where stand- 
ing water reduces soil aeration or creates a favourable environment for the 
breeding of mosquitoes. These conditions may require a drainage ditch 
for each basin to provide an outlet for excess water. Considerable land 
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F’KiIrIII~ 45. Acrid view hasins used irrigate paddy tichis. 

is occupied by the levees and ditches, reducing the area available for por- 
duction. Crops such as soybeans are sometimes grown on the levees sur- 
rounding basins in which rice or other crops are being grown. 

Basins may vary in size from I square metre, used for growing vegetables 
and other intensive crops, to as much as 7.5 hectares for the production of 
rice and other grain crops on basin-type clay soils. In many areas the size 
is determined by custom; in some parts of Asia the maximum size is 6 by 
4.5 metres while in others it may be 10 by 50 metres. One basin may be 
used to irrigate each tree in an orchard, or one may irrigate groups of two, 
for~r or more trees (Figure 48). Criteria for the design of basin irrigation 
systems are discussed by Slabbers (FAO, 1971 b). 

Relation of soil type to flow of water and area in each basin 

Basin irrigation is used on many different soils. The soil characteristic 
of most importance is the water infiltration rate. This and the size of the 
stream available determine the area which can be enclosed in each basin. 





Soil5 \i ith high inliltration rates, such as sands, rcquirc limited basin size 
cvcn ivhcti large flows of water arc available. Basins on cla> soils can be 
large (;r small, depending on water flow. The objective in selecting the 
basin size is to be able to flood the entire area in a reasonable length of 
time so that the desired depth of water can be applied with a high degree of 
uniformiIy over the entire basin. Experience in irrigating each type of soil 
is necessary bcf~c the most suitable size can be determined. Suggested 
sizes for various soil types and s:ream flows arc given in Table I2 (the 
;treas arc approximations, and the table should be used as a guide 
only). 

II is sometimes possible to modify the soil to decrease the infiltration 
ritlc. Compacting and puddling can reduce the pore sizes of medium- 
textured soils used for growing paddy rice. Rentonite or other clay ma- 
terials are sometimes added to sands to make them less pervious to water. 
Where these methods are effective they enable th: arca that can bc enclosed 
in each basin to be increased. and reduce lvatcr losses resulting from ey- 
ccssitrcly deep percolation. 

I-I(,~IHI 38. Cirrus trccc irrigated with basins. The basins are cqm~ded~ as the IIWS 
yw’ Iilrgc!. -rk supply ditch placed close to the trees also helps \vct the soil during 
Irrigat inns. 



TABLE 12. - SUGGESTED BASIN AREAS FOR DIFF~RFNT SOIL TYPES AND RATFS nr WATI.R i-m% 

A. Area in hectares 

Flow rate 
Soil type i ! , 

I Sand Sandy loam Cla, loam I Clay 

Litres Cubic rnetres 
per second per hour 

30 IO8 

60 216 

90 324 

120 432 

150 540 

180 648 

210 756 

240 864 

270 972 

300 I 080 

- - 

. .._................ Herm-es . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

0.02 0.06 

0.04 0.12 

0.05 0.18 

0.08 0.24 

0.10 0.30 

0.12 0.36 

0.14 0.42 

0.16 0.48 

0.18 0.54 

0.20 0.60 

B. Area in acres 

0.12 f 0.2 

0.24 0.4 

0.36 0.A 

0.48 0.8 

0.60 I .o 

0.72 I.2 

0.84 I .4 

0.96 I .6 

I .08 I.8 

1.20 i 2.0 

Flow rate 
Soil type 

-- - ~____-- 

Sand Sandy loam Clay loam ChY 
-____ 

Cubic jrei 
per second 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

G 

7 

8 

9 

10 

84 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .._....... Acres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U.S. gdions 
per fnirwe 

450 

900 

1 350 

1800 

2 250 

2700 

3 150 

3600 

4 050 

4500 1 

0.05 

0.10 

0.15 

0.20 

0.25 

0.30 

0.35 

0.4.0 

0.45 

0.50 

0.15 0.3 0.5 

0.30 0.6 1.0 

0.45 0.9 1.5 

0.60 I.2 2.0 

0.75 1.5 2.5 

0.90 1.8 3.0 

I .05 2. I 3.5 

1.20 2.4 4.0 

1.35 2.7 4.5 

1.50 3.0 5.0 



Slope in relation to size and shape of hasin 

Water can be applied most uniformly it the soil surlhcc of the ;irc;k en- 
closed in each basin is level. A perfectly flat surface requires cnrcful grad- 
ing of the soil to remove the high and low Spots. In some circumstance\. 
such as when basins are used for supplementary irrigation of \\inter grain 
crops, caiefiil levelling may not be justified. A variation of 6 fo 9 cenri- 
rnetres between the highest and loivest elevations is therefore wmctimcs 
allowed. 

If the natural slope of lhc land is steep. level terraces or hcnchc~ must bc 
constructed on which the lxjsins can be formed. Masonry \iilll\ ;lre SOIIW- 

times LISCC~ to stabilize the banks bet\vccn adjacent terraces. Farth cni- 
bankmcnts can he used between terraces on nloderi~tel~ sloping land : 
however, leaks caused by rodents ;lre sometimes iI serious problcrn. 

On steeply sloping land with soils \+hich detclop deep cr;~C;\ on drying. 
the basin method of irrigation should not be used. 

Basins can hc formed with a minimum amount of lunci grading on slopes 
01‘ It?;!4 t ha11 2 pcrccnt. by placing the levees the correct distance apart 50 



that the difference in elevation within each basin is not excessive (Figure 
49). For example, if the land has a slope of I percent and the maximum 
allowable difference in elevation within a basin is 6 centimetres the levees 
must be placed 6 metres apart down the slope. In other words, the levees 
would be placed along each contour line representing a drop in elevation 
of 6 centimetres. This difference in elevation is called the vertical interval 
between levees. 

On very flat land, with slopes of 0.2 percent or less, it is often possible 
to enclose relatively large areas within a single basin without exceeding 
the maximum allowable difference in elevation. In such cases it may 
be necessary to use a vertical interval of less than 6 centimetres between 
levees in order to form basins of reasonable size and shape 

The general topography of the land surface will influence the shape of 
the basins. Land with a uniform slope permits the use of rectangular basins. 
Where the topography is rolling the basins will follow the contours of the 
Iand surface, giving an irregular pattern to the fields (Figure 50). 

Although the basin method can be used on land with an irregular sur- 
face, grading to provide a uniform slope is highly desirable. This permits 
rectangular instead of odd-shaped basins, greatly facilitating the layout 
of roadways, irrigation supply ditches and dtiinage ditches. Correct land 
preparation wiii also reduce irrigation labour requirements, permit efficient 
use of the irrigation water and generally result in higher crop yields. 

Forming the levees 

Levees used for basin irr’gation serve as dams for ponding the water. 
They must be constructed more substantially than those used with the border 
method. which serve only to guide the water down the slope. Factors 
which must be considered in determining the size and shape of levees in- 
clude the depth of water to be ponded; the amount of wave action that will 
occur, which in turn is related to the size of the basins and the direction 
and magnitude of prevailing winds; the stability of the soil when wet; the 
amount and kind of traffic that will cross the levees; and possible damage 
by burrowing rodents. 

The levees may be constructed temporarily for use in a single irrigation 
or for one cropping season, or they may be semipermanent for use in irrigat- 
ing perennial crops, such as Lucerne or pasture, or for repeated use in irrigat- 
ing annual’ crops such as rice grown on the same land for sqveral years 
(Figure 51). Levees built by hand are likely to be more permanent than 
those constructed by machines using tractor power. In orchards where 
mechanical equipment is used for controlling weeds, applying pesticide 
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FIGURE 50. Rice irrigation. On the righ: of the illustration there arc iarge contour 
basins; the levees follow t hc contours of the field surface, and are placed at vertical 
intcr\,als of I) ccntirnctres. On the left, land grading has permitted the construction of 
rectangular basins, which are more practical for cultivation. 

sprays and hauling fruit, the levees are generally used for a single irrigation, 
or two at most; machines are used for constructing the levees and for 
knocking them down after irrigation is completed. 

The height of earthen levees should provide a freeboard above the ponded 
water of 10 to 20 centimetres. Nelvly constructed levees should have ad- 
ditional height to take care of the settlement of loose soil which will occur 
when they are wetted. Temporary levees are normally 60 to 120 centi- 
metres wide at the base, with a settled height of 15 to 30 centimetres above 
the original ground surface. Permanent levees used for rice irrigation in 
large paddies are usually 75 to 100 centimetres high when first constructed. 
When settled they will be 40 to 50 centimctres high, with a base width ot 
150 to 180 centimetres. Where possible, permanent levees should be built 
a month or two before they are to be used so that the soil can settle before 
water is poncled in the basins. 

The levees are formed by borrowing soil from the area immediately to 
the sides of them. Temporary levees are sometimes formed by a border 
disk which leaves a borrow-furrow on each side. A more common method 
uses an A-frame or V-type ridger, which collects soil from a wider area leav- 
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ing only a sha:!ow depth to the borrow strips. An A-frame ridger (Figure 
52) consists of two boards set on edge and cross-braced, with a wide open- 
ing at the front end and a narrow opening at the rear or discharge end. 
The boards act as blades for cutting into the soil and crowding it into a 
ridge. Before using ridgers it is usually necessary to loosen the top soil 
to a depth of 10 to I5 centimetres so that the blades can collect sufficient 
soil to make levees of the correct size, One type of ridger, drawn by ani- 
ml., , uses blades about 20 centimetres wide and 2 metres long, spaced 1.5 
r xes apart at the front and 30 centimetres apart at the rear end. A large 
V-diker drawn by tractors is used for making rice levees in some areas 
(Figure 53). It has blades I metre wide and up to 9 metres long, spaced 4 
to 5 metres apart in front and 1.3 metres apart at the discharge end. 

Various methods have been used to stabilize semipermanent levees. 
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FIGURF. 52. Wooden A-frame ridger 
for forming levees in small-basin 
or border irrigation systems. 

Gypsum is sometimes mixed with soils which are sodium-dispersed to ;tg- 
gregate the soil particles and make them more water-stable Plastic sheet- 
ing placed over earthen levees will protect them from wave action, reduce 
seepage and inhibit the growth of weeds. In some parts of Asia a plastic 
membrane is incorporated in levees on pervious soils, vertically along the 
centre of the ridge, as a barrier to seepage. Levees may also be constructed 
of bentonitic clays or concrete (Figure 54). 

Filling the basins with water 

Most crops other than rice are irrigated by filling the basins to the requir- 
ed depth with water, then allowing the water to penetrate into the soil or 
draining off the excess. Soils with high infiltration rates must be filled 
quickly, which usually requires serving the basins individually with a large 
flow of water. This is often accomplished by placing the supply ditch 
between two rows of basins. Water is delivered into individual basins 
through outlet gates spaced along each side of the supply ditch. It is advis- 
able to use rectangular basins with the longest length at right angles to the 
supply ditch so that the ditches can be spaced as far apart as possible. 
For example, two rows of basins which are !O metres wide and 50 metres 
long can be irrigated from supply ditches spaced 100 metres apart. The 
outlet gates into the basins would be spaced at IO-metre intervals along 
the ditch. Drains are sometimes placed at the ends of the basins midway 
between the supply ditches to remove excess water resulting from overirriga- 
tion or heavy rainfall. Drain ditches are not usually needed on soils which 
are pervious enough to allow any excess water to penetrate within 24 hours. 

Another common practice for filling basins allows the water to flow 
successively through one basin into the next one lower down, so that 
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FIGURE 53. Large V-diker which forms levees for rice irrigation. 

a single outlet can be used for filling a number of basins located downslope 
from the supply ditch. Often the water is allowed to flow in the borrow- 
furrow alongside a levee through gaps in the cross levees to the lowest of 
the tier of basins. When this is filled to the required depth, the gap in the 
cross levee of that basin is closed and the next higher basin is filled, and so 
on until all the basins have been filled. As the borrow-furrow will not 
normally contain all the water flow, there is partial or complete coverage 
of the upper basins while the lower ones are being filled. This will result 
in very uneven distribution of the water on soils which take water readily., 
unless the entire tier of basins can be filled quickly. Care must be taken 
to prevent breaks in the cross levees when all the basins are filled. This 

FIGURE 54. Rice being irrigated in paddies. Precast concrete units form the levees 
between basins. 
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could result in overflowing of the lower basins and pos~ih!~ cause :.erious 
erosion. 

A fill-and-drain procedure can also be employed for irrigating a tier of 
basins. This is often used on soils with a high initial intake rate which 
decreases to a much slower rate after an hour or t\vo. The highest basin 
is filled first, and the water is retained for the necessary length of time. 
The lower cross levee of the first basin is then opened and the ne\t basin 
is filled with the excess water draining from the first togct!ler ;vith water 
being released from the supply ditch. and so on until the entire tier of basins 
has been irrigated. The water flowing from the supply ditch can be carried 
through the basins in a channel. the bottom of which is at a slightly loivcr 
level than the normal ground surface, so that it will also serve as a drain 
10 remove water from the basins. The soil excavated in forming this 
channel should be spread evenly over the basin surface so that there arc no 
banks to obstruct the movement of water into or out of the channel. Remov- 
able dams or adjustable check structures can be placed across the channel 
at each levee to control the water. 

Rice irrigation needs careful control of the depth of water in the paddies. 
as &scribed by F’infrock er nl. (I 960). Water needs wiil vary with the stage 
of growth of the plants. In order to maintain a uniform depth the inflow 
must bc sufficient to satisfy the consumptive use requirement5 (cvapo- 

I.:~(iuRl. 55. Contrcll gate in place in rice levee. The structure is set Iwv. with soil well 
compacicd nn the sides. 



transpiration) and seepage losses. As the consumptive use is variable it is 
difficult to regulate inflow to fit the water needs exactly. A slight excess 
is generally allowed to flow through the paddies and drain off at the lower 
end so that the desired depth can be maintained. 

Although most rice is irrigated by continuous flooding during the grow- 
ing season, intermittent irrigation is gaining favour in some regions. The 
water may be drained off the fields for salinity or temperature control, and 
they must be completely drained for harvest. It is therefore necessary to 
provide means for regulating the inflow accurately and for draining water 
from the paddies. 

Rice paddies can be of various sizes and shapes. Each may be directly 
connected to a supply and drain ditch, or there may be a tier of basins with 
the water flowing successively through the higher to the lower paddies. 
Excess water from the lowest paddy flows into the drain ditch. 

Control gates are installed in the levees to permit circulation of the water 
and to regulate the depth (Figure 55). These are usually equipped with 
flashboards, which can be varied in height to regulate depth and can be 
removed for draining the paddies (Figure 56). The boards also serve as 
spillways to prevent the ponding of excessive depths of water, which might 
overtop and wash out the levees. 

FIWR~: 56. Wooden 
gate with flashboards 
for controlling depth of 
water. in rice checks. 
The uood can be treated 
with preservative to 
lengthen its lift. 



8. BORDER IRRIGATION 

The border method of irrigation’ makes use of parallel earth ridges -- 
the levees or borders - which guide a sheet of flowing water as it moves 
down the slope. The land between two levees is called a border-strip.” 
These strips may vary from 3 to 30 metres in width and from 100 to 800 
metres in length. 

This method is more suitable for fields with an area of 4 hectares or more. 
A relatively large flow of water is needed, the land should have a uniform 
moderate slope and careful land preparation is necessary for it to be efficient 
(Figure 57). 

Where conditions are suitable for border irrigation it is often the most 
efficient method for the irrigation of close-growing crops such as lucerne. 
pasture, small grains and other field crops. It is also used for irrigating 
orchards and vineyards (Figure 58). 

It is essential that the land has an even surface so that the water can flow 
down the slope at a nearly uniform depth. This requires that a border- 
strip contain no cross-slope, furrow or other depression which might con- 
centrate the flow of water. 

Soil.3 

Medium-textured deep permeable soils are ideally suited to border ir- 
rigation for deep-rooted crops such as lucerne, and for orchards and vine, 
yards. Shallow-rooted crops, such as pastures and grains, can also be 
efficiently irrigated by this method on slowly permeable or shallow soils. 
For shallow-rooted crops on sandy soils with high water intake rates, 
border irrigation could result in excessive losses caused by deep perco- 
lation unless the border-strips are very short, in which case it would 
approach the basin method. 

1 Also called border-strip, strip-check, ribbon-check, border-check. border-ditch and 
gravity-check irrigation. 

z Other terms used are: check, strip-check, gravity-check and border-check. 
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FIGURE S7. Water being released into border-strips. The uniform movement of the 
water across the full width between each pair of levees indicates that the land ha> been 
properly graded for this method of irrigation. 

FIGURE 58. Deciduous orchard irrigated by border-strips, with the guide levee in the 
ccntre between the tree rows. Large flows of water and a well-graded land surface arc 
necessary for this system of irrigation. 



The rate at which water infiltrates the soil is more important with border 
than \rvith basin irrigation. Since the water is constantly making down 
the strips, the velocity must be regulated by the size of stream 50 that the 
water covers each unit for the time necessary for the required depth to 
penetrate into the soil. Sandy soils, with a high intake rate and low water- 
holding capacity, require a very rapid spread of water over the border-strip 
so that a relatively shallow depth can be uniformly applied Clay soils. 
with a low intake rate and high water-holding capacity, require a slow spread 
so that a greater average depth of water can be applied. The rate of spread 
of the water is controlled by the width and length of the strip. the slope, 
resistance to flow due to vegttation or soil roughness, and the size of stream 
used for irrigating. 

Soil erosion is not usually a problem with border irrigation if care is 
taken in preparing the land so that water will not concentrate in narrow 
channels. A cover of close-spaced plants grown beforehand with soil 
moisture supplied by rainfall will also help protect the soil from erosion 
when irrigations are applied. 

Slope 

The slope of the border-strip down which the water flows should be uni- 
form or slightly decreasing. An increase in rate of slope should be avoided 
as it will speed the water flow and usually result in uneven water distribution 
and perhaps erosion of the soil. An exception to this general rule is the 
first reach of the border-strip, which should be flat. Having no slope in 
the first IO to I5 metres will help spread the water over the full width 
before it starts to flow down the strip. 

It is sometimes the practice to have no slope in the last 30 to 50 metres 
of the strips, to create a flat area over which any excess water can be pond- 
ed. This might be justified on permeable soils with good internal drainage, 
but should not be practised on fine-textured soils where water is likely to 
pond for periods longer than 24 hours. On these soils the slope should 
be continued to the end of the strip and a drainage ditch used for car- 
rying away any excess water. 

A minimum slope is needed to provide the hydraulic gradient which will 
cause the water to flow down the border-strips. This slope will also permit 
the drainage of excess water which might otherwise collect in minor deprcs- 
sions caused by soil settlement or inaccuracies in the land-grading work. 
Drainage is of particular importance on slowly permeable soils where 
standing water can cause injury to the crop. A minimum slope of 0.2 per- 
cent is recommended for irrigating lucerne, orchards or vineyards, which 
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require relatively infrequent heavy irrigations because of their deep-rooting 
characteristics. A minimum slope of 0.3 percent is recommended for 
shallow-rooted crops, such as pastures, which require frequent light irri- 
gations. 

Sandy loam soils with slopes of up to 2 percent can be irrigated success- 
fully by the border method after close growing crops have become establish- 
ed, providing the proper flow of water is used. Pastures planted on clay 
soils which form water-stable aggregates are being irrigated by border-strips 
on slopes of up to 7 percent with no serious erosion problems. 

For an ideal border irrigation system there should be no cross slope (slope 
at right angles to the direction of the levees) within a strip. Adjacent levees, 
however, may have some difference in elevation. This difference should not 
exceed one fourth the normal depth of water as it flows down the strip. The 
depth of water will be influenced by the type of crop being grown and the 
roughness of the soil, but depends more on the slope in the direction the 
water is flowing. If the irrigation slope is 0.1 to 0.2 percent, the depth of 
water will be IO to 12.5 centimetres. and the allowable difference in grading 
across the strip may be as much as 3 centimetres. Depths decrease markedly 
as the irrigation slope increases, whic!l implies that the care taken in grading 
across the strip must be greater on steep lands than on flat. ‘Narrow strips 
will help overcome difficulties resulting from unevenness of the land surface. 

A cross slope can best be avoided by having the water Ilow in the direction 
of’ maximum slope. Constructing the levees at right angles to the ground 
surface contours means that there would be no natural cross slope. This 
is the practice usually followed as it has been found that eliminating cross 
slope is of greater importance in reducing soil erosion than is the slope in 
the direction that the water flows. 

To simplify irrigation and other cultural operations it is usually more 
convenient to have the levees parallel to a field boundary. If the tield has 
a slope in both directions, there will be some slope across the strips to con- 
sider in designing the irrigation layout. This can be taken care of by select- 
ing the correct width for the strips or by grading the soil surface across 
each strip. If, for example, the cross slope is.0.2 percent and the maximum 
allowable differcncc in elevation across the strip is 3 centimetrcs. then the 
width of the strips may be as great as I5 metres without the need for any 
special cross-grading within the strips. With greater cross slopes the width 
of strips would be correspondingly narrower. In order to keep the strips 
to a desired width it is sometimes feasible to cross-grade them so as 
not to exceed the allowable difference in elevation. For example. if the 
land has a cross slope of 0.5 percent and it is planned to use border-strips 
I5 metres wide with an allowable difference in elevation of 3 centimetres. 
then it will be necessary to move 2.25 centimetres depth of soil from the 



higher to the lower edge of the strip. This will create a difference in eleva- 
tion of 4.5 centimetres between the soil surface on the two sides of a levee. 
This difference should not exceed 6 centimetrcs when the normal type of 
levee is used, otherwise leaks are likely to result from levee failure. burrowing 
animals and so on. 

Width of border-strips 

Some of the limitations imposed by topography on width of border-strips 
have been discussed. Widths of 15 to 20 metres are commonly used on 
relatively flat lands, and under ideal conditions strips can be even wider. 
With slopes of 0.3 to 0.4 percent, width should not exceed IO to 12 metres. 
Border-strips on slopes of 0.5 percent or greater should be limited to 6 to 
8 metres in width, and where only small streams are available this width 
may be reduced to 4 metres to allow adequate infiltration of water into 
the soil 

The size IJf stream available for irrigating may also be a limiting factor 
in determining width. As with basin irrigation. the flow of water must be 
sufficient to cover the entire strip in a reasonable length of time. If the 
size of stream is limited the width and also the length of strip must be 
reduced accordingly, so that water will not be lost by deep percolation at the 
upper end before it reaches the lower. This relation is explained more 
fully under the discussion on flow requirements. 

Another factor which should be given consideration is the width of the 
harvesting machinery to be used. For example, if the length of the c:ltter 
blade for mowing lucerne is 2 metres, then the width of the border-strip used 
for irrigating the lucerne should be a multiple of two metres. In other 
words, the design of the irrigation system should always take into consid- 
eration other cultural practices to be used in producing the crop. 

Length of border-strips 

Border-strips should be as long as possible while still retaining rcason- 
able efficiency in water application. The longer the s~r-ips the lower the 
cost of the distribution system and the amount of labour required for ir- 
rigation. 

In deciding the length the first factor to be considered is the size and 
shape of the field. Strips will usually run the full length of small fields, 
but large fields may need to be divided so that the lengths of the strips are 
one half, one third, one fourth, etc.. the total length of the field. Supply 
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ditches or pipelines must be provi3ed across the upper end of each irrigation 
run, and the cost of the distribution system should be taken into consider- 
ation in designing the irrigation layout. 

The lentgh of border-strips should bear an inverse relation to the in- 
filtration rate of the soil. On soils with very low infiltration rates the strips 
can be up to 800 metres long. These lengths are often advantageous in 
that they allow the water to run for a sufficient time to guarantee the neces- 
sary water penetration without causing excessive runoff at the lower ends 
of the strips. On soils with very high intake rates it may be necessary to 
limit length to IO0 metres or less. 

Other factors affect strip length. It can normally be increased as the 
depth of water to be applied increases. This is related to the depth of root- 
ing of the crop and the water-holding capacity of the soil; for example, 
longer strips can be used for deep-rooted crops grown on clay soils than 
for shallow-rooted crops grown on sandy soils. Any increase in resistance 
to water flow, resulting from density of vegetative cover, soil roughness. 
and so on, will require a corresponding decrease in length of strip. On 
flatter slopes (up to 0.5 to 1 percent, depending on erodibility of the soil), 
the strip length may be increased as the velocity of water flow (which is 
related to slope) increases. On steeper slopes it may be necessary to limit 
the flow rate to avoid erosion, and in this siope range the length may need 
to bc decreased as the slope increases. The length may be limited also ;by 
the size of stream available, although adjustments of this nature should be 
taken care of in the width of the strip where this is practical. 

Where soils of widely different characteristics occur in the same field 
the lengths of the strips should be adjusted so that only soils with similar 
infiltration rates are included in a strip, for uniform water distribution. 

Stream size 

The size of stream delivered into each border-strip is the one factor which 
can be varied after the irrigation system has been installed. It can therefore 
compensate in part for inadequacies in strip width or length and for changes 
which might take place in soil infiltration rates or depths of rooting cf crops. 
The size of stream required, however, should be determined as accurately 
as possible in the design of the system. 

It is often convenient to express the stream requirement in terms of rate 
of water flow per unit width of the border-strip, such as litres per second 
per metre of width, or cubic feet per second per foot of width. This is 
referred to as the unit flow. This value multiplied by the width of the strip 
is the size of stream that should be delivered into each strip 
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Where irrigation water is delivered to a field at a constant rate it is u~ally 
possible to vary the amount turned into each border-strip by changing the 
number of strips irrigated at tine trme. An exception would be where !he 
stream available is so small that the entire flow must be used in a single 
strip. This factor should be taken into consideration in selecting the strip 
width. To provide some flexibility in operating the system, enough water 
should be available for two or more strips to be irrigated at the same time. 

The depth of water applied can be regulated by stream size. A iarger 
stream is used to apply a shallower depth, and a smaller stream to apply 
a grcatcr depth. The amount of water that cntcrs the soil is related to 
intake-oppor.tL1nit.y time, which in turn is related to how fast the entire 
arca of the strip can be covered with the flow of water. Varying the size’ 
of stream thcrcl’orc makes it possible to vary the depth of bvater applied. 

1Jndcr I’avourable conditions, uniform irrigation can be accon~plishcd 
by using a constant flow turned into the strip. When the water has reached 
a given point down the strip (usually about three quarters the distance) 
rile flow is turned OK. The water above the ground surface on the wetted 
portion of the strip flows to the lower end, completing the irrigation. lJni- 
fi)rmity depends on using the proper stream lluw and shutting 0lY the flow 
at the corrrct tinic. 

A number of factors Jctcrminc the conditions which pcrrnir the USC 01 
a constant stream flow for obtaining uniform distribution of water. OllC 

important factor is the volume of water above the ground when the flow 
is turned oft’, which is rclatcd to the slope. Constant-tlow application is 
usually mosl successfi~l on Jilediiim-tcxtiired soils will1 slopes of 0.2 to 0.3 
pcrccnt; on slopes in cxccss of 0.5 percent the depth \vill probably be too 
shallow for uniform distribution. 

Uniformity of distribution is only OJK criterion for good irrigation; 
consideration must also be given to adequacy. If the depth of water ap- 
plied is excessive, the unit flow must be increa5ed, or the strip shortened. 
or the land regraded to a steeper slope. If the depth is inadequate, the unit 
ilow can be reduced. the strip can bc lengthened, oi the fow can be decreased 
when the water approaches the end of the strip and the reduced few COJI- 
tinuetl until the required depth of water has been applied. Irrigators 
usually prct’cr it single constant flow, bccausc less attendance is rcyuircd. 
It‘ too little waU.x is applied, more frequent irrigations to shallower depths 
can satist’y the water needs of the crop. 

Design criteria 

The jayout of a border irrigation system involves reaching a proper 
balance between soil type. st(.tpe. Dimensions or the border-strips and flow 
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of water, so that the desired depth of water will be applied uniformly to 
the entire field without waste frc:m deep percolation or surface runoff. In 
newly developed areas the relationship between the above factors should 
be determined by irrigation trials conducted under the conditions where 
the border method will be used. These trials would include testing various 
widths and lengths of strips, a nd checking the uniformity of applications 
when different stream flows are used. 

The uniformity of water distribution can be evaluated in detail by deter- 
mining the time the water takes to flow over each unit of length ofthe border- 
strip. Thus can be done by placing stakes at regular intervals down the 
length of the strip. The field should be divided into at least 10 segments, 
and the distance between stakes should not exceed 30 metres. The time 
is recorded when the water is turned Gnto.the head of ,:ire strip, and when 
it advances to each stake. It is also recorded when the water is turned off, 
and when it recedes from each station. The advance and recession curves 
can then be plotted with time as the ordinate. and distance down the border 
as the abscissa. The vertical distance hetween the two curves at any dis- 
tance is the period during which the water covered the surface at that point. 
If this period is the same at all points, the irrigation can be considered uni- 
form. If the two curves tend to converge, a larger flow of water or a shorter 
strip is suggested, 

The average depth of water applied can be computed from 

where D is the average depth of water in centimetres. Q is the size of stream 
turned into the border-strip in litres per second. C is a constant equal to 
360, T is the time in hours, IV is the width and L is the length of the border- 
strip in metres (or, where D is the average depth of water in inches, Q is 
the flow in cubic feet per second, C is a constant equal to 43 560, T is the 
time in hours, W is the width and L is the length of the border-strip in 
feet.). 

The average depth of water calculated should be evaluated to set whcthct 
it is inadequate or excessive, taking into consideration the water-holding 
capacity of the soil and the depth of rooting of the crop. 

Because of the many factors which affect the design of border irrigation 
systems, generalized criteria should be used only after they have been evalu- 
ated by field trials of applicability. However, these criteria can be useful 
in planning field trials to establish proper ranges of flow rates and widths 
and lengths of strips for various conditions of soil, slope and depth ofwater. 
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Tables 13 and 14 are guides modified from those suggested by Marr 
(1958), which have proved useful in the southwestern United States for 
irrigating shallow- and deep-rooted crops. 

TABLE 13. - SUGGESTED STANDARDS ITOR THE DI.SKiN of BORDER-STRIPS 

FOR SHALLOW-ROOTI;D CROf’S 

A. Metric units 

Soil profile 

I I 

/ Percent 
1 Unit Ilow / A\*eriIRe ’ 

/ of SIOPC 
j per mctrr / depth of I 

Border-strip 
_ “.“--l 

I 
I / 

oi-;y#l , wter 1 
/ rrppi~ed width r Length 

CLAY LOAhl 

0.6 mctrc deep over pcrmeablc 
subsoil 

0. : 5-0.6 G-8 
0.6 -1.5 4-6 
1.5 -4.0 2-4 

CLAY 

0.6 rnetrc deep over permeable 
subsoil 

0.15-0.6 
Q.6 -1.5 
1.5 -4.0 

LOAM I.0 -4.0 
0.15 to 0.45 metre deep over 

hardpan 

B. British units 

Merres 
per 100 
rue1re.r 

Liwes j 
per serottdl hierres ....... ...... 

5--18 
5- 6 
5- 6 

5-IR 
5- 6 
5- 6 

5. 6 

Soil profile Percent 
of slope 

‘;1:;1 To2 

of strip 
width 

-- II_- -___’ -_-__-__- 

CLAY LOAM 

24 inches deep over perrneable 
subsoil 

CLAY 

24 inches deep over pcrrncable 
subsoil 

LOAM 

6 to 18 inches deep over hardpan 

Avcragc 
depth of 

wtcr . 
applied 

Border-strip 
_-- 

Width j Length 
- -_--ll- --- -- _ 

0.6 -1.5 0.02-0.03 
1.5 -4.0 0.01-0.02 

-1 .o -4.0 I 0.01-4.0 

2-4 
2-4 
z-4 

4-t; 
4-6 
4-6 

l-3 

15-60 
15-20 

:3OO- 600 
300- 600 

15-20 1 300 

15-60 ’ 600-I 000 
15-20 600-I 000 
15-20 j 600 

1 S-20 i 300-I ooo 
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TAILI: 14. -. SlJCiCitSTk.D SI’AhDARDS FOR ‘1~111: DI.SRiN Ok UI)RDtR-SIRIPS 

1 OR DEt I’-ROOTED CROPS 

A. Metric wits 

Soil type 

SAND 

Infiltration rate of 2.5 I cnl pel 
I~OUI 

SANDY LOAM 

InCltratiun rate of I .2 to I.8 cm 
per hour 

CI.Ay LOAM 

Inliltration rate of 0.6 to 0.8 cm 
per hour 

CLAY 

i- 

! 

I 

Percent 
of slope 

-__ 

kielres 
per 100 
Illelres 
0.2-0.4 
0.4.. 0.6 
0.6 1.0 

0.2~0.4 
0.3 0.6 
0.6. I.0 

0.2 0.4 
0.4-0.6 
0.6 I .o 

0.2 0.B 
0.4. 0.6 
0.6 I.0 

Unit llow 
per metre 
of strip 

width 

Lirres 
wr .~etwltl 

IO-15 
8 IO 
5-H 

7 IO 
5x 
26 

57 
4-6 
‘4 

3-4 
2 3 
I 2 

0.2-0.3 $4 

Average 1 Border-strip 
depth of I- -~ 

water 
applied 1 Width / Length 

- 

h!illi- [ 
mW-t3 E . . . . . .\hrres . . . 

I fd 

175 
I75 
175 1 

200 I 

6 

2 10 
6 I’ 

6 

2 30 

60 90 
60-90 

75 

75 I50 
75 150 

75 

‘20 250 
‘10 IX0 

‘JO 

1x0 300 
‘JO I80 

‘)O 

350 

13. British imits 

Soil lype 

SANDY 

Inliltration raw of 1 -:- inch per 
how 

LOAhlY SAND 

IlllillFi\tiOll r;\tc Of 0.75 t0 I inch 
per hour 

SANDY LOAM 

IllliItri~tiOll TiltC of 0.5 IO 0.75 
inch per haul 

CLAY LOAM 

1llliltri~tiOtl ri\tC 0f 0,25 to 0.5 
inch per hour 

CLAY 

Infiltration rate of 0.10 to 0.25 
inch per hour 
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Percent 
of slope 

._~ -- 

F+er pr’r 
IO0 /irf 

0.2-0.4 
0.4- 0.6 
0.6 I .o 

0.2 0.4 
0.4 0.6 
0.6-1.0 

0.1 0.4 
0.1 0.6 
0.6. I .o 

0.2 -0.d 
0.4 I 0.6 
0.6. 1.0 

0.2 0.3 

lJt’;t &o*y . 
of slrip 

width 

f irhic /iv 
wr b mm 

O.ll-0.lt 
0.09 -0. I I 
0.06 -0.09 

0.07 0. I I 
0.06 -O.O:J 
0.03-o.oti 

0.06 O.OH 
0.01~0.07 
0.0~~0.04 

0.03 0.04 
0.02-0.03 
0.01 0.02 

0.02-0.01 

Border-strip 
,x .“X^ __ _- _ -_ _-.. - __..--- 

I 
Width I Length 
- ~I_ _. 

. . . . . . . FlW . . . . . . 

40-100 
.:o- 40 
IO- 30 

40 loo 
25 40 

‘5 ^_ 

40-loo 
20 40 

20 

:0-I00 
20. 40 

20 

40-100 

m- 300 
xo- 300 

250 

150- 500 
‘50- 500 

250 

300 MO 
300 600 

300 

ho0 I 000 
300 600 

300 

I 200 



Forming the levees 

The levees ubed in border irrigation serve only to guide the tvater as it 
flows in the strips. They must be big -h enough to confine the Ivater within 

the strip being irrigated, but not so high as to interfere ;vith harvesting oper- 
ations. They should be shaped so that close-planted crops groiving on 
them can obtain soil moisture, thus allowing the entire field area to be utiiiz- 
ed for crop production. 

Levees used for irrigating flat land with large flows of water must be 
higher than those used on steep lands with small flows. The height should 
bc at least 3 centimetres greater than the maximum depth at which water 
flows in the strips. Heights required after the soil in the levees has settled 
my vary from 12 to 18 centimetres. 

The sides of the levees should have sufficient slope to provide soil stability 
when they are wet. Those formed from clay soils can often be constructed 
~sith base widths of only 60 centimetres, whereas those formed from loose 
sandy soils may require base widths of up to 2.4 metres. 

Levees used for irrigating perennial crops such as lucerne or pasture are 
considered to be semipermanent, while those used for only one or two ir- 
rigations of a grain crop or an orchard are temporary. Greater care should 
be taken in forming levees to be used over a number of years than for tem- 
porary levees, particularly with regard to the elimination of the borruw 
furrow from which soil is taken to form the levee. 

The first step in installing the irrigation system is to mark the field where 
the levees are to be constructed. Stakes with tlags, spaced out to the width 
sejected for the strips, can be placed at the two ends of the field as guides. 
It is sometimes convenient to mark the field with small furrows where the 
levees are to be located. This will help ensure that the levees will be straight 
and spaced the correct distance apare. Building the ridges involves three 
operations. One is to collect soil from as wide a strip as possible and deposit 
it in a ridge to form the levee. The second is to compress and shape the 
levee. The third is to smooth the land between the levees to fill in any 
depressions. 

Three types of equipment are used for these operations. A-frame ridg- 
ers, V-dikers, border disks and various types of scrapers are used for col- 
lecting the soil into the ridges (Figure 59). Chain drags, ring rollers, and 
sleds with shapers especially constructed to provide the required size ot 
levee are used for compacting and smoothing the levees. Drag floats and 
angle-bladed scrapers are used for smoothing the strips to reduce any 
cross slope and fill in any small depressions (Figure 60). 

The Ievees are usually discontinued a short distance from the lower edge 
of fields that have relatively flat slopes. Leaving a gap of about 10 metres 
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FIGURI 59. 
frame ridger 
for forming 
levees. 

Meral A- 
and shaper 

flat-sided 

FIGURE 60. Drag float 
moot hing the land 
surface between levees, 
used with the border 
met hod of irrigation. 

and constructing a levee across the lower edge of the field will cause any 
excess water to move in the direction of the cross slope, and any water 
not penetrating into the soil will eventually reach the lowest corner of 
the field, where it can be collected into a drainage ditch. 

Controlling the water 

Efficient irrigation by the border method requires accurate control of 
the water as it is being delivered into the border-strips. The devices used 
for regulating the flow should provide adequate capacity for releasing the 
size of stream required, should prevent any leakage of water when they are 
closed, and should be easy to operate. The water may be supplied through 
an open ditch or a pipeline placed across the upper edge, or head end, of 
the strips. A drainage ditch may also be needed across the lower edge of 
the field to remove any excess water. 

Where water is delivered to the field in an open ditch, structures are 
needed to regulate the height of the water in the ditch. They may be per- 
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manently installed check-gate structures or portable dams made of canvas 
or other pliable material. They are used to raise the water level in the 
ditch to provide the pressure head needed to force the water through the 
outlets into the border-strips. 

The outlets or turnouts from the ditch into the strips may be concrete or 
wooden gate structures equipped with flashboards, pipes placed through 

FIGURE 61. Weir-type 
out let with flashhoards 
in conzrcte-lined canal. 

FIGURE 62. Circular 
gate on pim outlet from 
concrete-lined canal. 



the ditch bank with slide-gate controls, or large portable siphons plxed 
over the ditch bank (Figures 61 and 62). The bottom of the turnouts should 
be lower than the surface of the field so the water will discharge into a pool 
at the downstream end. Releasing water mto the strips by cutting the 
ditch bank is poor practice because the rate of flow cannot be accurately 

* 
TABLE 15. - FLOW THROUGH PIPE TURKOUTS ASD SIPHOXS USLD 1% 

BORDER lRRlCiATION 

A. Flow in litres per second 

Diameter of pipe 
or siphon 

-- 

Cetrrittrerres 

10 

12.5 

I5 

20 

25 

30 

35 

Pressure head tccntimetres) 
---_____ - ~_~.__ ._ .,_-_ ----. -- 

5 / 7.5 1 IO 1 12.5 1 15 i 20 1 25 
_-~~ _. .- -. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lirtvs piv set, vtd . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 

4.7 

7.3 

IO.5 

18.7 

29.2 

42.0 

57.2 

5.7 

8.9 

12.9 

3’) ‘) --. 

35.7 

51.5 

70.0 

6.6 

10.3 

14.9 

26.4 

41.3 

59.4 

80.9 

7.4 8.1 9.3 I IO.4 

ii.5 12.6 1 14.6 : 16.3 
I 

16.6 18.2 ; 21.0 j 23.5 

29.5 32.3 j 37.3 j 11.8 
I 

46. I 50.5 i 58.4 / bF.2 

66.4 72.8 ; 84.0 ; 94.0 

00.4 90. I 1 114.4 ( IT.9 

B. Flow in cubic feet per second 

Diameter of pipe 
Pressure head (inches) 

or siphon 
_-I 

2 I 3 I 4 I 5 6 1 S / IO 
-- --.---___.- - - 

Itrclres ..a............... Cubic Jeer per secotrti , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

4 0. I7 

5 0.27 

6 0.39 

8 ’ 0.69 

10 I .07 

12 1.54 

14 2.10 

106 

0.21 0.24 

0.33 0.38 

0.47 0.55 

0.84 0.97 

1.31 1.52 

1.89 2.18 

2.58 2.97 

0.27 

0.4,3 

0.61 

1 .o’) 

1.70 

2.45 

3.34 

0.30 

0.46 

0.67 

I.19 

1.86 

2.68 

3.64 

0.34 

0.54 

0.77 

1.37 

2.15 

3.09 

4.20 

0.38 

0.60 

0.86 

1.54 

1.40 

3.45 

4.70 



controlled, erosion may be serious, and it is sometimes quite diliicult to 
close the gap to stop the flow. 

The turnouts hould be large enough in cross-sectional area so that the 
v.\rlvL,cJ of the water as it enters the strip will not erode the soil. ~~lt-b-;~~r The high 
velocities needed to obtain desired flow through outlets which are too small 
will have a high head-loss requirement, which is often not available. It is 
therefore important to determiue the correct size of outlet required. 

Table 15 gives the flow through different sizes of large pipe turnouts 
or siphons operated under different pressure heads. For free-flow con- 
ditions (outlet end not submerged), the pressure head is the ditrerence in 
elevation between the water surface in the ditch and the centre line of the 
outlet. For submerged conditions, the pressure head is the difference in 
elevation between the water surface in the ditch and the water surface on 
the field above the outlet. 

For example, field trials indicate that a unit flow of 6 litres per second per 
metre of strip width is required for irrigating a sandy loam soil, and it is 
desirable to have strips 12 metres wide. What size of pipe turnout should 
be used through the ditch bank ? The flow required for each strip will be 
72 litres per second. Table 15 indicates that this flow could be delivered 
with a pipe 30 centimetres in diameter with L? pressure head of I.5 centi- 
metres, or with two pipes 25 centimetres in diameter with a pressure 
head of 7.5 centimetres. 
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9. WILD .F~:OODING 

Wild flooding consists of spilling water at frequent intervals from a grade 
ditch constructed along the high edge of a sloping field. The water is al- 
lowed to flow freely down the slope, irrigating the soils the water moves 
across. Interceptor ditches are placed at intervals down the slope to col- 
lect the water, which will tend to concentrate in swales, and to redistribute 
it more uniformly. It is used primarily for irrigating low-income crops on 
steep lands where uniformity of water distribution is not a major con- 
sideration. It is also used on the heavier soils of valley lands with uneven 
topography. 

Success with this method often depends on the skill used in locating the 
points where water is released from the grade ditches, and in adjusting the 
size of openings so that the correct amount of water is released to cover the 
area served without causing soil erosion. Once the system has been properly 
established, minimum labour is required to control the irrigation water. 

This method is used most often for irrigating perennial forage crops, 
which protect the soil against erosion by the water. Its use on shallow soils, 
such 2s residual soils occurring in foothill regions, prevents excessive deep 
percolation losses resulting from nonuniformity of water distribution. 
Wild flooding is seldom used on deep sandy soils with high infiltration rates 
or on soils with unstable aggregates, which erode readily. It should not 
be used on clay soils which develop wide cracks upon drying. The oc- 
casional large boulders often found on hillside fields do not seriously impair 
the use of this method of irrigation. 

Small streams of water, which are sometimes available as a continuous 
flow, can be used to advantage, particularly on steeper slopes. However, 
a small storage reservoir will help in utilizing these small streams. Large 
flows can also be used for wild flooding on flatter lands. 

A minimum of land grading is required with this method of irrigation. 
Earth moving can be limited to removing small humps and depressions in 
the land surface, to allow for drainage of excess surface waters, and provide 
a surface over which farm machinery can be operated with minimum inter- 
ference. This is an important advantage where soils depths are shallow 
and only a limited amount of earth can be moved. 
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Ditches 

The distribution system required for wild flooding consists of the suppi!, 
ditches, usually running down the slope. and the grade ditches. running 
across the slope (Figure 63). A slope of 0.5 percent is normally used for 
the grade ditches (50 centimetres per 100 metres. or 6 inches per 100 feet). 
The usual method of construction is to plough along the line of the ditch 
and then shape it with an angle blade attached to a light tractor. On 
steeper slopes only the downslope side of the ditch is banked. Banks are 
required on both sides on flatter land. Ditches are sometimes concrete- 
lined to prevent erosion, control weed growth and eliminate the need for 
reshaping every year or two. 

Pickup or spreader ditches are constructed at intervals down the slope 
to redistribute the water. Additional water must sometimes be released 
from the supply ditch into the spreader ditches to provide an adequate flou 
to irrigate the lower areas of the field. The usual practice is to have these 
intcrczptor ditches spaced at intervals of 30 to 60 metres. or at differences 
in elevation of 2 to 3 metres, whichever is less. They should slope a\va> 
f’rom low points so that excess water can be carried to the ridges. The 



slope and spacing of turnouts for the spreader ditches are the same as for 
the grade ditch across the top of the field. 

The supply ditches required to deliver the water from the source into the 
field ditches must often be placed on steep slopes. To prevent serious 
erosion they should be concrete-lined, or drop structures must be placed 
at intervals to dissipate the energy of the water. Concrete pipelines may 
also be used. 

The flow required in the supply ditches will depend on the area being 
irrigated and on whether a continuous small flow or an intermittent large 
flow is being used. A continuous flow of 0.7 to 1 litre per second per 
hectare (4.5 to 6.5 U.S. gallons per minute per acre) is usually needed. 
Where an intermittent flow is used the ditch capacities must be increased. 

Outlets 

Uniform distribution is obtained by controlling the release of water 
from the grade ditches. Where the ditch banks are stabilized (with concrete 
linings, for example), it is sometimes possible to distribute the water by over- 
flowing the banks. This requires care in constructing the ditch banks at the 
correct elevation to obtain uniform spillage in the quantities needed within 
each reach of the ditch. 

The more usual practice in regulating the release of water is to have turn- 
outs or openings placed at intervals along the ditch, usually spaced 2 to 
3 metres apart. The turnouts can be made by shovelling breaks in the ditch 
bank. Placing rocks or using sod for the crest and sides of the openings 
helps prevent erosion. When the canals are concrete-lined, small grooved 
turnouts, in which flashboards can be placed, are often used. 

Water management 

The frequency of irrigation is determined by the water needs of the crop 
and the water-holding capacity of the soil. If use is made of a continuous 
small stream flow, the water must be rotated between different field areas. 
Where a large flow is used intermittently some rotation of the water may also 
be required. Control structures must be placed in the ditches to direct the 
water to each area that is to be irrigated as a unit. 

Considerable experience is needed in putting the wild flooding method 
of irrigation into operation. Many changes in the location and size of the 
turnouts and some changes in the location of control structures may be 
needed before the system can be used to the best advantage. 
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10. FURROW Il?KIGt~‘l-ION 

Irrigation by the furrow method is accomplished by running water in 
small channels (furrows) that carry the water as it moves JOWII or across 
the slope of the field. The water seeps into the bottom and sides of the 
furrows to provide the desired wetting of soil. Careful land grading for 
uniform slopes is essential with this method. 

Furrows are particularly suitable for irrigating crops which are subject 
to injury if water covers the crown or stems of the plants. Row crops such 
as vegetables, cotton, sugar beet, maize, potatoes, seed crops, and so on, 

planted on raised beds, are irrigated by furrows placed between the plant 
rows (Figure 64). Orchards and vineyards can be irrigated by placing one 
or more furrows between the tree or vine rows in order to wet a major area 
of the root zone (Figure 65). A variation of lhe furrow method is the use 
of small rills, or corrugations, for irrigating close-spaced crops such as grains, 
iucerne or pasture. Corrugations are discussed as a separate method in 
the following chapter. 

In contrast to flooding, furrow irrigation does not wet the entire soil sur- 
Face. Efficient irrigation therefore depends on the lateral movement of 
water from the furrows. This movement is important not only for wetting 
the soil: the movement of soluble salts, fertilizers and herbicides carried 
with the water must also be considered. 

The labour required is generally greater for this than for any other method 
of surface irrigation, except possibly irrigation with small basins. Con- 
siderable experience is needed to divide the water in the suppiy ditch into 
a number of furrow streams and maintain correct rates of flow until ir- 
rigation is adequate. 

Furrow and bed shapes 

The shape of the furrows and raised beds can have considerable influence 
on the adequacy and efficiency of furrow irrigation. The cross-sect ion 
of tile furroibs should be sufficient to carry the amount of water needed to 
obtain uniform distribution throughout the furrow. 
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The most common furrow is V-shaped. Such furrows I5 to 20 centi- 
metres deep and 25 to 30 centimettes wide at the top will normally carry a 
flow of about 3 litres per second (50 gallons per minute) on relatively flat 
slopes. Water moving with a depth of 15 centimetres in such a furrow 
will have a cross sectional area of about 250 square centimetres. This 
is equivalent to a depth of 2.5 centimetres spread uniformly over the area 
between furrows spaced 1 metre apart. 

Irrigations used for the germination of crops require that the soil near 
the surface of the beds containing the seeds be thoroughly wetted. Shallow 
furrows 10 to 15 centimetres deep will facilitate the movement of water 
into the surface of the beds. Such shallow furr’ows require careful grading 
of the land to a uniform slope so tath they can be filled deeply with water 
without overflowing the beds, which might cause crusting of the surface 
soil. Another method is to use relatively flat slopes (about 0.05 percent), 
which will allow the water to run deeply in furrows of normal depth with- 
out causing erosion. 

In irrigating perennial crops or mature annual crops with deep root 
sysiems, the principal objective is to replenish the water which has been 
used up in the entire root zone. For such crops deeper furrows can be used. 
and the slope of the furrow is not as important as with shallow-rooted crops. 

Broad-based furrows are sometimes used on soils which take water slowly. 
Increasing the wetted perimeter provides a greater area for the water to 
move into the soil. These furrows are roughly U-shaped and generally 
have a bottom width of 15 to 25 ccntimetres, although widths of 60 ccnti- 
metres or more have been used for irrigating orchards, vineyards, and widely 
spaced crops such as tomatoes and melons. 

Furrow shapes will be modified by the water as it moves down the slope. 
On steep slopes the water tends to form a narrower channel, whereas on 
flatter slopes it forms a broader channel. These tendencies are greater on 
sandy than on clay soils. To help keep the water spread over the full width. 
the bottoms can be roughened or made to undulate. Two small furrows 
can be piaced in the bottom of one broad-based furrow. 

Beds for row craps irrigated by furrows are normally flat or slightl:; round- 
cd. The crops may be planted in single or double rows on each bed. Beds 
for winter or early spring crops in cooler areas may be sloped to increase 
exposure to the sun (Figure 66). 

Excessive salinity in the soil or the irrigation water can create serious 
problems with furrow irrigation. Soluble salts arc moved with the water 
and tend to concentrate in the surface and centre of the beds. They often 
inhibit the germination of seeds and can severely damage salt-sensitive crops. 
Since the salts tend to move toward the highest point, the beds are sometimes 
formed with a ridge to control the location, where they will accumulate. 
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The ridge is formed near the centrc of beds with a double row of crops, 
and on one edge of beds with a single row. The seeds are planted ahg 

the lower edges of the beds away from the ridge where the salts will con- 
centrate. 

Furrow spacing 

The spacing of the furrows will depend on the crop to bc irrigated. file 
type of tillage machinery to bc used, and the wetting pattern obtained by 
the lateral movement of water in the soil. 

Many crops are planted in single rows 75 to I05 ccntinlctres apart for 
convcnicncc in planting, cultivating and harvesting. Other crops. par- 
ticularly vegetables, are often planted in double rows on each raised bed, 
with a spacing of 40 centimetres between the plants and 60 ccntimetres bc- 
twtxn the beds. Furrow spacing in such cases would be 1 mctre. 

A standard width between furrows is often used for irrigating a number 
of ditt‘erent crops which make use of the same cultivating equipment. This 
eliminates cizanging the spacing of the tool attachments when the equipment 
is moved from one crop to another. The lateral movement of water from 
furrows in soils with uniform profiles depends primarily on the texture of 
the soil; the wetting pattern being broader in clays than in sands. To ob- 
tain complete abetting of sandy soils to depths of I.2 to 1.8 metrcs the fur- 
rows usually should not be placed more than 50 ccntimetrcs apart. 111 

uniform clay soils, complete wetting to the sme depths might bc obtakd 
by furrow spacings of 120 centimctres or more. 

Soils with nonuniform profiles will generally have greater lateral move- 
ment of water tllan soils with uniform profiles. Lateral movement is 
always increased in soils lying above less permeable layers or above abrupt 
changes in soil texture. Lateral movement is also increased by high \vater- 
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table levels or perched water conditions. Wetting patterns as they are 
aff’ected by soil profile conditions have been discussed more fully by Doneen 
(FAO, 197 I f). 

The main ,objective in selecting furrow spacing is to make sure that the 
lateral moveklent of the water between adjacent furrows will wet the entire 
root zone 0,. the crop before it moves beyond the depths from which the 
roots can extract the soil water. Wetting patterns can be easily determined 
by digging a trench acres s a furrow after it has been irrigated, if the soil 
was dry to a considerable depth before the irrigation was applied. The 
examination of a’ number of furrows in which water has run for different 
periods is usually the best way to decide furrow spacings for any particular 
soil. 

Furrow slopes 

Water can be applied most ef5ciently if the furrows i;five a uniform slope. 
Uneven slopes generally result in uneven depths of irrigation along the 
furrows, and they may cause soil erosion from the steeper areas and soil 
deposition on the flatter areas. There is also the danger that LFOPS will 
be injured by water avertopping the beds if there are low spots in tht; Geld 
where water can pond. 

A furrow is actually a small channel, and the principles governing the 
flow of water in open channels also apply to furrows. The velocity of the 
water flowing in a furrow is related to the square root of the slope of the 
furrow. The velocity is also affected by the shape and roughness of the 
furrow and the quantity of water being carried. 

A slope is required to provide the energy gradient needed to cause the 
water to flow. If the bottom of the furrow is level, as is often the case with 
short furTows, the slope of the water surface when water is flowing provides 
the energy gradient needed. The water will continue to flow as long as 
there is a slope to the water surface. The slope of the bottom of the fur- 
row, however, is normally used to indicate the steepness of the furrow. 
The slope is usually expressed as a percentage (metres Fer 100 metres, or 
feet per 100 feet). The slope serves not only to cause the water to flow, 
but is also necessary to provide for the drainage of excess rainfall or 
irrigation water from the surface of the field. 

Soil erosion is an important limitation on the use of the furrow method. 
The system must be designed to avoid conditions which would contribute 
to soil movement. Erosion is related to the erodibility of the soil and the 
velocity of the water as it enters or moves down the furrow. Erodibility 
cannot be related to a single soil characteristic, but it tends to be related to 
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texture. Maximum erodibility is generally associated with noncohesive 
soils with a predominance of fine sand and silt particles. Clay soils arc 
generally less erodible than sands, but this depends on whcJther the’ clay 
particles disperse under the action of water or whether they are formed 
into water-stable aggregates. To avoid excessive erosion in irrigatrng 
cultivated crops th.e slope of the furrows in the direction of water move- 
ment should not exceed 2 percent. In areas with intense rainfall, soil 
erosion may result from slopes in excess of 0.3 percent. 

Whenever feasible, furrows should be straight and parallel with an edge 
of the field. If the topography of the land is such that it is not economically 
feasible to grade the land so that the major slope will not exceed the max- 
imum allowable for furrow irrigation?, consideration should be given to 
changing the direction of the furrows so that the water flows in the direc- 
tion of the minor slope, or the furrows can be run diagonally across the field 
to obtain the desired slope (Figure 67). 

Grading a field to a uniform plane with slopes in two directions is of 
particula,tr advantage where crop rotation is practised. Row crops irrigated 
with furrows can be planted with the rows in the direction of the .minor 
slope, and close-spaced crops can be irrigated by the border method with 
the levees in the direction of the major slope. This requires moving the 
supply ditch from one edge of the field to another. so that water can be 
delivered to the head of the irrigation runs for whichever method is being 
used at the time. 

FIGURE 67. Furrows placed on the diagonal of a field to reduce slope. 
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Contour fmuws 

a)n Gelds vvith uneven or warped surfaces it is generally not possible to 
use straight furrows with a uniform slope. In such cases, furrows are 
sometimes constructed on a predetermined slope with the direction dictated 
by the topography. These are called contour furrows. 

The furrow patterns are often complicated on umven terrain in that to 
mainta;n a proper spacing between them it is sometimes necessary to start 
or end the furrows in the interior of the field. Methods for laying out a 
contour furrow irrigation system have been described by Brown (1963) and 
K.b!;jler (1953). When used for irrigating annual crops it is necessary to 
i.t:ltj<;lte the furrows for each crop. 

‘The limit of land slopes which can be used for irrigating field :urd vege- 
rrtb’fl.- crc?s with contour furrows is 8 to IO percent. 

\V::;er IS generally delivered to the individual furrows by means of gated 
(,.I. ‘:J iFigures 68 and 69) or pipelines. The unit flows delivered into each . . ~L~~;‘cv; are relatively small to prevent overflowing of the banks, which could 
cause serious erosion. This requires using steeper slopes and shorter 
‘inngths than those normally used on fields graded to a uniform plane. 

A means must be provided for draining the excess rainfall or irrigation 
vqater which might collect in the furrows. Grassed waterways located in 
swales, concrete pipes, or lined ditches with suitable inlets can be used for 
this purpose. 

Sandy soils and soils which develop wide cracks cn drying should not be 
irrigated with contour furro\n,.b.. Rodent control will be needed to prevent 
the leakage of water from higher into lower furrows. The irrigator must 
also use great care to prevent the water from breaking out of the furrows. 
Any neglect in the management of the water in contour furrow irrigation 
presents a potentially serious erosion problem. 

Benched furrows 

Land which is too steep for contour furrows can sometimes be graded 
with levelled strips (benches) acrc.ss the slope on which furrows can be 
constructed (Figures 70A and 70B). The soil should be deep so that the 
grading operations will not impair its ability to grow a crop. Land 
slopes of up to 25 percent can sometimes be benched to permit the 
duction of irrigated crops. 

The width of the benches will depend on the genera\ slope of the 
Where orchards are to be planFed, each bench must be wide enoug 

with 
pro- 

and. 
L for 

one or more rows of trees; for held or vegetable crops they should be able 
to take two or more rows of plants. 
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Fl<ilJItI. 69. Contour furrows irrigated from wooden flume bliicli carries ihc water 
down rhe slnpe. 





Because of the small flows used, each furrow should be relatively short. 
Suggested lengths are 60 to 120 metres on coarse-textured soils, 120 to 180 
metres on medium-textured soils, and 180 to 240 rnetres on fine-textured soils. 

Care must be taken to prevent erosion when supplying irrigaticn water to 
the benches. Concre’,e=!ined ditches w:+L * lL,L appr~pt~at~: drop str*tictuimes, oi 
concrete, wooden or metal flumes, or pipelines are generally used for con- 
veying the water down the slope. Similar structures are also needed for 
the safe removal of excess water which might collect on the benches. 

Zigzag furrows 

Furrows that zigLag are sometimes used to increase the length that water 
IIILIS~ travel to reach the end of the irrigation run. Increasing the length 
reduces the average slope and the veloc:ity of the water. This means a 
given flow of water will run more deeply in the furrows, increasing infiltration 
into slowly permeable soils. Zigzag furrows are common in the south- 
western United States (Figure 71). 

A number of different patterns are used in laying out the irreg,.tlar fur- 
rows. Figure 72A shows a method used in vineyards where the land has a 
moderate slope, while Figure 72B shows a method used on fairly flat slopes. 

FIGURE 71. Zigzag fur- 
rows increase the length 
of water flow in this 
orchard in the south- 
western United States. 



The system used fur constructing zigzag furrows will depend on the 
equipment available. In orchards the furrows ;ue sometimes formeti down 
and across the slope b): machines, and the blocking needed to direct the 
flow of water is done by hand shovelling. Special machines can now make 
the complete pattern shown in Figure 72B in ;! single operation. 

FIGURE 72. 
A. Zigzag fur- 
rows u5ed for ir- 
rigating vine- 
yards on lam! 
with a moderate 
slope. The ar- 
rows indicate 
the direction of 
water flow. 

B. Another zig- 
zag pattern for 
furrow irrigation 
on fairly flat 
slopes. 
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Furrow iengths 

The furrow length must be selected with care. Labour requirements 
and costs for irrigating increase as the furrows become shorter, while the 
uniformity of water application usually decreases as the furrows bdcome 
longer. They should therefore be as long as will permit reasonable 
efficiency in applying the water. 

Short furrows require that the supply ditches or pipelines be spaced at 
close intervais. This adds considerably to the cost. of installing the system. 
Considerable land may be taken out of production because of the area oc- 
cupied by the close-spaced ditches. Short furrows require careful regula- 
tion of flows and frequent changing of the stream from one furrow to 
another. Short furrows also make it difficult to use mechanized equip- 
ment in planting, cultivating and harvesting. 

If the furrows are too long, excessive water may enter the soil at the upper 
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end of the irrigation run before the Iower end is- adequately irrigated, This 
is particularly likely in the case of permeable-deep soils with high infiltration 
rates. Heavy rains falling on soils with low-intake rates may cause excessive 
water to collect in the loweraeaches of the furrows if they are too long. This 
could create an erosion hazard on steeper lands, or injure the crop from 
flooding over the beds at the lower ends of the furrows. 

The length of furrow can be limited by the size and shape of the field. 
If only a small area is to be irrigated the lengths may be determined by the 
length of the field. If the area is large, it may be desirable to have the furrow 
lengths equal to an even fraction of the total length’of the field. 

Lengths should be adjusted to take changes in soil type into account where 
soils in the same field have different intake rates. Consideration should 
also be given to sharp changes in slope within the field. Each irrigation 
furrow should be confined to similar soils and have a uniform slope. 

Cultural practices may influence the length of furrows. Where abundant 
labour is available and furrows and ridges are constructed by hand, very 
short furrows may be most suitable. This is often the case where the land 
is used to produce a variety of vegetable crops. Where agriculture is 
mechanized it may be more economical to make the furrows long, even if. 
some irrigation efficiency is sacrificed. This would be possible where water 
supplies are plentiful, water costs are low, and there is no danger of creat- 
ing a high water table. 

The factors which should be given primary consideration in determining 
maximum furrow lengths are the type of soil, the slope, and the crop to be 
grown. While the size of stream turned into each furrow is also a factor, 
it is subject to regulation and hence is to be considered only if the flow might 
be limited by slope, soil conditions, or the size of furrow used. 

With flat slopes (less than 0.3 to 0.5 percent) the length of run can usually 
be increased as the slope increases. However, with slopes greater than 
about 0.5 percent the length should be decreased as the slope increases, 
because. unit flow must be reduced to prevent erosion. 

Furrows must be shorter for sandy soils, which take water rapidly and 
have low water-holding capacities, than for clay soils with slow intake rates 
and high water-holding capacities. Lengths can be increased as the average 
depth of water to be applied increases. Since the depth of irrigation needed 
is related to the water-holding capacity of the soil and the depth of rooting 
of the crop, furrows can be much longer for deep-rooted crops on clay 
soils than for shallow-rooted crops on sandy soils. 

Furrows are sometimes used in combination with basins where the crop 
must be grown on raised beds to protect the plants from flooding. From 
three to eight raised beds 1 to 15 metres long are used, and are surrounded 
by levee; (Figure 73). The furrows are irrigated by turning a stream. of 
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water from a supply ditch into the high corner of each basin. The furrows 
may be open at each or alternate ends. When all the furrows have been 
filled to the proper aepth, the flow of water is shut off. 

Field trials testing various rates of water flow in furrows of different 
lengths, as suggested by Criddie et Al. (19%) and Marsh (FAO, 1X7), should 
be made in each area to determine the most suitable lengths for di!Terent 
slope and soil conditions. Evaluations of the rate of advance of the water 
down the furrow and of the average depths of water applied will provide 
information which can be used for determining which ier;gth will give the 
most adequate and uniform irrigation. 

General criteria for rhe design of furrow irrigation systems cannot be 
applied to all conditions. Some suggested maximum furrow lengths are 
given in Table 16, which can be used as a basis for setting up field trials. 

Flow rates 

~ . flow rate, or unit flow, is the size of stream delivered into each furrow. 
it _ generally measured in units of litres per second or gallons per minute. 
The unit flow is the one factor which can be varied after the furrow irrigation 
system has been installed. Proper fiow in the furrows is of the utmost im- 
portance for the efficient use of the irrigation water. 

The most uniform distribution is usually obtained by starting the irriga- 

FIGURE 73. Garlic growing on broad raised beds which are irrigated by furrows enclosed 
in basins. Note the straw mulch used to prevent crusting of the soil on the beds. 



'TABLE 16. - SUGGESTED MAXIMUM LENGTHS OF CULTIVATED FUKROWS NOR DI~FLB~X: 

SOILS, SLOPFS, AND DEPTHS OF WATER TO BE APPLIED 

A. Lengths in metres; depths in centimetres 

Average depth of water applied (centimetres) 

Furrow slope 7.5 I 15 1 22.51 30 / 5 1 IO 1 15 j 20 1 5 1 7.5 j 10 1 12.5 
- 

Clays 
I 

Loams 
I 

Sands 
- - 

Percerrt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Melres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. ,.r 
U.UJ j 300 

0. i 340 

0.2 370 

0.3 400 

0.5 400 

1.0 280 

1.5 250 

2.0 220 

400 

440 

470 

500 

500 

400 

340 

270 

b- 

400 400 120 270 400 400 60 90 150 190 

470 500 180 340 440 470 90 120 190 220 

530 620 220 370 470 530 I20 190 250 300 

620 800 280 400 500 600’ 150 220 280 400 

560 750 280 370 470 530 120 190 250 300 

500 600 250 300 370 470 90 150 220 250 

430 500 220 280 340 400 80 120 190 220 

340 400 180 250 300 340 60 90 150 190 

B. Lengths in feet ; depths in inches 

Furrow slope 3 I6 19 1121 2 14 I6 18 I2 13) 4 ( 5 

Percent 

0.05 

0.1 

0.2 

0.3 

0.5 

1.O 

1.5 

2.0 

Average depth of water applied (inches) 

Clays 
I 

Loams 
I 

Sands 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

lOO013OO130Ol3OO 400 90013OO13O0 200 300 500 600 

llO014OOl5OO16OO 6OO110014OO1500 300 400 600 700 

12OOl5OOl7O02000 70012O015001700 400 600 8OO1000 

~130Ol6O020O0260O 90013001600190O 500 700 9001300 

~13OO16O018002400 90012OO;SO017OO 400 600 8001000 

9OOl3O016001900 80010OO120015OO 300 500 700 800 

8001100140 1600 700 9OO110O1300 250 400 60O 700 

700 9oOllOOl30O 600 80OlOOOllO0 200 300 500 600 
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tion with the largest unit flow that can be safely carried in the furrow. With 
slltirt flat furrows a large flow is used to fill the furrows quickly, the flow is 
shut off, and the ponded water is allowed to infiltrate into the soil. With 
long sloping furrows it is generally necessary to regulate the flow during 
the irrigation. For the desired wetting of the soil the water should, when- 
ever possible, reach the end of the furrow within a quarter of the total time 
that water must be carried in the furrow. 

The maximum flew rate allowable at the start of the irrigation is determin- 
ed by the need to prevent excess runoff, overtopping of the beds, and soil 
erosion. In some areas the concept of “maximum nonerosive flow rate” 
based on the slope of the furrow is used. Although soil erodibility is also 
a factor, the maximum nonerosive flow in furrows can be estimated from 

- c 
Q 

,,, r.: ~-- 

S 

where S is the slope expressed as a percentage, C is 0.60 when QIIZ is in 
litres per second, or C is 10 when Q,IIZ is in U.S. gallons per minute. 

An analysis of nonerosive flow rates, suggested by Marr (1067), is given 
for several critical slopes in Table I’/. 

TABLE 17. - RELATION ot‘ MAXiMUM NoNEKOSIVE FLOW HATtS TO CHIIIC’AL 
SLOPES IN I;URKOWS ’ 

Furrow 
slope, s Maximum flow rate, Qnr Comments 

Percent 

0. I 

Litres 
per secotd 

6.0 

0.3 

0.5 

2.0 

2.0 

1.2 

0.3 

- 
u. s. ~llliOllS 
per ntittrrtc 

100 

33 

20 

5 

- 

I 

~____- - -- 

The flow rate indicated i: about double 
the carrying capacity of most furrows in 
normal use on a 0.1 percent slope. Erosion 
is negligible with furrows flowing to ca- 
pacity on this slope. 

A slope of 0.3 percent is near the upper 
limit where furrows flowing at capacity 
will not cause serious erosion. 

Cultivated furrows with 0.5 percent slope 
will erode unless the flow rate is consid- 
erably less than furrow capacity. 

This indicates the reduction in flow rate 
needed to prevent serious erosion on a 
2 percent slope. This is considered to be 
the maximum slope allowable for culti- 
vated furrows. 

c 
l Based on ihe equation Qt~r -- - 

S 
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Flow rate must sometimes be adjusted to maintain the itow without los- 
ing water by surface runoff at the end of the furrow. This is accomplished 
by reducing the unit flow to the minimum required when the water ap- 
proaches the end of the furrow. The reduced flow rate under this ideal 
condition is equal to the rate that water is infiltrating into the bed and the 
sides of the furrow. Since the infiltration rate will generally decrease with 
the length.of time that water runs in the furrow, the irrigator must use con- 
siderable judgement in reducing the flow to the proper rate. 

The initially high infiltration capacities of some soils decline in a short 
time to very low intake rates. In such cases the need for cutting back on the 
unit flow is questionable. Th,e irrigation can be started with a unit flow 
considerably less than the safe capacity of the furrow and be allowed to 
continue to flow at the same rate until the entire length of the furrow is 
properly irrigated. This often reduces the labour required for irrigation 
without particularly reducing irrigation efficiency. 

Excess water reaching the ends of the furrows can be taken care of by 
ponding it in the furrows, by allowing it to back up into adjacent dry fur- 
rows, or by wasting it into a drainage ditch at the ‘!:..‘.~r edge of the field. 
In the last case it is desirable to provide some mer :: .:ontrolling the waste 
water so that it can be used again for irrii ~t;~~n. 

In some highly developed irrigated area’: .he water is collected in rhe low 
corn.er of the field and pumped back thii;ugh a pipeline to the head end to 
be used again on the same fie!,: (Figures 74 and 75). Such return-flow 
systems greatly reduce the amount of labour required for controlling flow 
in the furrows. Irrigation return-water systems are described by Houston 
and Schade (1966). 

Regulating the flow of water into furrows 

Various devices are used for controlling the tlow of water into each furrow. 
Since it is generally desired to deliver near!? equal flows into a number of 
furrows at one time, use is made of t!le h+raulic concept that outlets of 
equal size operating under the same pi-~surc head will have equal flows. 
Rates of flow are changed during the irrigation by altering the size of the 
outlets. 

Where the water supply to the field is delivered in an open ditch, the most 
popular type of outlet is the irrigation siphqsn pipe (Figure 76). These are 
usually pref&med frOJl1 aluminium or plastic pipe. but are sometimes made 
of flexible butyl rubber. They are easy to inst.111 and remove without 
disturbing the ditch bank. and their portability reduces the number required. 
The flow cm be regulated by clrdngin g the press:,re head. varying the size 
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FlGlJRF 74. Tailwaler pickup ditch at end of field, and lo\!-lifl pump used for returning 
rhc aster to the upper end for USC again on the same &Id. 

FIGURE 75. Plan for a return-flow system used in coi?iunction with al’L underground 
pipeline distrilution. 
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or number of siphons used in each furrow, or adjusting a slide gate attached 
to the inlet end of each siphon. The most satisfactory method is to use a 
number of small siphons to deliver the maximum nonerosive stream into 
each furrow at the beginning of the irrigation, and to remove several siphons 
wr&;en the water reaches the end, thereby adjusting the desired flow in the 
furrow up to the end of the irrigation. 

Spiles are also used. These are short pipes placed through the ditch 
bank, installed at the beginning of the irrigation period and not removed 
until it ends. This means that a spile must be used for each furrow. They 
must be large enough to deliver the maximum flow needed. Flow is regulated 
by obstruciing the inlet end, which can be done by placing a lath partly 
across the opening or by other means. Care must be taken to install spiles 
at the proper elevation so that the same flow enters all the furrows being 
irrigated at the same time, 

Table 18 gives the flow through various sizes of siphons and spiles operat- 
ed under different pressure heads. The pressure head is the difference in 
elevation between the water surface in the ditch and the centre of the outlet 
(if flowing) or the water surface above the outlet (if submerged). 

Open cuts in the ditch banks should not be used for releasing water into 

FIGURE 76. Water from buried concrete pipeline being released through alfalfa valve 
into (emporary earthen ditch. Siphons deliver water from ditch into furrows. 



TABLE 18. - FLOW TfGuxJGH SS~ALI. S~PHGKS AKD SPILLS 

A . Flow in litres per second 

Diameter Pressure head (centimetres) 
of siphon 
or spile 2.5 5 7.5 

f 
! I 10 1 ]2.5 

, 
/ 15 / 17.5 / 20 

Cellti- - 
metres 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Y 

IO 

. . .._................... Litres per second . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . 

0.03 I 0.05 0.06 

0.13 0.19 0.23 

0.30 0.42 0.51 

0.53 0.75 0.91 

0.83 1.17 1.43 

I.19 1.68 2.06 

1.62 i 2.29 2.80 

2.11 2.99 3.66 

2.67 3.78 4.63 

3.30 4.67 5.72 ! 
B. Flow in U.S. gallons per minute 

Diameter 
of siphon 
or spile 

- 

Inches 

0.5 

0.75 

1.0 

1.25 

I.5 

2.0 

2.5 

3.0 

3.5 

4.0 

__ 

0.07 

0.26 

0.59 

1.06 

1.65 

2.38 

3.24 

4.23 

5.35 

6.60 

0.07 0.08 

0.30 0.32 

0.66 0.73 

1.18 1.29 

1.85 2.02 

2.66 2.Yl 

3.62 3.96 

4.72 5.18 

5.98 6.55 

7.38 8.09 

0.09 

0.35 

0.7') 

1.40 

2.18 

3.14 

4.28 

5.59 

7.07 

8.73 

O.OY 

0.73 

0.84 

1.4‘) 

3 71 . ..- - 

3.36 

4.58 

5.98 

7.56 

Y.34 

Pressure head (inches) 
~-___- 

I ) 2 ( 3 / 4 15 / 6 / 7 ( .5 
- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U.S. .gdlens per mitarte . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . 

0.8 1.2 1.5 1.7 

I.9 2.7 3.3 3.8 

3.4 4.8 5.9 6.8 

5.3 7.5 9.2 JO.6 

7.7 10.8 13.3 15.3 

17.6 19.3 23.6 27.2 

21.3 30.1 36.9 42.6 

30.6 43.3 53.i 61.3 

41.7 59.0 72.2 83.4 

54.5 77.0 94.3 109.0 

I.9 

4.3 

7.6 

Il.') 

17.2 

30.6 

47.8 

68.8 

93.7 

122.0 
-- 

2.1 

4.7 

8.3 

13.0 

18.8 

33.4 

51.1 

75.1 

102.0 

133.0 

2.3 2.4 

5.1 / 5.4 

9.0 ( 9.6 

14.1 15.0 

20.3 21.7 

36.0 1 38.5 

56.3 60.2 

81.1 86.7 

110.0 118.0 

144.0 154.0 
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the furrows unless an auxiliary ditch (S metimes called a forebay) is used 
(Figure 77). This is a short ditch consth crcted parallel with and below the 
supply ditch, from which the water can bc released for delivery into a number 
of furrows. A gate is placed in the ditch bank for the safe control of the 
release of water into the auxiliary ditch. Siphons anti spiles can be used 
for releasing water from the auxiliary ditch into the furrows. Such auxil- 
iary ditches are also used with flumes and pipelines for detivering, irrigation 
water to the fields. 

FIWJRE 77. An auxiliary 
ponding area used with 
furrow irrigatior;. A 
siphon delivers the water 
il;to the ponded area, 
and spiles release the 
water from the ponded 
area into the furrows. 

There are a variety of methods for distributing ‘Nater from pipelines IO 
the furrows. If the pipelines are buried, risers with valves are normally 
spaced at frequent intervals to release the water at the ground surface. 
Temporary earth ditches may be constructed between the valves, and the 
water can be delivered from these into the furrows through siphons oi spiies. 
Portable metal, plastic or rubber pipes with outlet gates may be connected 
to the valves by means of hydrants. The outlet gates are spaced the same 
distance apart as the furrows, and are provided with slides or other devices 
for regulating the flow into the furrows. In orchards and vineyards, special 
distributing hydrants fitted over the valves can release water into from four 
to eight furrows. These hydrants can be permanent or portable and are 
normally located in line with the tree or vine rows. 

Average depth of water applied 

The average depth of water applied during an irrigation can be computed 
from the following equation, if the flow rat e, the duration of the irrigation 
and the atea irrigated (furrow spacing x furrow !engih) are known 
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millimetres per hour = 
litres per second x 3 600 

si11 x 2171 

where %I is the spacing of furrows in metres, and 
Lm is the length of furrow in metres; 

gallons1 per minute x 96.3 
01 inches per hour = 

Sf x Lf 

where S’ is the spacing of hrrows in feet, and 
Lf is the length of furrow in feet. 

For example, furrows spaced 0.9 metrc apart and 210 metres long are 
irrigated with an initial flow rate of 2.2 litres per second for 1.5 hours, and 
then the flow rate is reduced to 0.5 litre per second for 5.3 hours. The rate 
that water is being applied during the initial period is 

2.2 x 3 600 _------._ ._---- = 0.9 42 Y 210 millimetres per hour 

arid during the final period the application rate is: 

0.5 x 3 600 I---- = 0.9 9.5 miliimetres hour x 210 per 

The average depth of wa!er applied is: 

1.5 hours x 4; millimetres per hour = 63 millimetres 

“.3 hours x 9.5 millimetres per hour = 50 millimetres 

Total depth applied = 113 millimetres 

This is the average depth of water applied during the irrigation and 
does not mean that 113 millimetres in depth was applied uniformly to each 
section of the furrow. Soil sampling can be used to check the uniformity 
of water penetration at different points along the furrow. 

.If siphons or spiles are used for releasing into the furrows the flow shown 
in the example, and the pressure head available is 10 centimetres, the size 

I U.S. gallons. If imperial gallons per minute are used, substitute 80.3 for 96.3. 
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of outlets required can be determined from Table 18. Four siphons of 
3-centimetre diameter could be used for starting the irrigation, and after 
the water reaches the end of the furrow the flow could be cut back by remov- 
ing three of the siphons. 
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11. CORRUGATION IRRIGATION 

In corrugar;on irrigation the water flows down the slope in small furrows, 
called corrugalions or rills. This method is ~lrost often used for irrigating 
uncultivated c:l:sz-growing crops such as small grains, lucerne or pasture 
on steep slope:; It can also be used in coiljunction with flooding 
methods on land t.vith relatively flat slopes, to help obtain uniform water 
coverage. 

One requirement of this method is that the conducting channels for the 
water do not interfere with the use of farm machinery during moving or 
harvesting operation;. It therefore differs from furrow irrigation in that 
no raised beds are used for crops. 

The corrugations are V- or U-shaped channels about 10 centimetres deep, 
spaced 40 to 75 centimclres apart. The entire soil surtBce is wetted slowly 
by the capillary movement of the water flowing in the corrugations. This 
method of wetting the soil minimizes the crusting efrect on the surface, which 
is a problem when the entire surface is flooded. For this reason, corru- 
gation irrigation is sometimes used for germinating crops which, have been 
drill- or broadcast-seeded. Flooding methods may be used after the plants 
become established. 

Soils 

Corrugation irrigation is most suitable for use on silt loam or clay loam 
soils. in nfhich tile lateral movement,of water takes place readily. Clay 
soils, which take water slowly, are difficult to irrigate by this method unless 
the slopes are quite flat or water can be held in the corrugations for a con- 
siderable time. This method is, not recommended for sandy soils with 
high intake rates, because excessive water will be lost by deep percolation 
before the entire soil surface is wetted. 

The corrugation method should not be used on saline soils or where the 
irrigation \\‘aters have a high salt content. The capillary movement and 
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subsequent evaporation of the water will tend :o concentrate the salts in 
the surface soils. 

Land preparation 

Land grading for corrugation irrigation is generally limited to removing 
minor irregularities in the soil surface. The slopes in the direction of ir- 
rigation must be continuous, although not necessa&ly utiiform. :. This {may 
require moving some earth to eliminate small raised areas. Depressions 
should be filled in to provide surface drainage and to prevent Fending of 
water. Smoothing the land surface will also facilitate the use of planting 
and harvesting equipment. 

Since corrugation irrigation requires little investment for land preparation, 
it is sometimes used as an expedient method on gently sloping land which 
is capable of being uniformly graded. This permits the irrigating of crops 
un!;! land grading can be done properly. Once the land surface has brrll 
graded to a uniform slope other methods of irrigation are generally used. 

Slope 

The corrugations should always be made in the direction of the steepest 
slope. They often become blocked by soil or plant debris, causing the 
water to overflow the small channels. If the corrugations are placed across 
the slope the overflow will move down into the next lower corrugation. 
This combined flow is likely to exceed the capacity of the corrugation, caus- 
ing the water to break over again into the next lower one. Eventually, 
then, water from many corrugations can become concentrated into a single 
stream flowing down the slope. The hazard of serious soil erosion can be 
minimized by running the water in the direction of the steepest slope, thereby 
eliminating any cross slope. 

The maximum slope which can be used for corrLigation irrigation will 
depend on the erodibility of the soil and the type of crop being grown. 
Low-growing plants, such as those used for pasture. tend to grow into the 
channels, so that the corrugations serve only as guides for the water. In 
this case the system becomes a combination of corrugation and wild flood- 
ing. Low-growing plants provide excellent protection against erosion, 
and slopes of 10 percent or more can be used. Lucerne provides less 
protection than pasture, and grains provide still less, but careful control 
of the water and the small streams will minimize erosion .when these 
crops are grown on steep slopes. 
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I.eugth of runs 

Care should be taken in locating the head ditches ivhich supply \\ater 
to the corrugations so that the irrigation runs will. not be too long. lf they 
are excessively long water may be wasted by deep percolation losses a; the 
upper end before the souls at the lower end are adequately watered. 

To prevent uneven water distribution from abrupt changes in slope within 
a single run. head ditches can be placed acr(\ss the slope where there are 
sharp breaks in the topography. This will permit nearly uniform slopes 
for each run, and the flow of water can thus be regulated more closely to 
tit the slope. This rule also applies to major changes in soil types. 

The spacing of the corrugations will depend on how rapidly the ivater 
moves laterally through the soil. They can generally be farther apart on 
line-textured than on coarse-textured soils, and should be closer on steep 
slopes than on flat slopes. 

Table I9 gives the recommended !engt!w of runs and spacing of corruga- 
tions for various conditions. 

Forming the corrugations 

Corrugations are usually made after the field has been seeded. To ob- 
tain maximum carrying capacity for the water, the soil on the periphery 
of the corrugations should be compressed and made smooth. 

Several types of implement are used for forming the channels. A sled- 
type corrugator with two or more runners, described by Stanley (1954), can 
be used for pressing the corrugations into loose soils (Figure 78). The 
runners are shaped to form the corrugations required and spaced the 
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desired distance apart. Weights can be added to the platform of the 
5led to provide th: necessary pressing force as it is pulled across the field 
(Figt:re 79). 

X shovel-type corrtigator can also be used, attached directly to the rear 
of a whee 1 tractor or mounted separately on ~~hecls. This type is generally 
preferred for making cc;rrugations in hea1.y clay soils. The small shovels 
open the soil so that a compaction kvheel or skid which follows can shape, 
smooth and compress the soii. Any loose soil remaining on the edges of 
the corrugations must be spread evenly over the surt‘ace to prevent its falling 
back into and clogging the channels. 

FIGURE 79. Corrugations which have been pressed into the soil by the corrugator (on 
right). Barrels filled with water add the weight needed to form the indentations in the 
soil. These corrugations will be used,for irrigating pasture on flat land. 

Flow of water in corrugations 

The rules governing the flow of water in furrows apply also to corruga- 
tions. The flow at the beginning of the irrigation should be as large as c:sn 
safely be carried in the corrugations without causing erosion. Because of 
the small flows used, the practice of cutting back flow when the water ap- 
proaches the end is not feasible. 

The formula for determining the maximum nonerosive stream for furrow 
irrigation can be applied also to corrugations. Table 20 shows the max- 
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imum safe flow that can be carried for different slopes, based on this 
formula. 

Where the slope of corrugations is not uniform, it is necessary to 
determine the slope that is applicable. Experience in irrigating each field 
is generally needed to decide the fiows which should be turned into the 
corrugations to obtain the best irrigation. 

TABLE 20. - MAXIMUM NONEROSIVE FLOW RATFS THAT 
SHOULD BE USED IN CORRUGATIONS ON VARIOUS SLOPES 

Percetrt 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

Maximum flow rate 

Litres per secotrd 

0.30 

0.15 

0.10 

0.08 

0.06 

0.05 

U.S. galtorts 
per minute 

5.0 

2.5 

1.7 

1.2 

1.0 

0.8 

Some means of regulating the flow of water into the corrugations is neces- 
sary. The water may be released directly from the head ditch into the cor- 
rugations by, the use of siphons, spiles or breaks in the ditch bank; or the 
water from the head ditch may be released first into an equalizing basin, 
or subhead ditch, from which the water is released into the corrugations. 
The equalizing basins are usually long enough to irrigate 10 to 20 cor- 
rugations at one time. The flows that will be delivered through small 
siphons or spiles for various pressure heads are given in Table 18. 

Siphon tubes, made of metal, plastic or rubber, are generally preformed 
to fit the shape of the ditch bank. They can be equipped with slide gates 
on the inlet end to regulate the amount of water they deliver into the 
corrugations. 

Spiles may be metal or plastic pipes, square pipes made of four wooden 
laths, or short sections of bamboo, placed through the ditch bank. Care 
should be taken to place them at the proper elevation to obtain a uniform 
flow through each. Earth should be tamped around the spiles to prevent 
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leakage along the outside. The flow can be regulated by covering part of 
the inlet opening with a lath, forced into the soil to hold it firmly in place. 

When the water is released through open cuts in the ditch bank, the cuts 
should be lined with canvas, paper, burlap or grass sod to prevent the water 
from eroding the sides and bottom. Metal plates with notches sized to 
release the flow needed can also be placed across the cuts to control the 
water. The depth to which the plate is thrust into the soil can be adjusted 
for raising or lowering the elevation of the notch in order to regulate the 
flow. 
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12. DRIP IRRIGATION 

The application of water to the soil through small orifices is known as 
drip, trickle or dribble irrigation. The small orifices, often called emitters, 
are designed to discharge water at rates of I to 8 litres per hour. Water 
is delivered to the orifices through plastic pipelines; these are generally 
laid on the soil surface, but can be buried. The rate of discharge is deter- 
mined by the size of the orifice and the pressure in the pipelines. Pressure 
may vary for different systems from 0.15 to 2 atmospheres (2 to 30 pounds 
per square inch). The systems are usually designed so that water can be 
applied at intervals, according to the needs of the crops being grown. 

The complete drip system should include screens or filters for removing 
suspended particles which might plug the small orifices. It usually in- 
cludes an injector for adding fertilizers to the irrigation. Where the water 
supply comes from a well or community system, a vacuum-breaker control 
valve should be installed to prevent any backflow of chemicals into the 
water source. Drip systems can be installed with an automatic control 
valve which starts and stops the flew; it can be set to operate at specified 
times, or to turn off after a predetermined volume of water has been applied. 
Moisture-sensing devices, located in the irrigated area to indicate when 
irrigation is necessary and automatically regulate flow from the emitters, 
have not yet proved successful, but show some promise ft)r the future. 

Requirements of drip systems 

The drip system must meet the same basic requirements as other methods 
of irrigation. Enough water must be applied to satisfy the needs of the 
crop being grown. A readily available supply of soil moisture must be 
maintained in most of the root zone during the entire growing season. Ex- 
cessive wetting must be avoided if the roots are to have a healthy environ- 
ment. 

The water requirements of crops are closely related to the leaf area 
exposed to sunlight and the amount of heat energy (solar radiation plus 
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advective heat sources) available to cause transpiration losses from the plant 
!eaves and evaporation from wet soils. Newly planted crops shade only 
a small portion of the soil area and -have a much lower water requirement 
than mature crops, which shade most of the area. Additional water may 
be required for leaching, to maintain a favourable salt balance in the soii. 

The drip irrigation system must be adequate to satisfy the peak daily water 
requirement of the crop. Table 21 shows the continuous flows necessary 
for crops planted at different spacings. Since it is desirable to cycle the 
water so that the crops are irrigated at intervals, the system capacity must 
be adjusted accordingly. For example, to determine the flow capacity 
required for each tree in a mature orchard with a peak water requirement 
of 6 millimetres per day, with the trees planted 6 metres apart and the emit- 
ters operated 8 hours each day: Table 21 shows that a continuous flow of 
9 litres per hour will provide 6 millimetres of water daily for each tree oc- 
cupying an area of 6 x 6 metres. As the emitters are operated for only 
one third of the 34 hours, the flow capacity required would be 27 litres per 
hour. If each emitter has a capacity of 4.5 litres per hour, 6 emitters would 
be required for each tree. 

Uses of drip irrigation 

Although drip irrigation is used for crops grown under a wide range of 
conlitions, as described in FAO (1973f), it is particularly beneficial in 
some specific cases. 

In temperate areas where irrigation is supplemental to rains during the 
growing season, drip irrigation can provide the additional water needed by 
the crops during short dry periods. Uniformity of water application to 
the entire root is not usually an important factor in these cbnditions. 

The drip system is efficient for irrigating newly planted orchards and 
vineyards. Young trees and vines have a limited leaf area exposed to sun- 
light, and so have a lower water requirement than mature plants. Frequent 
light irrigations can be applied close to the plants to keep moisture available 
in the limited root zone without wetting the soil beyond the extent of the 
root system. As the rooting system expands the soil volume which must 
be irrigated increases, and additional emitters will be necessary to supply 
the extra water needed. 

Relatively close-spaced perennial crops, such as artichokes’, bananas and 
vines, have responded favourably to drip irrigation. Adequate soil mois- 
ture can be supplied using only a few emitters for each plant. 

Drip irrigation allows the use of water with a relatively high salt content 
for irrigating vegetable crops grown on raised beds. With furrow irrigation, 
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TABLE 21. - CONTINUOUS FLOWS REQUIRED TO SATISFY PEAK WATER REQUIREMENTS OF 
MATURE PLANTS AT VARIOUS SPACINGS 

A. Flow in litres per hour 

Plant 
spacing 

Peak daily water requirement (millimetres) 

--yp 1 4 I-5 j 6 1 8 ( 10 

Metres 

0.5 x 1 0.04 

1.5x3 0.38 

2x4 0.67 

3x6 1.50 

5x5 2.10 

6 x 6 3.00 

7x7 4.10 

8X8 5.30 

10x10 8.30 

12x12 12.00 

14x14 16.30 

16x16 22.20 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Litres per hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

0.16 0.21 

1.50 1.88 

2.67 3.33 

6.00 7.50 

8.30 10.40 

12.00 15.00 

14.30 20.40 

21.30 26.70 

33.30 41.70 

48.00 60.00 i 

81.70 

0.06 

0.56 

1.00 

2.20 

3.10 

4.50 

6.10 

8.00 

12.50 

18.00 

24.50 

33.20 

0.08 

0.75 

1.33 

3.00 

4.20 

6.00 

8.20 

10.70 

16.70 

24.00 

32.70 

44.30 

0.10 

0.94 

1.67 

3.80 

5.20 

7.50 

10.20 

13.30 

20.80 

30.00 

40.80 

55.40 

0.12 

1.12 

2.00 

4.50 

6.20 

9.00 

12.20 

16.00 

25.00 

36.00 

49.00 

66.50 110.80 

B. Flow in U.S. gallons per hour 

Plant 
spacing 

Feet 

1.5x3 

3x6 

6 s 9 

lOs20 

15s15 

20x20 

23 x 22 

25~25 

30x30 

35 2: 35 

4Os40 

50 x 50 

- 

Peak daily water requirement (inches) 

0.10 1 0.15 ( 0.20 j 0.25 1 T30~0.35 ; 0.40 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U.S. gallons per hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . 

0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 

0.05 0.07 0.09 0.12 

0.14 0.21 0.28 0.35 

0.52 0.78 1.04 1.30 

0.58 0.88 1.17 I;46 

1.04 1.56 j 2.08 2.60 

1.26 1.88 2.51 3.14 

1.60 2.40 I 3.20 4.10 

2.30 3.50 4.70 5.80 

3.70 5.60 7.40 i 9.20 

4.20 6.20 ’ 8.30 

6.50 

/ 10.40 

9.70 13.00 i 16.20 
I 

0.04 0.04 ; 0.05 

0.14 0.16 j 0.19 

0.42 ! 0.49 / 0.56 

1.56 1.82 / 2.08 

1.75 I 2.04 I 2.34 

3.11 3.64 j 4.16 

3.78 

1 

4.40 j 5.00 
I 

4.90 I 5.70 6.50 
I 

7.00 ; 8.20 I 9.35 

11.10 i 13.00 1 14.80 

12.50 14.50 ’ 16.60 

19.50 [ 22.70 1 26.00 



yields of salt-sensitive crops are often reduced by waters containing dis- 
solved salts in excess of 0.75 millimhos/centimetre because the salts move 
with the water into the beds. With sprinkler irrigation, absorption of salts by 
the leaves can be toxic to plants if the water contains sodium or chloride 
in excess of 3 miliiequivalents per iitre. Using drip irrigation with the 
emitters placed along the plant rows, the salts are moved with the water 
away from the plant roots. Vegetables irrigated by the drip system with 
water containing dissolved salts up to 4 millimhos/centimetre have given 
satisfactory yields. The salts move with the water and accumulate at the. 
periphery of the wetted zone. Where rainfall is not sufficient to leach these 
salts below the rooting depth in the soil, it is usually necessary to leach the 
soil with sprinkler or flood irrigations between crops.’ . . .- 

. 

Dangers from salt accumulation in the soil 

Dissolved salts in the soil solution will move in the direction of the water 
movement ii1 the soil. Salts will normally accumulate at the periphery of 
the volume of soil wet by the emitters, and at the soil surface when evapo- 
ration occurs, as discussed by Rolland (FAO, 1972b). 

When roots extract moisture from the soil a reversal in the flux of the 
water from the periphery back into the root zone can take place. In saline 
soil conditions, the plants can be injured by this reverse movement of the 
salts if irrigations are too infrequent. Irrigations must therefore be scheduled 
carefully to make sure that the roots have a continuous supply of readily 
available moisture. Tensiometers can sometimes be used to indicate the 
moisture potential of the soil. 

Salts which have accumulated on the surface can be leached into the soil 
by rain and create a toxic condition in the root zone. It is desirable to 
continue irrigating with the drip system during rainy periods. This will 
dilute the salts in the soil solution and continue the flux of the water away 
from the roots toward the periphery of the wetted soil volume. The flow 
of water from the emitters should continue untii enough water has been 
added to the soil by rain or by the emitters to make sure that excessive salts 
have been leached from the root zone. For shallow-rooted crops this 
usually requires a depth of about 50 millimetres of water added to the soil. 

Types of emitters 

Various devices are used for controlling the release of water on to the 
soil. One of the earliest drip irrigation systems uses short lengths of flexible 
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plastic tubing of small dia.meter. The tubing is inserted through holes in 
the walls of the supply lines (Figure 80). This is commonly referred to as 
the “spaghetti” or “microtube” system, often used for irrigating container- 
grown plants in nurseries. It is widely used in Australia for irrigating 
orchards and row crops, described by Black (1969). Table 22 gives the 
flow from different lengths of 0.96-millimetre (0.038-inch) polyethylene 
tubing under various pressures. 

A modification of the spaghetti system, developed by Symcha Blass in 
Israel and described by Goldberg and Shmueli (1970), utilizes a long spiral 
coil encased in a plastic unit as a path for the flow of water. A similar 
device developed by Rinkewich causes the water to flow through a labyrin- 
thine path, about 2.44 metres long, within a plastic unit, before it is released 
on the soil. These plastic units have a hollow centre, and the ends are 
connected directly to the supply tubing at any desired spacing. Discharge 
rates vary from 0.4 to 8 litres per hour, depending on the pressure in the 
supply line. 

Another method for releasing small flows of water uses plastic tubing 
with small perforations in the walls (Figure 81), sometimes called “soakers.” 
The water must be filtered to prevent plugging of the small holes. Some 
systems utilize double-walled tubing. The inner wall usually has only a 
quarter as many perforations as the outer wall; water will generally 
continue to flow through the outer perforations even if some of those 
in the inner tubing become plugged. These systems release a nearly uni- 
form flow throughout their length. A typical system, with the outer per- 
forations spaced 0.5 metre apart, will release 1 litre per minute for each 30 
metres of length when operated at 0.1 atmosphere (1.5 pounds per square 
inch) of pressure. The total length of any line should be limited to about 
100 metres. 

FIGURE 80. Small tubing 
of 0.86millimetre diam- 
eter inserted into a 
12%millimetre SUPPlY 
line as an emitter for a 
drip irrigation system. 



FKURE 81. Double-wall polyethylene tubing with small perforations used to irrigate 
staked tomatoes. 

A number of plastic units containing an orifice outlet are manufactured. 
Most are designed to release a predetermined flow of water at a given pres- 
sure (Figure 82). Some have an adjustable screw over the outlet which 
permits regulation of flow. Others have ingenious devices utilizing a 
diaphragm, plunger or ball which provide automatic flushing of the orifices 
when water is first deliverc!i into the supply lines. Some emitters are at- 
tached to plastic tees which can be connected to the supply lines. Others 
have stems which can be inserted through the walls of the supply tubing. 

Performance of emitters 

The water discharged by the emitters will spread on the surface before 
being absorbed by the soil. The area flooded will depend on the rate at 
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TABLE 22. - FLOWS FROM POLYETHYLENE TUBING EMITTERS OP 0.95~MILLIMETRE 
((kO38mcH) DIAMETER 

A. Flows in litres per hour 

Length 
of tubing 

Centi- 
metres 

7.5 

15 

25 

35 

50 

75 

100 

125 

150 

175 

200 

250 

300 

-- 

Pressure in supply line (atmosphervs) 

0.10 / 0.20 / .0.30 1 0.50 / 0.75 i-1.00 j 1.50 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Litres per hour . . . . . 

5.10 10.40 13.9 20.2 27.2 33.2 44.7 

4.10 6.70 9.0 12.8 17.0 20.7 27.4 

2.90 4.70 6.3 8.9 11.8 14.4 19.0 

2.30 3.70 4.9 7.0 9.3 11.3 15.0 

1.80 2.90 3.8 5.5 7.3 8.8 11.7 

1.40 2.20 2.9 4.2 5.6 6.8 9.0 

1.10 1.80 2.4 3.4 4.5 5.5 7.3 

0.95 1.60 2.0 2.9 3.9 4.7 6.3 

0.84 1.40 1.8 2.6 3.4 4.2 5.5 

0.75 1.20 1.6 2.3 3.0 3.7 4.9 

0.69 1.10 1.5 2.1 2.7 * 3.3 4.4 

0.60 0.97 1.3 1.8 2.4 2.9 3.8 

0.53 0.85 1.1 1.6 2.1 2.6 3.4 

B. Flows in U.S. gallons per hour 

Length 
of tubing 

-- -. 

Inches 

3 

6 

9 

12 

18 

24 

30 

36 

48 

72 

95 

120 

144 
-- 

- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Pressure in SUPPIY line (pounds per square inch) 

1 2 I 4 I 7 I 10 I 15 I 
20 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U.S. ’ 6 gallons per hour . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . ( . . . 

1.40 2.20 3.50 5.20 6.60 8.70 10.60 

0.87 1.40 2.20 3.20 4.10 5.40 6.60 

0.64 1.00 1.60 2.40 3.10 4.10 5.00 

0.53 0.84 1.30 2.00 2.60 3.40 4.10 

0.40 0.64 1 .oo 1.50 1.90 2.60 3.10 

0.33 0.53 0.84 1.30 1.60 2.10 2.60 

0.28 b 0.45 0.72 1.10 1.40 1.80 2.20 

0.25 0.40 0.64 0.94 1.20 1.60 1.90 

0.20 0.32 0.52 0.77 0.98 1.30 1.60 

0.15 0.24 0.39 0.58 0.74 0.98 1.20 

0.13 0.20 0.33 0.48 0.61 0.81 0.98 

0.11 0.18 0.28 0.41 0.53 0.69 0.84 

0.10 0.15 0.25 0.36 0.46 0.61 0.74 



I‘IGURE 82. 
llushing plastic 
connected to 
;,lene tLtbing, 
irrigate an 
orchard. 

A self- 
emitter 

polycth- 
used to 
ai ocado 

)vhich water flous from the emitter> and the iniiltration rate IDf the soil, as 
!,hown in Table 23. if the land is level the water will spread out to form 
,t wetted circle, If the land slopes the water will move downslope in an 
Irregular pattern. 

After the water infiltrates It will move vertically and laterally in the soil. 
.fhe shape of the wetted soil volume will depend on the capillary conductivity 
of the soil, and whether there are stratifications which impede downward 
movement, as described by Doneen (FAO, 197 If). The rate of flow from 
the emitters can also influence ihe wetting pattern. Where drip irrigation 
is used on well-drained coarse-textured soils the diameter of the wetted soil 
volume may be less than 1 metre across. Experience in Israel, reported by 
Boaz (19719, indicates that drip irrigation has not been very successful on 
shallow gravelly soils. If the soil is a tight clay with a very low intake rate, 
water may pond on the surface for prolonged periods. With such soils 
the emitters should be operated at short intervals so that the water will have 
an opportunity to infiltrate between irrigations. The best results have been 
obtained with medium-textured soils which have some slight. stratification. 
‘Nhere soils are shallow and underlain with a highly impervious stratum, 
extreme care must be taken to avoid saturating the soil in which the roots 
are growing. 

The wetting pattern will determine the number of emitters required to 
irrigate a given area. This will not only decide the spacing of the emitters 
along the lateral line but also the allowable spacing between lateral lines. 
The wetting pattern is also a determining factor in selecting the rate of flow 
that should be discharged by the emitters. 

In orchards with wide-spaced trees, two or more lateral lines may be 
required for each row of trees, or a looped line with several emitters may 
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be placed in a ring around each tree. For annual crops planted on beds 
spaced about 1 metre apart, a lateral line is usually required for each bed. 
The wetting pattern from a single emitter must be known for the type of 
soil before a drip irrigation system can be properly designed. No infor- 

TABLE 23. - SURFACE AREAS FLOODED BY DRIP EMIITERS 

A. Areas in square metres 

0.25 

Soil infiltration rate (centimetres per hour) 

I 
0.50 

I 
0.75 1.00 

I 
1.35 1.50 

-_-- 

. . . . . . . . . . .._........ Square nretres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . 

Emitter flow 

Lifres per hour 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

0.07 

0.1s 

0.20 

0.27 

0.33 

0.40 

0.47 

O.:‘l 

0.4 0.2 0.13 0. I 0.08 

0.8 0.4 0.27 0.2 0.16 

1.2 0.6 0.40 0.3 0.24 

l.G 0.8 0.53 0.4 0.32 

2.0 1.0 0.67 0.5 0.40 

2.4 1.2 0.80 0.6 0.48 

2.8 1.4 0.93 0.7 0.56 

3.2 1.6 1.07 0.8 0.64 

R. Areas in square feet 

-- 

0.10 

Soil infiltration rate (inches Der hour) 
- --_-.._ 

0.20 0.30 0.40 i 0.50 
I I 

0.60 
-- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spore /i-et . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . , 

Emitter Row 

U.S. gallons per hour 

0.25 

0.50 

0.75 

1.00 

1.25 

1.50 

I .75 

2.00 

4.0 2.0 1.3 I.0 0.8 0.7 

8.0 4.0 2.7 2.0 I.6 I.3 

12.0 6.0 4.0 3.0 2.4 2.0 

16.0 8.0 5.3 4.0 3.2 2.7 

20.0 10.0 6.6 5.0 4.0 3.3 

24.0 12.0 8.0 6.0 4.8 4.0 

28.0 14.0 0.3 7.0 5.6 4.7 

32.0 16.0 10.7 8.0 6.4 5.4 

14,8 



Plugging of emitters 

The plugging of emitter orilices has bwn a serious problem i\ith many 
drip irrigation systems. Screening or filtering the irrigation v,atrr ib ;i brtbic 
rquirenwnt. Multiple screens are often used uith the size ot‘ openings 
related to the size ot‘ the orifices. Screens with 200 mesh per square inch 
are sunietinux rquirtxl. Whew suspended organic niatt’rials such ds algat2 
are carried in the water it ma>’ be neceswy to USC a sand or Jirital: i’.‘tlOllS 
carti filter (Figure 83). Screens and tiltsrs require pcriudic cleaniirg. 

Water wdning quantities 01’ calcium or magnesium bicarbonates rna~ 



form carbonate encrustations on the outer side of the orifices, reducing the 
flow. Water carrying dissolved iron may precipitate iron oxides and plug 
the outlets. These waters may not be suitable for drip irrigation. 

The injection of phosphate or ammonia fertilizers into the water can result 
in the formation of precipitates of calcium or magnesium compounds which 
can plug small orifices. 

The growth of algae or filamentous bacteria inside the supply tubing 
can also plug the orifices. This problem occurs more frequently during hot 
weather or where the water supply is obtained from a pond or open ditch. 
Cycling the system so that j-he water can be completely drained from the 
supply lines every day will help to control this growth. Valves at the ends 
of the lines will permit the flushing of the system to remove accumulated 
growth. In severe cases it may be necessary to add an algacide, such as 
copper sulfate, to the water. 

Supply lines 

The supply lines should follow the contours of the land as closely as pos- 
sible. Where they must follow an uneven surface, allowances must be made 
for pressure differences due to changes in elevation. P. fall of 1 metre 
in elevation is equivalent to an increase in pressure of 0.1 atmosphere (a fall 
of 1 foot is equivalent to an increase in pressure of 0.433 pound per square 
inch). Where the supply lines are laid down a slope, the increase in pres- 
sure due to elevation change will help compensate for friction losses. 

Extruded polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride or polypropylene plastic 
tubing are generally used for the lateral supply lines which deliver water to 
the emitters. Opaque tubing, which is impervious to light rays and reduces 
algal growth, is preferred. To provide nearly uniform pressure at each 
emitter, the tubing should be sufficient in diameter to avoid excessive fric- 
tion losses. 

The water delivered into the supply line is released through a large number 
of emitters spaced along its length. The total friction loss is therefore only 
about one third of the loss that would occur if the entire flow were delivered 
the full length of the supply line. Table 24 gives friction losses for various 
flows in different sizes of plastic tubing. 

E.nmple: An orchard to be irrigated has trees spaced 6 metres apart with 
20 trees in each row. The rows are on a slope with a fall of 0.5 metre per 
100 metres. Six emitters with a capacity of 4.5 litres per hour each are to 
be used for each tree. Determine the size of supply pipe required so that 
pressure difference at the emitters does not exceed 2 metres of water. The 



TABLE 24. - FRICI-ION LOSSES IN PLASTIC TUBIW 

A. Losses ifl metres per 100 metres 

l-l L row 
Inside diameter (millimetres) 

Lif res 
per hour 

200 

400 

600 

800 

I 000 

1200 

1 400 

1 600 

1 800 

2000 

r 
9.2 / 11.7 / 12.7 1 13.9 ; lq.8 / 18.0 1~ I’).() 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Metres per 100 utefres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

60.0 3.2 

39.0 18.0 

39.0 

L 

2.5 

8.6 

18.0 

30.0 

45.0 

1.7 

3.7 

’ 3.0 

31.0 

30.0 

42.0 

56.0 

B. Losses in pounds per square inch per 100 feet 

0.8 

2.7 

0.4 

I .6 

5.9 j 3.2 

10.0 5.5 

16.0 1 8.3 

21.0 11.0 

28.0 16.0 

36.0 20.0 

45.0 25.0 

54.0 30.0 

0.3 

I.1 

2.5 

4. I 

6.2 

8.8 

I I.0 

15.0 

19.0 

23.0 

Flow 

U.S. gallons 
per hour 

60 

120 

180 

240 

300 

360 

420 

480 

540 

600 

Inside diameter Cinches) 

0.36 1 0.42 j 0.50 / 0.55 1 0.62 1 0.71 / 0.75 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pounds per square iilch per 100 Jeer . . . . . . . . . . . 

5.8 

21.1 

2.8 

10.3 

21.5 

36.6 

1.2 

3.5 

9.5 

16.2 

24.5 

34.4 

0.8 

2.9 

6.2 

10.6 

16.0 

22.8 

29.8 

38.2 

0.4 0.2 / 0.2 

1.5 0.8 0.6 

2.8 1.7 1.3 

5.6 3.0 2.3 

8.4 4.5 3.4 

11.8 6.2 4.8 

15.8 8.3 6.4 

20.1 10.6 8.1 

25.2 13.2 1 10.1 

30.6 16.1 12.3 

IS! 



supply line is 120 metres long, with 120 emitters spaced 1 metre apart. 
Total flow is 540 litres per hour. The pressure gain due to slope is 0.5 :.: 1.2 
= 0.6 metre. Total dynamic head allowable for overcoming friction is 
2 + 0.6 = 2.6 metres for 120 metres, or 2.17 metres per 100 metres. 
Table 24 shows that for a flow of 600 litres per hour through a 15.8-mil- 
limetre pipe the friction loss is 5.9 metres per 100 metres. Since the friction 
loss with multiple outlets will only be one third of this (I .97 metres per I00 
metres), a supply line with an inside diameter of about 15 millimetres 
should be used. 

The allowable pressure drop in a supply line will depend on the operat- 
ing pressure required at the emitters. The pressure difference between 
any two points along the supply line should not exceed IO percent of the 
required pressure at the emitters. 

In systems using self-flushing emitters, a greater flow and higher pressure 
when water starts flowing in the supply lines are required in order to close 
the flushing devices. This can sometimes be satisfied by concentrating 
the flow into a limited number of laterals at the start of irrigation. After 
a few minutes the flushing devices will usually close and the emitters will 
discharge water at their normal flow rate. 

Water is delivered to the lateral supply lines through a mainline pipe. 
This pipe should be of a size that will deliver the required flows while keep- 
ing friction losses within allowable limits. Where there are considerable 
differences in elevation between supply lines, pressure regulators and/or 
flow regulators are required on the intakes to the lines to equalize pressures. 

Care in using plastic materials 

The plastics used in drip irrigation systems are subject to deterioration 
when exposed to the sun. Inhibitors of ultraviolet light are sometimes mixed 
with the plastics to extend the life of the tubing. The pipes should be buried 
whenever possible. The emitters should not be buried, as they must be 
checked to see whether they are working properly. Rodents can chew 
through plastic pipe and tubing, witether the pipe is buried or exposed on 
the soil surface. Damage from rodents occurs more commonly with 
polyethylene than with polyvinyl chloride plastics. 

Some chemicals used for weed control or in pesticides act as solvents on 
plastics. Care should be taken not to spray them on to the plastic parts 
of the drip system. Damage can also result from injecting certain chemical 
pesticides into the pipelines. 
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CONVERSION FACTORS 

Metric and British/United States units of measure 

Length 

1 millimetre 

I centimetre 

1 metre 

1 kilometre 

1 inch 

1 foot 

1 miIe 

Area 

1 square centimetre 

1 square metre 

1 square kilometre 

1 hectare 

1 square inch 

1 square foot 

1 acre 

1 square mile 

Volslme 

I cubic centimetre 

1 cubic metre 

1 litre 

Metric 

= 100 centimetres 

= 1 000 metres 

= 2.54 centimetres 

= 0.3048 metre 

= 1.609 kilometres 

=- 100 hectares 

= 10 000 square metres 

1=1 6.452 square 
centimetres 

=L 0.0929 square metre 

=- 0.4047 hectare 

== 258.99 hectares 
= 2.59 square kilornetres 

= 1 000 litres 

I .-__---_____ 
154 

= 0.039 inch 

= 0.3937 inch 

=y 39.37 inches 
= 3.2808 feet 

= 0.6214 mile 

= 0.155 square inch 

== 10.764 square feet 

rl 0.3861 square mile 

= 107 640 square feet 
1:: 2.471 acres 

--: 43 560 square feet 

- 640 acres 

-- 0.06: cubic inch 

-= 35.314 cubic feet 
== 1.308 cubic yards 

= 0.0353 cubic foot 
= 0.2642 U.S. ga!lon 
=- 0.2201 imperial gallon 

- -- 

British/United States 



1 cubic inch 

1 cubic foot 

I cubic yard 

l U.S, gallon 

1 imperial gallon 

1 acre-inch 

I acre-foot 

Rates of flow 

1 cubic metre per second 

1 cubic metre per hour 

1 litre per second 

1 cubic foot per second 

I U.S. gallon per minute 

I imperial gallon per 
minute 

Pressure 

I atmosphere 

1 pound per square inch 

Metric 

= 16.39 cubic centimetres 

= 0.0283 cubic metre 
= 28.32 litres 

= 0.7645 cubic metre 

= 3.783 Iitres 

= 4.5460 hires 

z= 102.8 cubic metres 

= 1 233.5 cubic metres 

= 0.278 Iitre per second 

-=. 3.6 cubic metres per 
hour 

=- 0.0283 cubic metre 
per second 

- 28.32 litres per second 

.T 0.06309 litre per second 

= 0.07573 Iitre per second 

-Y 0.068 atmosphere 

British/ United States 

= 7.48 U.S. gallons 
= 6.23 imperial gallons 

= 0.833 imperial gallon 

= 1.201 U.S. gallons 

- 3 630 cubic feet 

= 43 560 cubic feet 

= 35.314 cubic feet per 
second 

= 4.403 U.S. ga?Ions per 
minute 

7: 3.668 imperial gallons 
per minute 

- 0.0353 cutic feet per 
second 

= 15.852 U.S. gallons per 
minute 

= 13.206 imperial gallons 
per minute 

= 448.8 U.S. gallons per 
minute 

= 373.8 imperial gallons 
per minute 

= 1 acre-inch per hour 
(approximately) 

=- 2 acre-feet per day 
(approximately) 

= 14.7 pounds per square 
inch 

-- 
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